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PROCESS DEPENDING ON PLASMA 
DISCHARGES SUSTAINED BY INDUCTIVE 

COUPLING 

CROSS REFERENCES TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application is a continuation-in-part of application 
Ser. No. 08/736,315 ?led Oct. 23, 1996, noW abandoned, 
Which is a continuation of application Ser. No. 08/567,224 
?led Dec. 4, 1995, noW abandoned. All of these documents 
are hereby incorporated by reference for all purposes. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates generally to plasma processing. 
More particularly, the invention is for plasma processing of 
devices using an inductive discharge. This invention is 
illustrated in an example With regard to plasma etching and 
resist stripping of semiconductor devices. The invention also 
is illustrated With regard to chemical vapor deposition 
(CVD) of semiconductor devices. But it Will be recogniZed 
that the invention has a Wider range of applicability. Merely 
by Way of example, the invention also can be applied in 
other plasma etching applications, and deposition of mate 
rials such as silicon, silicon dioxide, silicon nitride, 
polysilicon, among others. 

Plasma processing techniques can occur in a variety of 
semiconductor manufacturing processes. Examples of 
plasma processing techniques occur in chemical dry etching 
(CDE), ion-assisted etching (IAE), and plasma enhanced 
chemical vapor deposition (PECVD), including remote 
plasma deposition (RPCVD) and ion-assisted plasma 
enhanced chemical vapor deposition (IAPECVD). These 
plasma processing techniques often rely upon radio fre 
quency poWer (rf) supplied to an inductive coil for providing 
poWer to gas phase species in forming a plasma. 

Plasmas can be used to form neutral species (i.e., 
uncharged) for purposes of removing or forming ?lms in the 
manufacture of integrated circuit devices. For instance, 
chemical dry etching generally depends on gas-surface 
reactions involving these neutral species Without substantial 
ion bombardment. 

In other manufacturing processes, ion bombardment to 
substrate surfaces is often undesirable. This ion 
bombardment, hoWever, is knoWn to have harmful effects on 
properties of material layers in devices and excessive ion 
bombardment ?ux and energy can lead to intermixing of 
materials in adjacent device layers, breaking doWn oxide 
and “Wear out,” injecting of contaminative material formed 
in the processing environment into substrate material layers, 
harmful changes in substrate morphology (e.g. 
amophotiZation), etc. 

Ion assisted etching processes, hoWever, rely upon ion 
bombardment to the substrate surface in de?ning selected 
?lms. But these ion assisted etching processes commonly 
have a loWer selectivity relative to conventional CDE pro 
cesses. Hence, CDE is often chosen When high selectivity is 
desired and ion bombardment to substrates are to be 
avoided. 
One commonly used chemical dry etching technique is 

conventional photoresist stripping, often termed ashing or 
stripping. Conventional resist stripping relies upon a reac 
tion betWeen a neutral gas phase species and a surface 
material layer, typically for removal. This reaction generally 
forms volatile products With the surface material layer for its 
removal. The neutral gas phase species is formed by a 
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2 
plasma discharge. This plasma discharge can be sustained by 
a coil (e.g., helical coil, etc.) operating at a selected fre 
quency in a conventional photoresist stripper. An example of 
the conventional photoresist stripper is a quarter-Wave heli 
cal resonator stripper, Which is described by US. Pat. No. 
4,368,092 in the name of Steinberg et al. 

Referring to the above, an objective in chemical dry 
etching is to reduce or even eliminate ion bombardment (or 
ion ?ux) to surfaces being processed to maintain the desired 
etching selectivity. In practice, hoWever, it is often difficult 
to achieve using conventional techniques. These conven 
tional techniques generally attempt to control ion ?ux by 
suppressing the amount of charged species in the plasma 
source reaching the process chamber. A variety of tech 
niques for suppressing these charged species have been 
proposed. 

These techniques often rely upon shields, baffles, large 
separation distances betWeen the plasma source and the 
chamber, or the like, placed betWeen the plasma source and 
the process chamber. The conventional techniques generally 
attempt to directly suppress charge density doWnstream of 
the plasma source by interfering With convective and diffu 
sive transport of charged species. They tend to promote 
recombination of charged species by either increasing the 
surface area (e. g., baffles, etc.) relative to volume, or increas 
ing ?oW time, Which relates to increasing the distance 
betWeen the plasma source and the process chamber. 

These baf?es, hoWever, cause loss of desirable neutral 
etchant species as Well. The baffles, shields, and alike, also 
are often cumbersome. Baf?es, shields, or the large separa 
tion distances also cause undesirable recombinative loss of 
active species and sometimes cause radio frequency poWer 
loss and other problems. These baf?es and shields also are 
a potential source of particulate contamination, Which is 
often damaging to integrated circuits. 

Baf?es, shields, spatial separation, and alike, When used 
alone also are often insuf?cient to substantially prevent 
unWanted parasitic plasma currents. These plasma currents 
are generated betWeen the Wafer and the plasma source, or 
betWeen the plasma source and Walls of the chamber. It is 
commonly knoWn that When initial charged species levels 
are present in an electrical ?eld, the charged species are 
accelerated and dissociative collisions With neutral particles 
can multiply the concentration of charge to higher levels. If 
suf?cient “seed” levels of charge and rf potentials are 
present, the parasitic plasma in the vicinity of the process 
Wafer can reach harmful charge density levels. In some 
cases, these charge densities may be similar to or even 
greater than plasma density Within the source plasma region, 
thereby causing even more ion ?ux to the substrate. 

Charge densities also create a voltage difference betWeen 
the plasma source and processing chamber or substrate 
support, Which can have an additional deleterious effect. 
This voltage difference enhances electric ?elds that can 
accelerate extraction of charge from the plasma source. 
Hence, their presence often induces increased levels of 
charge to be irregularly transported from the plasma source 
to process substrates, thereby causing non-uniform ion 
assisted etching. 

Conventional ion assisted plasma etching, hoWever, often 
requires control and maintenance of ion ?ux intensity and 
uniformity Within selected process limits and Within selected 
process energy ranges. Control and maintenance of ion ?ux 
intensity and uniformity are often difficult to achieve using 
conventional techniques. For instance, capacitive coupling 
betWeen high voltage selections of the coil and the plasma 
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discharge often cause high and uncontrollable plasma poten 
tials relative to ground. It is generally understood that 
voltage difference betWeen the plasma and ground can cause 
damaging high energy ion bombardment of articles being 
processed by the plasma, as illustrated by US. Pat. No. 
5,234,529 in the name of Johnson. It is further often under 
stood that rf component of the plasma potential varies in 
time since it is derived from a coupling to time varying rf 
excitation. Hence, the energy of charged particles from 
plasma in conventional inductive sources is spread over a 
relatively Wide range of energies, Which undesirably tends to 
introduce uncontrolled variations in the processing of 
articles by the plasma. 

The voltage difference betWeen the region just outside of 
a plasma source and the processing chamber can be modi?ed 
by introducing internal conductive shields or electrode ele 
ments into the processing apparatus doWnstream of the 
source. When the plasma potential is elevated With respect 
to these shield electrodes, hoWever, there is a tendency to 
generate an undesirable capacitive discharge betWeen the 
shield and plasma source. These electrode elements are often 
a source of contamination and the likelihood for contami 
nation is even greater When there is capacitive discharge (ion 
bombardment from capacitive discharge is a potential source 
of sputtered material). Contamination is damaging to the 
manufacture of integrated circuit devices. 

Another limitation is that the shield or electrode elements 
generally require small holes therein as structural elements. 
These small holes are designed to alloW gas to How there 
through. The small holes, hoWever, tend to introduce 
unWanted pressure drops and neutral species recombination. 
If the holes are made larger, the plasma from the source 
tends to survive transport through the holes and unWanted 
doWnstream charge ?ux Will often result. In addition, unde 
sirable discharges to these holes in shields can, at times, 
produce an even more undesirable holloW cathode effect. 

In conventional helical resonator designs, conductive 
external shields are interposed betWeen the inductive poWer 
(e.g., coil, etc.) and Walls of the vacuum vessel containing 
the plasma. Avariety limitations With these external capaci 
tive shielded plasma designs (e.g., helical resonator, induc 
tive discharge, etc.) have been observed. In particular, the 
capacitively shielded design often produces plasmas that are 
dif?cult to tune and even ignite. Alternatively, the use of 
unshielded plasma sources (e.g., conventional quarter-Wave 
resonator, conventional half-Wave resonator, etc.) attain a 
substantial plasma potential from capacitive coupling to the 
coil, and hence are prone to create uncontrolled parasitic 
plasma currents to grounded surfaces. Accordingly, the use 
of either the shielded or the unshielded sources using 
conventional quarter and half-Wave rf frequencies produce 
undesirable results. 

In many conventional plasma sources a means of cooling 
is required to maintain the plasma source and substrates 
being treated beloW a maximum temperature limit. PoWer 
dissipation in the structure causes heating and thereby 
increases the dif?culty and expense of implementing effec 
tive cooling means. Inductive currents may also be coupled 
from the excitation coil into internal or capacitive shields 
and these currents are an additional source of undesirable 
poWer loss and heating. Conventional capacitive shielding in 
helical resonator discharges utiliZed a shield Which Was 
substantially split along the long axis of the resonator to 
lessen eddy current loss. HoWever, such a shield substan 
tially perturbs the resonator characteristics oWing to 
unWanted capacitive coupling and current Which ?oWs from 
the coil to the shield. Since there are no general design 
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4 
equations, nor are properties currently knoWn for resonators 
Which are “loaded” With a shield along the axis, sources 
using this design must be siZed and made to Work by trial 
and error. 

In inductive discharges, it is highly desirable to be able to 
substantially control the plasma potential relative to ground 
potential, independent of input poWer, pressure, gas com 
position and other variables. In many cases, it is desired to 
have the plasma potential be substantially at ground poten 
tial (at least offset from ground potential by an amount 
insigni?cantly different from the ?oating potential or intrin 
sic DC plasma potential). For example, When a plasma 
source is utiliZed to generate neutral species to be trans 
ported doWnstream of the source for use in ashing resist on 
a semiconductor device substrate (a Wafer or ?at panel 
electronic display), the concentration and potential of 
charged plasma species in the reaction Zone are desirably 
reduced to avoid charging damage from electron or ionic 
current from the plasma to the device. When there is a 
substantial potential difference betWeen plasma in the source 
and grounded surfaces beyond the source, there is a ten 
dency for unWanted parasitic plasma discharges to form 
outside of the source region. 

Another undesirable effect of potential difference is the 
acceleration of ions toWard grounded surfaces and subse 
quent impact of the energetic ions With surfaces. High 
energy ion bombardment may cause lattice damage to the 
device substrate being processed and may cause the chamber 
Wall or other chamber materials to sputter and contaminate 
device Wafers. In other plasma processing procedures, 
hoWever, some ion bombardment may be necessary or 
desirable, as is the case particularly for anisotropic ion 
induced plasma etching procedures (for a discussion of 
ion-enhanced plasma etching mechanisms See Flamm (Ch. 
2, pp.94—183 in Plasma Etching, An Introduction, D. M. 
Manos and D. L. Flamm, eds., Academic Press, 1989)). 
Consequently, uncontrolled potential differences, such as 
that caused by “stray” capacitive coupling from the coil of 
an inductive plasma source to the plasma, are undesirable. 

Referring to the above limitations, conventional plasma 
sources also have disadvantages When used in conventional 
plasma enhanced CVD techniques. These techniques com 
monly form a reaction of a gas composition in a plasma 
discharge. One conventional plasma enhanced technique 
relies upon ions aiding in rearranging and stabiliZing the 
?lm, provided the bombardment from the plasma is not 
suf?ciently energetic to damage the underlying substrate or 
the groWing ?lm. Conventional resonators and other types of 
inductive discharges often produce parasitic plasma currents 
from capacitive coupling, Which often detrimentally in?u 
ences ?lm quality, e.g., an inferior ?lm, etc. These parasitic 
plasma currents are often uncontrollable, and highly unde 
sirable. These plasma sources also have disadvantages in 
other plasma processing techniques such as ion-assisted 
etching, and others. Of course, the particular disadvantage 
Will often depend upon the application. 

To clarify certain concepts used in this application, it Will 
be convenient to introduce these de?nitions. 

Ground (or ground potential): These terms are de?ned as 
a reference potential Which is generally taken as the poten 
tial of a highly conductive shield or other highly conductive 
surface Which surrounds the plasma source. To be a true 
ground shield in the sense of this de?nition, the RF con 
ductance at the operating frequency is often substantially 
high so that potential differences generated by current Within 
the shield are of negligible magnitude compared to poten 
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tials intentionally applied to the various structures and 
elements of the plasma source or substrate support assembly. 
HoWever, some realiZations of plasma sources do not incor 
porate a shield or surface With adequate electrical suscep 
tance to meet this de?nition. In implementations Where there 
is a surrounding conductive surface that is someWhat similar 
to a ground shield or ground plane, the ground potential is 
taken to be the ?ctitious potential Which the imperfect 
grounded surface Would have equilibrated to if it had Zero 
high frequency impedance. In designs Where there is no 
physical surface Which is adequately con?gured or Which 
does not have insuf?cient susceptance to act as a “ground” 
according to the above de?nition, ground potential is the 
potential of a ?ctitious surface Which is equi-potential With 
the shield or “ground” conductor of an unbalanced trans 
mission line connection to the plasma source at its RF feed 
point. In designs Where the plasma source is connected to an 
RF generator With a balanced transmission line RF feed, 
“ground” potential is the average of the driven feed line 
potentials at the point Where the feed lines are coupled to the 
plasma source. 

Inductively Coupled PoWer: This term is de?ned as poWer 
transferred to the plasma substantially by means of a time 
varying magnetic ?uX Which is induced Within the volume 
containing the plasma source. A time-varying magnetic ?uX 
induces an electromotive force in accord With MaXWell’s 
equations. This electromotive force induces motion by elec 
trons and other charged particles in the plasma and thereby 
imparts energy to these particles. 
RF inductive poWer source and bias poWer supply: In 

most conventional inductive plasma source reactors, poWer 
is supplied to an inductive coupling element (the inductive 
coupling element is often a multi-turn coil Which abuts a 
dielectric Wall containing a gas Where the plasma is ignited 
at loW pressure) by an rf poWer generator. 

Conventional Helical Resonator: Conventional helical 
resonator can be de?ned as plasma applicators. These 
plasma applicators have been designed and operated in 
multiple con?gurations, Which Were described in, for 
example, US. Pat. No. 4,918,031 in the names of Flamm et 
al., US. Pat. No. 4,368,092 in the name of Steinberg et al., 
US. Pat. No. 5,304,282 in the name of Flamm, U.S. Pat. No. 
5,234,529 in the name of Johnson, US. Pat. No. 5,431,968 
in the name of Miller, and others. In these con?gurations, 
one end of the helical resonator applicator coil has been 
grounded to its outer shield. In one conventional 
con?guration, a quarter Wavelength helical resonator section 
is employed With one end of the applicator coil grounded 
and the other end ?oating (i.e., open circuited). A trimming 
capacitance is sometimes connected betWeen the grounded 
outer shield and the coil to “?ne tune” the quarter Wave 
structure to a desired resonant frequency that is beloW the 
native resonant frequency Without added capacitance. In 
another conventional con?guration, a half-Wavelength heli 
cal resonator section Was employed in Which both ends of 
the coil Were grounded. The function of grounding the one 
or both ends of the coil Was believed to be not essential, but 
advantageous to “stabiliZe the plasma operating character 
istics” and “reduce the possibility of coupling stray current 
to nearby objects.” See US. Pat. No. 4,918,031. 

Conventional resonators have also been constructed in 
other geometrical con?gurations. For instance, the design of 
helical resonators With a shield of square cross section is 
described in Zverev et al., IRE Transactions on Component 
Parts, pp. 99—110, Sept. 1961. Johnson (US. Pat. No. 
5,234,529) teaches that one end of the cylindrical spiral coil 
in a conventional helical resonator may be deformed into a 
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6 
planar spiral above the top surface of the plasma reactor 
tube. U.S. Pat. No. 5,241,245 in the names of Barnes et al. 
teach the use of conventional helical resonators in Which the 
spiral cylindrical coil is entirely deformed into a planar 
spiral arrangement With no helical coil component along the 
sideWalls of the plasma source (this geometry has often been 
referred to as a “transformer coupled plasma,” termed a 

TCP). 
From the above it is seen that an improved technique, 

including a method and apparatus, for plasma processing is 
often desired. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention provides a technique, including a 
method and apparatus, for fabricating a product using a 
plasma discharge. The present technique relies upon the 
control of the instantaneous plasma AC potential to selec 
tively control a variety of plasma characteristics. These 
characteristics include the amount of neutral species, the 
amount of charged species, overall plasma potential, the 
spatial eXtent and distribution of plasma density, the distri 
bution of electrical current, and others. This technique can 
be used in applications including chemical dry etching (e. g., 
stripping, etc.), ion-enhanced etching, plasma immersion ion 
implantation, chemical vapor deposition and material 
groWth, and others. 

In one aspect of the invention, a process for fabricating a 
product is provided. These products include a varieties of 
devices (e.g., semiconductor, ?at panel displays, micro 
machined structures, etc.) and materials, e.g., diamonds, raW 
materials, plastics, etc. The process includes steps of sub 
jecting a substrate to a composition of entities. At least one 
of the entities emanates from a species generated by a 
gaseous discharge eXcited by a high frequency ?eld in Which 
the vector sum of phase and anti-phase capacitive coupled 
voltages (e.g., AC plasma voltage) from the inductive cou 
pling structure substantially balances. This process provides 
for a technique that is substantially free from stray or 
parasitic capacitive coupling from the plasma source to 
chamber bodies (e. g., substrate, Walls, etc.) at or near ground 
potential. 

In another aspect of the invention, another process for 
fabricating a product is provided. The process includes steps 
of subjecting a substrate to a composition of entities. At least 
one of the entities emanates from a species generated by a 
gaseous discharge eXcited by a high frequency ?eld in Which 
the vector sum of phase and anti-phase capacitive coupled 
voltages from the inductive coupling structure is selectively 
maintained. This process provides for a technique that can 
selectively control the amount of capacitive coupling to 
chamber bodies at or near ground potential. 
A further aspect of the invention provides yet another 

process for fabricating a product. This process includes steps 
of subjecting a substrate to a composition of entities. At least 
one of the entities emanates from a species generated by a 
gaseous discharge eXcited by a high frequency ?eld in Which 
the vector sum of phase and anti-phase capacitive coupled 
voltages from the inductive coupling structure is selectively 
maintained. A further step of selectively applying a voltage 
betWeen the at least one of the entities in the plasma source 
and a substrate is provided. This process provides for a 
technique that can selectively control the amount of capaci 
tive coupling to chamber bodies at or near ground potential, 
and provide for a driving voltage betWeen the entities and a 
substrate. 

Another aspect of the invention provides another process 
for fabricating a product. The process comprises steps of 
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subjecting a substrate to a composition of entities and using 
the resulting substrate for completion of the product. At least 
one of the entities emanates from a species generated by a 
gaseous discharge provided by a plasma applicator, e.g., a 
helical resonator, inductive coil, transmission line, etc. This 
plasma applicator has an integral current driven by capaci 
tive coupling of a plasma column to elements With a selected 
potential greater than a surrounding shield potential sub 
stantially equal to capacitive coupling of the plasma column 
to substantially equal elements With a potential beloW shield 
potential. 

In a further aspect, the invention provides an apparatus for 
fabricating a product. The apparatus has an enclosure com 
prising an outer surface and an inner surface. The enclosure 
houses a gaseous discharge. The apparatus also includes a 
plasma applicator (e.g., helical coil, inductive coil, trans 
mission line, etc.) disposed adjacent to the outer surface. A 
high frequency poWer source operably coupled to the plasma 
applicator is included. The high frequency poWer source 
provides high frequency to excite the gaseous discharge to 
provide at least one entity from a high frequency ?eld in 
Which the vector sum of phase and anti-phase capacitive 
current coupled from the inductive coupling structure is 
selectively maintained. 

In another aspect, the present invention provides an 
improved plasma discharge apparatus. This plasma dis 
charge apparatus includes a plasma source, a plasma appli 
cator (e.g., inductive coil, transmission line, etc.), and other 
elements. This plasma applicator provides a de-coupled 
plasma source. AWave adjustment circuit (e. g., RLC circuit, 
coil, transmission line, etc.) is operably coupled to the 
plasma applicator. The Wave adjustment circuit can selec 
tively adjust phase and anti-phase potentials of the plasma 
from an rf poWer supply. This rf poWer supply is operably 
coupled to the Wave adjustment circuit. 

The present invention achieves these bene?ts in the 
context of knoWn process technology. HoWever, a further 
understanding of the nature and advantages of the present 
invention may be realiZed by reference to the latter portions 
of the speci?cation and attached draWings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a simpli?ed diagram of a plasma etching 
apparatus according to the present invention; 

FIGS. 2A—2E are simpli?ed con?gurations using Wave 
adjustment circuits according to the present invention; 

FIG. 3 is a simpli?ed diagram of a chemical vapor 
deposition apparatus according to the present invention; 

FIG. 4 is a simpli?ed diagram of a stripper according to 
the present invention; 

FIGS. 5A—5C are more detailed simpli?ed diagrams of a 
helical resonator according to the present invention; 

FIG. 6 is a conventional quarter-Wave helical resonator 
plasma etching apparatus With stray plasma Which results 
from the coupling in the conventional design; 

FIG. 7 is a simpli?ed diagram of the rf voltage distribu 
tion along the coil of the FIG. 6 apparatus; 

FIG. 8 is a simpli?ed top-vieW diagram of a stripping 
apparatus according to the present experiments; and 

FIG. 9 is a simpli?ed side-vieW diagram of a stripping 
apparatus according to the present experiments. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

FIG. 1 is a simpli?ed diagram of a plasma etch apparatus 
10 according to the present invention. This etch apparatus is 
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8 
provided With an inductive applicator, e.g., inductive coil. 
This etch apparatus depicted, hoWever, is merely an 
illustration, and should not limit the scope of the claims as 
de?ned herein. One of ordinary skilled in the art may 
implement the present invention With other treatment cham 
bers and the like. 

The etch apparatus includes a chamber 12, a feed source 
14, an exhaust 16, a pedestal 18, an inductive applicator 20, 
a radio frequency (rf) poWer source 22 to the inductive 
applicator 20, Wave adjustment circuits 24, 29 (WACs), a 
radio frequency poWer source 35 to the pedestal 18, a 
controller 36, and other elements. Optionally, the etch appa 
ratus includes a gas distributor 17. 

The chamber 12 can be any suitable chamber capable of 
housing a product 28, such as a Wafer to be etched, and for 
providing a plasma discharge therein. The chamber can be a 
domed chamber for providing a uniform plasma distribution 
over the product 28 to be etched, but the chamber also can 
be con?gured in other shapes or geometries, e.g., ?at ceiling, 
truncated pyramid, cylindrical, rectangular, etc. Depending 
upon the application, the chamber is selected to produce a 
uniform entity density over the pedestal 18, providing a high 
density of entities (i.e., etchant species) for etching unifor 
mity. 
The present chamber includes a dome 25 having an 

interior surface 26 made of quartZ or other suitable materi 
als. The exterior surface of the chamber is typically a 
dielectric material such as a ceramic or the like. Chamber 12 
also includes a process kit With a focus ring 32, a cover (not 
shoWn), and other elements. Preferably, the plasma dis 
charge is derived from the inductively coupled plasma 
source that is a de-coupled plasma source (DPS) or a helical 
resonator, although other sources can be employed. 

The de-coupled source originates from rf poWer derived 
from the inductive applicator 20. Inductively coupled poWer 
is derived from the poWer source 22. The rf signal frequen 
cies ranging from 800 kHZ to 80 MHZ can be provided to the 
inductive applicator 20. Preferably, the rf signal frequencies 
range from 5 MHZ to 60 MHZ. The inductive applicator 
(e.g., coil, antenna, transmission line, etc.) overlying the 
chamber ceiling can be made using a variety of shapes and 
ranges of shapes. For example, the inductive applicator can 
be a single integral conductive ?lm, a transmission line, or 
multiple coil Windings. The shape of the inductive applicator 
and its location relative to the chamber are selected to 
provide a plasma overlying the pedestal to improve etch 
uniformity. 

The plasma discharge (or plasma source) is derived from 
the inductive applicator 20 operating at selected phase 23 
and anti-phase 27 potentials (i.e., voltages) that substantially 
cancel each other. The controller 36 is operably coupled to 
the Wave adjustment circuits 24, 29. In one embodiment, 
Wave adjustment circuits 24, 29 provide an inductive appli 
cator operating at full-Wave multiples 21. This embodiment 
of full-Wave multiple operation provides for balanced 
capacitance of phase 23 and anti-phase voltages 27 along the 
inductive applicator (or coil adjacent to the plasma). This 
full-Wave multiple operation reduces or substantially elimi 
nates the amount of capacitively coupled poWer from the 
plasma source to chamber bodies (e.g., pedestal, Walls, 
Wafer, etc.) at or close to ground potential. Alternatively, the 
Wave adjustment circuits 24, 29 provide an inductive appli 
cator that is effectively made shorter or longer than a 
full-Wave length multiple by a selected amount, thereby 
operating at selected phase and anti-phase voltages that are 
not full-Wave multiples. Alternatively, more than tWo, one or 
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even no Wave adjustment circuits can be provided in other 
embodiments. But in all of these above embodiments, the 
phase and anti-phase potentials substantially cancel each 
other, thereby providing substantially no capacitively 
coupled poWer from the plasma source to the chamber 
bodies. 

In alternative embodiments, the Wave adjustment circuit 
can be con?gured to provide selected phase and anti-phase 
coupled voltages coupled from the inductive applicator to 
the plasma that do not cancel. This provides a controlled 
potential betWeen the plasma and the chamber bodies, e.g., 
the substrate, grounded surfaces, Walls, etc. In one 
embodiment, the Wave adjustment circuits can be used to 
selectively reduce current (i.e., capacitively coupled current) 
to the plasma. This can occur When certain high potential 
difference regions of the inductive applicator to the plasma 
are positioned (or kept) aWay from the plasma region (or 
inductor-containing-the-plasma region) by making them go 
into the Wafer adjustment circuit assemblies, Which are 
typically con?gured outside of the plasma region. In this 
embodiment, capacitive current is reduced and a selected 
degree of symmetry betWeen the phase and anti-phase of the 
coupled voltages is maintained, thereby providing a selected 
potential or even substantially ground potential. In other 
embodiments, the Wave adjustment circuits can be used to 
selectively increase current (i.e., capacitively coupled 
current) to the plasma. 
As shoWn, the Wave adjustment circuits are attached (e.g., 

connected, coupled, etc.) to ends of the inductive applicator. 
Alternatively, each of these Wave adjustment circuits can be 
attached at an intermediate position aWay from the inductive 
application ends. Accordingly, upper and loWer tap positions 
for respective Wave adjustment circuits can be adjustable. 
But both the inductive applicator portions beloW and above 
each tap position are active. That is, they both can interact 
With the plasma discharge. 
A sensing apparatus can be used to sense plasma voltage 

and use automatic tuning of the Wave adjustment circuits 
and any rf matching circuit betWeen the rf generator and the 
plasma treatment chamber. This sensing apparatus can main 
tain the average AC potential at Zero or a selected value 
relative to ground or any other reference value. This Wave 
adjustment circuit provides for a selected potential differ 
ence betWeen the plasma source and chamber bodies. These 
chamber bodies may be at a ground potential or a potential 
supplied by another bias supply, e.g., See FIG. 1 reference 
numeral 35. Examples of Wave adjustment circuits are 
described by Way of the FIGS. beloW. 

For instance, FIGS. 2A to 2E are simpli?ed con?gurations 
using the Wave adjustment circuits according to the present 
invention. These simpli?ed con?gurations should not limit 
the scope of the claims herein. In an embodiment, these 
Wave adjustment circuits employ substantially equal circuit 
elements (e.g., inductors, capacitors, transmission line 
sections, and others) such that the electrical length of the 
Wave adjustment circuits in series With the inductive appli 
cator coupling poWer to the plasma is substantially an 
integral multiple of one Wavelength. In other embodiments, 
the circuit elements provide for inductive applicators at 
other Wavelength multiples, e.g., one-sixteenth-Wave, one 
eighth-Wave, quarter-Wave, half-Wave, three-quarter Wave, 
etc. In these embodiments (e.g., full-Wave multiple, half 
Wave, quarter-Wave, etc.), the phase and anti-phase relation 
ship betWeen the plasma potentials substantially cancel each 
other. In further embodiments, the Wave adjustment circuits 
employ circuit elements that provide plasma applicators 
With phase and anti-phase potential relationships that do not 
cancel each other out using a variety of Wave length por 
tions. 
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FIG. 2A is a simpli?ed illustration of an embodiment 50 

using Wave adjustment circuits according to the present 
invention. This embodiment 50 includes a discharge tube 52, 
an inductive applicator 55, an exterior shield 54, an upper 
Wave adjustment circuit 57, a loWer Wave adjustment circuit 
59, an rf poWer supply 61, and other elements. The upper 
Wave adjustment circuit 57 is a helical coil transmission line 
portion 69, outside of the plasma source region 60. LoWer 
Wave adjustment circuit 59 also is a helical coil transmission 
line portion 67 outside of the plasma source region 60. The 
poWer supply 61 is attached 65 to this loWer helical coil 
portion 67, and is grounded 63. Each of the Wave adjustment 
circuits also are shielded 66, 68. 

In this embodiment, the Wave adjustment circuits are 
adjusted to provide substantially Zero AC voltage at one 
point on the inductive coil (refer to point 00 in FIG. 2A). 
This embodiment also provides substantially equal phase 70 
and anti-phase 71 voltage distributions in directions about 
this point (refer to OO-A and OO-C in FIG. 2A) and provides 
substantially equal capacitance coupling to the plasma from 
physical inductor elements (OO-C) and (OO-A), carrying the 
phase and anti-phase potentials. Voltage distributions OO-A 
and OO-C are combined With C-D and A-B (shoWn by the 
phantom lines) Would substantially comprise a full-Wave 
voltage distribution in this embodiment Where the desired 
con?guration is a selected phase/antiphase portion of a 
full-Wave inductor (or helical resonator) surrounding the 
plasma source discharge tube. 

In this embodiment, it is desirable to reduce or minimiZe 
capacitive coupling current from the inductive element to 
the plasma discharge in the plasma source. Since the capaci 
tive current increases monotonically With the magnitude of 
the difference of peak phase and anti-phase voltages, Which 
occur at points A and C in FIG. 2A, this coupling can be 
lessened by reducing this voltage difference. In FIG. 2A, for 
example, it is achieved by Way of tWo Wave adjustment 
circuits 57, 59. Coil 55 (or discharge source) is a helical 
resonator and the Wave adjustment circuits 57, 59 are helical 
resonators. 

The discharge source helical resonator 53 can be con 
structed using conventional design formulae. Generally, this 
helical resonator includes an electrical length Which is a 
selected phase portion “x” (A to 00 to C) of a full-Wave 
helical resonator. The helical resonator Wave adjustment 
circuits are each selected to comprise a portion (2-x) of 
full-Wave helical resonators. Physical parameters for the 
Wave adjustment helical resonators can be selected to realiZe 
practical physical dimensions and appropriate Q, Z0, etc 
values. In particular, some or even all of the transmission 
line parameters (Q, Z0, etc.) of the Wave adjustment circuit 
sections may be selected to be substantially the same as the 
transmission line parameters of the inductive applicator. The 
portion of the inductive plasma applicator helical resonator, 
on the other hand, is designed and siZed to provide selected 
uniformity values over substrate dimensions Within an eco 
nomical equipment siZe and reduced Q. 
The Wave adjustment circuit provides for external rf 

poWer coupling, Which can be used to control and match 
poWer to the plasma source, as compared to conventional 
techniques used in helical resonators and the like. In 
particular, conventional techniques often match to, couple 
poWer to, or match to the impedance of the poWer supply to 
the helical resonator by varying a tap position along the coil 
above the grounded position, or selecting a ?xed tap position 
relative to a grounded coil end and matching to the imped 
ance at this position using a conventional matching netWork, 
e.g., LC netWork, netWork, etc. Varying this tap position 
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along the coil Within a plasma source is often cumbersome 
and generally imposes a difficult mechanical design prob 
lems. Using the ?xed tap and external matching netWork 
also is cumbersome and can cause unanticipated changes in 
the discharge Q, and therefore in?uences its operating mode 
and stability. In the present embodiments, the Wave adjust 
ment circuits can be positioned outside of the plasma source 
(or constrained in space containing the inductive coil, e.g., 
See FIG. 2A. Accordingly, the mechanical design (e.g., 
means for varying tap position, change in the effective rf 
poWer coupling point by electrical means, etc.) of the tap 
position are simpli?ed relative to those conventional tech 
niques. 

In the present embodiment, rf poWer is fed into the loWer 
Wave adjustment circuit 59. Alternatively, rf poWer can be 
fed into the upper Wave adjustment circuit (not shoWn). The 
rf poWer also can be coupled directly into the inductive 
plasma coupling applicator (e.g., coil, etc.) in the Wave 
adjustment circuit design, as illustrated by FIG. 2B. 
Alternatively, other application Will use a single Wave 
adjustment circuit, as illustrated by FIG. 2C. PoWer can be 
coupled into this Wave adjustment circuit or by conventional 
techniques such as a tap in the coil phase. In some 
embodiments, this tap in the coil phase is positioned above 
the grounded end. An external impedance matching netWork 
may then be operably coupled to the poWer for satisfactory 
poWer transfer ef?ciency from, for example, a conventional 
coaxial cable to impedances (current to voltage rations) 
existing betWeen the Wave adjustment circuit terminated end 
of the applicator. 
A further embodiment using multiple inductive plasma 

applicators also is provided, as shoWn in FIG. 2D. This 
embodiment includes multiple plasma applicators (PA1, 
PA2 . . . PAn). These plasma applicators respectively provide 
selected combinations of inductively coupled poWer and 
capacitively coupled poWer from respective voltage poten 
tials (V1, V2 . . . Vn). Each of these plasma applicators 
derives poWer from its poWer source (PS1, PS2 . . . PSn) 
either directly through an appropriate matching or coupling 
netWork or by coupling to a Wave adjustment circuit as 
described. Alternatively, a single poWer supply using poWer 
splitters and impedance matching netWorks can be coupled 
to each (or more than tWo) of the plasma applicators. 
Alternatively, more than one poWer supply can be used 
Where at least one poWer supply is shared among more than 
one plasma applicator. Each poWer source is coupled to its 
respective Wave adjustment circuits (WACl, WAC2 . . . 

WACn). 
Generally, each plasma applicator has an upper Wave 

adjustment circuit (e.g., WAC 1a, WAC 2a . . . WACna) and 
a loWer Wave adjustment circuit (e.g., WAClb, WAC2b . . . 

WACnb). The combination of upper and loWer Wave adjust 
ment circuits are used to adjust the plasma source potential 
for each plasma source Zone. Alternatively, a single Wave 
adjustment circuit can be used for each plasma applicator. 
Each Wave adjustment circuit can provide substantially the 
same impedance characteristics, or substantially distinct 
impedance characteristics. Of course, the particular con?gu 
ration used Will depend upon the application. 

For instance, multiple plasma applicators can be used to 
employ distinct excitation frequencies for selected Zones in 
a variety of applications. These applications include ?lm 
deposition using plasma enhanced chemical deposition, 
etching by Way of ion enhanced etching or chemical dry 
etching and others. Plasma cleaning also can be performed 
by Way of the multiple plasma applicators. Speci?cally, at 
least one of the plasma applicators Will de?ne a cleaning 
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plasma used for cleaning purposes. In one embodiment, this 
cleaning plasma can have an oxygen containing species. 
This cleaning plasma is de?ned by using an oxygen 
discharge, Which is sustained by microWave poWer to a 
cavity or resonant microWave chamber abutting or surround 
ing a conventional dielectric vessel. Of course, a variety of 
other processes also can be performed by Way of this 
multiple plasma applicator embodiment. 

This present application using multiple plasma applica 
tors can provide a multi-Zone (or multi-chamber) plasma 
source Without the use of conventional mechanical separa 
tion means (e.g., baf?es, separate process chambers, etc.). 
Alternatively, the degree of interaction betWeen adjacent 
Zones or chambers can be relaxed oWing to the use of 
voltage potential control via Wave adjustment circuits. This 
plasma source provides for multiple plasma source 
chambers, each With its oWn control via its oWn plasma 
applicator. Accordingly, each plasma applicator provides a 
physical Zone region (i.e., plasma source) With selected 
plasma characteristics (e.g., capacitively coupled current, 
inductively coupled current, etc.). These Zones can be used 
alone or can be combined With other Zones. Of course, the 
particular con?guration Will depend upon the application. 

In the present embodiments, the Wave adjustment circuit 
can be made from any suitable combination of element(s) 
such as various types of transmission lines, circuits, etc. 
These transmission lines include conventional solid or air 
dielectric coaxial cable, or ordinary, repeating inductor/ 
capacitor discrete approximations to transmission lines, and 
others. These types of transmission lines are co-axial trans 
mission lines, balanced parallel transmission lines, so called 
sloW Wave transmission lines With a spiral inner conductor 
(e.g., selected portions of a helical resonator, etc.), and 
others. Individual lumped, ?xed, or adjustable combinations 
of resistors, capacitors, and inductors (e.g., matching 
netWorks, etc.) also can be used in place of transmission line 
sections for the Wave adjustment circuit. These general types 
of Wave adjustment circuits are frequency dependent, and 
can be termed frequency dependent Wave adjustment cir 
cuits (or FDWACs). 

Frequency independent elements also can be used as the 
Wave adjustment circuits. These Wave adjustment circuits 
can be termed frequency independent WACs (or FIWACs). 
Frequency independent Wave adjustment circuits include 
degenerate cases such as short-circuit connections to ground 
or an in?nite impedance (i.e., open circuit), and others. 
Frequency independent Wave adjustment circuits can be 
used alone, or in combination With the frequency dependent 
Wave adjustment circuits. Alternatively, the frequency 
dependent Wave adjustment circuits can be used alone or in 
combination With other Wave adjustment circuits. Other 
variations, alternative constructions, and modi?cations also 
may be possible depending upon the application. 
With regard to operation of the Wave adjustment circuits, 

various embodiments can be used, as illustrated by FIG. 2E. 
The Wave adjustment circuits are used to select a Wave 
length portion to be applied in the plasma applicator. In 
some embodiments, the average rf plasma potential is main 
tained close to ground potential by providing substantially 
equal phase 90, 81 and anti-phase 91, 82 capacitively 
coupled portions of the inductive applicator. This can occur 
in multi-Wave embodiments 92, full-Wave embodiments 93, 
half-Wave multiple embodiments, quarter-Wave multiple 
embodiments, or any other embodiments 94. 

In alternative embodiments, it is desirable to maintain an 
elevated source plasma voltage relative to ground potential 
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to induce a controlled ion plasma flux (or ion bombardment)
to the product substrate (or any other chamber bodies).
These embodiments are provided by selecting distinct elec-
trical lengths for each of the wave adjustment circuit sec-
tions such that the capacitive coupled current from a phase
section of the inductive plasma applicator is in excess of
capacitive coupled current from its anti-phase portion. In
these embodiments, the wave adjustment circuit provides a
deliberate imbalance between the phase and anti-phase of
the coupled voltages. In some embodiments 97, this occurs
by shifting the zero voltage nodes along the process chamber
axially, thereby achieving a bias relative to the plasma
discharge. As shown, the phase 95 is imbalanced relative to
its anti-phase 96. In other embodiments 99, one phase
portion 84 is imbalanced by way of a different period
relative to its complementary phase portion 85. Other
embodiments are provided where the source plasma voltage
is lower relative to ground potential. In the embodiments
were imbalance is desirable, the potential difference
between the phase and anti-phase potential portions is
reduced (or minimized) when the amount of sputtering (e.g.,
wall sputtering, etc.) is reduced. The amount of sputtering,
however, can be increased (or maximized) by increasing the
potential difference between the phase and anti-phase poten-
tial portions. Sputtering is desirable in, for example, sput-
tering a quartz target, cleaning applications, and others. Of
course, the type of operation used will depend upon the
application.

Current maxima on an inductive applicator with distrib-
uted capacitance (e.g., helical resonator transmission line,
etc.) occur at voltage minima. In particular, conventional
quarter-wave helical resonator current is substantially at a
relative maximum at its grounded end of the coil, and to a
lesser extend in the nearby coil elements. Therefore, partial
inductive coupling of power, if it occurs, will tend to be at
this grounded end. In conventional half-wave helical
resonators, inductive coupling tends to occur at each of the
two grounded ends.

In the present invention, substantially anti-symmetric
phase and anti-phase inductive half-wave and other frac-
tional wave applicator sections support substantially more
inductive coupling at a selected rf voltage node, e.g., FIG.
2A reference numeral 00. This effect is caused by high
current flow in the inductor applicator zones (or sections)
both directly above and below the node (corresponding to
inductor elements in the phase and anti-phase sections at and
immediately adjacent to the rf voltage zero point). It should
be noted that conventional quarter and half-wave inductively
coupled inductive applicators have inductive coupling
which abruptly declines below the grounded coil locations
because the coil terminates and voltage extrema are present
at these locations. This generally produces conventional
quarter and half-wave helical resonators that tend to operate
in a capacitive mode, or with a substantial fraction of power
which is capacitively coupled to the plasma, unless the
plasma is shielded from coil voltages, as noted above.

In a specific embodiment, the power system includes
selected circuit elements for effective operation. The power
system includes an rf power source. This rf power source can
be any suitable rf generator capable of providing a selected
or continuously variable frequency in a range from about
800 kHz to about 80 MHz. Many generators are useful.
Preferably, generators capable of operating into short and
open-circuit loads without damage are used for industrial
applications. One example of a suitable generator is a fixed
frequency rf generator 28.12 MHz—3 kW CX-3000 power
supply made by Comdel, Inc. of Beverly, Mass. A suitable
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variable frequency power supply arrangement capable of the
3 kW output over an 800 kHz to 50 MHz range can be made
by driving an IFI Model TCCX3500 High

Power Wide Band Amplifier with a Hewlett Packard
HP116A, 0-50 MHz Pulse/Function Generator. Other gen-
erators including those capable of higher or lower power
also can be used depending upon the application.

Power from the generator can be transmitted to the plasma
source by conventional coaxial cable transmission line. An
example of this transmission line is RG8/U and other higher
temperature rated cable (e.g., RG1151U, etc.) with a coaxial
TEFLON dielectric. In some embodiments, power is fed to
conventional end-grounded half-wave helical resonators by
positioning a movable tap on the helical coil and connecting
a power source between the tap and the ground. In other
embodiments, matching networks can be introduced
between the coaxial cable power feed and the helical coil tap
for flexibility. The matching network will depend on the
selected wave configuration and wave adjustment circuits.
In a balanced half-wave helical resonator embodiment, for
example, the ends of the resonator coil can be terminated
with wave adjustment circuits which substantially have zero
susceptance. In particular, the wave adjustment circuit is
designed as an open circuit by making no electrical connec-
tions to the ends of the coil, or establishing an electrical
equivalence thereof. Alternatively, the ends of the coil are
isolated by chokes series resistance, thereby DC coupled to
a fixed reference potential. These types of wave adjustment
circuits are frequency independent and are “degenerate”
cases. In these embodiments, the rf power is provided such
that the phase and anti-phase current flows above and below
the electrical midpoint of the coil. This provides for sub-
stantially balanced phase and anti-phase current flow from
the power source stabilizing desired operation in coil volt-
ages above the midpoint of the coil, and also provides
substantially equal phase and anti-phase voltages.

The embodiments described above also can be applied to
other plasma processing applications, e.g., PECVD, plasma
immersion ion implantation (PIII), stripping, sputtering, etc.
For instance, FIG. 3 is a simplified CVD apparatus 100
according to the present invention. The present CVD appa-
ratus includes a chamber 112, a feed source 114, an exhaust
116, a pedestal 118, a power source 122, a ground 124, a
helical resonator 126, and other elements. The helical reso-
nator 126 has a coil 132, an outer shield 133, and other
elements. The chamber can be any suitable chamber capable
of housing a product 119 such as a wafer for deposition, and
for providing a plasma discharge therein. Preferably, the
chamber is a right circular cylinder chamber for providing
an uniform plasma species distribution over the product. But
the chamber can also be configured in the form of rectan-
gular right cylinder, a truncated cone, and the like. The
chamber and fixtures are constructed from aluminum and

quartz, and other suitable materials. The plasma discharge is
derived from a plasma source which is preferably a helical
resonator discharge or other inductive discharge using a
wave adjustment circuit or other techniques to selectively
adjust phase-anti-phase potentials. The present CVD appa-
ratus provides for deposition of a dielectric material, e.g.,
silicon dioxide or the like.

The product 119 having an upper surface 130 is placed
into the present CVD apparatus for deposition, e.g., plasma
enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD), and others.
Examples of deposition materials include a dielectric mate-
rial such as a silicon dioxide (SiO2), a phosphosilicate glass
(PSG), a borophosphosilicate glass (BPSG), a silicon nitride
(Si3N4), among others.
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In one embodiment, the deposition occurs by introducing
a mixture comprising organic silane, oxygen, and an inert
gas such as helium or argon according to the present
invention. The organic silane can be any suitable organic
silicate material such TEOS, HMDS, OMCTS, and the like.
Deposition is also conformal in selected instances. As for the
oxygen, it includes a flow rate of about 1 liter/per minute and
less. A relative flow rate between the organic silane such as
TEOS and oxygen ranges from about 1:40 to about 2:1, and
is preferably less than about 1:2 in certain applications. A
deposition temperature of the organic silane-oxygen layer
ranges from about 300 to about 500° C., and can also be at
other temperatures. Pressures in the range of 1 to 7 Torr are
generally used. Of course, other concentrations,
temperatures, materials, and flow rates can be used depend-
ing upon the particular application.

This chamber also includes a wave adjustment circuit
127. The wave adjustment circuit 127 is used to provide a
helical coil operating with capacitive coupling to selected
phase and anti-phase voltages. This portion 127 of the wave
adjustment circuit coil also is shielded 140 to prevent rf from
interfering with the plasma discharge or external elements,
e.g., equipment, power, etc. The coil shield 140 is made of
a conductive material such as copper, aluminum, or the like.
In one embodiment, an operating frequency is selected and
the wave adjustment circuit is dadjusted to short circuit the
upper end of the helical applicator coil to ground 124. This
provides a helical coil operating at approximately a full-
wave multiple and has substantially equal phase and anti-
phase sections. This full-wave multiple operation provides
for balanced capacitance of phase 151 and anti-phase 153
voltages along the coil 132 adjacent to the plasma source.
Full-wave multiple operation reduces or even substantially
eliminates the amount of capacitively coupled power from
the plasma source to chamber bodies (e.g., pedestal, walls,
wafer, etc.) at or close to ground potential.

In the present embodiment, the wave adjustment circuit
127 is a variable coil portion 128 of a spiral transmission
line, which is selectively placed outside the outer shield 133.
Accordingly, when the wave adjustment circuit is adjusted to
become a short circuit, the plasma source “sees” only a
selected full-wave multiple comprising substantially equal
phase 151 and anti-phase 153 of the entire instantaneous AC
voltages 134, 135. In this embodiment, stress of the depos-
ited oxide film is often tensile, which can be undesirable.

Alternatively, the wave adjustment circuit 127 provides a
helical resonator operating at selected phase and anti-phase
voltages that are not full-wave multiples. This wave adjust-
ment circuit provides for a selected amount of capacitive
coupling from the plasma source to the chamber bodies.
Stress of the deposited oxide film in this embodiment can be
made to be zero or slightly compressive. In some
embodiments, the oxide films can be deposed with an rf
plasma potential of several hundred volts between the
plasma source and the substrate to decrease the tendency of
the oxide film to absorb moisture. This can occur by
adjusting the wave adjustment circuit to add in a small
section of transmission line outside of the source and

correspondingly shortening the applicator coil (by moving
the lower point at which the applicator coil is short-circuited
and thereby decreasing the inductance of the applicator coil
and electrical length of the helical resonator 126 (e.g., spiral
transmission line, etc.) Of course, the selected amount of
capacitive coupling will depend upon the application.

FIG. 4 is a simplified diagram of a resist stripper accord-
ing to the present invention. The present stripping apparatus
includes similar elements as the previous described CVD
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apparatus. The present stripping apparatus includes a cham-
ber 112, a feed source 114, an exhaust 116, a pedestal 118,
an rf power source 122, a ground 124, a helical resonator
126, and other elements. The helical resonator 126 includes
a coil 132, an outer shield 133, a wave adjustment circuit
400, and other elements. The chamber can be any suitable
chamber capable of housing a product 119 such as a pho-
toresist coated wafer for stripping, and for providing a
plasma discharge therein. The plasma discharge is derived
from a plasma source, which is preferably a helical resonator
discharge or other inductive discharge using a wave adjust-
ment circuit or other techniques to selectively adjust
phaseanti-phase potentials. The present stripping apparatus
provides for stripping or ashing photoresist, e.g., implant
hardened, etc. Further examples of such a stripping appara-
tus are described in the experiments section below.

In this embodiment, the wave adjustment circuits rely
upon open circuits (i.e., zero susceptance). Power transfer
can be occurred with a balanced feed such as an inductively-
coupled push-pull arrangement such as coupled inductors.
Techniques for constructing these coupled inductors are
described in, for example, “The ARRL Antenna Book,” R.
D. Straw, Editor, The American Radio Delay League,
Newington, Conn. (1994) and “The Radio Handbook,” W. I.
Orr, Editor, Engineering Ltd, Indiana (1962), which are both
hereby incorporated by reference for all purposes. In one
embodiment, a ferrite or powdered iron core “balun”
(balanced-unbalanced) toroidal transformer (i.e., broadband
transmission transformer, broadband transformer, etc.) 401
can be used to provide balanced matching from a conven-
tional unbalanced coaxial transmission line. Techniques for
constructing toroidal baluns are described in, for example,
“Transmission Line Transformers,” J. Sevick, 2nd Edition,

American Radio Relay League, Newington, Conn. (1990).
The toroidal transformer is coupled between the rf power
source 122 and the coil 132. The midpoint 406 between the
phase 405 and anti-phase voltage on the coil is effectively rf
grounded, hence it may be convenient to directly ground this
midpoint of the inductive application in some embodiments
for stability. This permits alternate operation in which power
may be coupled into the inductive applicator (e.g., coil, etc.)
with a conventional unbalanced feed line tapped on one side
of the center. Push-pull balanced coupling ignites the plasma
more easily than conventional unbalanced coil tap matching
and generally is easier to adjust in selected applications.

Referring to the helical resonator embodiments operating
at substantially equal phase and anti-phase potentials, FIG.
5A is a simplified diagram 200 of an equivalent circuit
diagram of some of them. The diagram is merely an illus-
tration and should not limit the scope of the claims herein.
The equivalent circuit diagram includes a plurality of rf
power supplies (V1, V2, V3 . . . V”) 203, representing for
example, a single rf power source. These power supplies are
connected in parallel to each other. One end of the power
supply is operably coupled to a ground connection 201. The
other end of the power supplies can be represented as being
connected to a respective capacitor (C1, C2, C3 . . . Cn). Each
of these capacitors are connected in parallel to each other.
During this mode of operation, substantially no voltage
difference exists between any of these capacitors, as they are
all connected to each other in parallel.

FIG. 5B is a simplified diagram of instantaneous AC
voltage and current along a helical resonator coil of FIG. 5A
where each end of the inductive applicator is short circuited.
The diagram is merely an illustration and should not limit
the scope of the claims herein. This diagram includes the
discharge tube 213 and an inductive plasma discharge (or
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plasma source) 501 therein. As shown, the plasma discharge
includes an intensified “donut-shaped” glow region 501 that
occupies a limited range (R) of the discharge tube 213. The
plasma discharge has an average voltage potential (VWE) of
substantially zero volt between the ground potential (VG)
and the high voltage potential (VH). As can be seen, the
plasma discharge 501 has capacitively coupling elements to
VH and VG. But the average voltage potential of this plasma
discharge is zero. This operation provides for balanced
capacitance of phase 503 and anti-phase 505 voltages along
the coil adjacent to the plasma, thereby substantially pre-
venting capacitively coupling from the plasma source to
chamber bodies. As also shown, a current maxima 507 exists
at VWE, which corresponds to an inflection point between the
phase 503 and the anti-phase 505.

In an alternative operating mode, dim rings of plasma
caused by inductively coupled plasma current are visible
near top and bottom extremes of the inductive application,
as illustrated by FIG. 5C. This operating mode is generally
for a full-wave 517 inductive coupling coil operated at a
very high power, e.g., maximum power input to the induc-
tive applicator is often limited by thermal considerations and
breakdown. The rings 513, 515 of current in the plasma
discharge are simulated by maximum coil current areas
corresponding to voltage minima at the top and bottom
shorted ends of the coil. Under these high power conditions,
subordinate current rings are detectable and some excitation
is often visible in the intermediate regions. This excitation is
partially caused by capacitively driven currents within the
discharge coupled to the voltage maximum and voltage
minimum positions along the inductive applicator.

Alternatively, subordinate inductive plasma current rings
at the top and bottom ends 513 of the resonator do not appear
with limited input power. The coil current and inductive flux
fall beyond the ends of the inductive applicator so that a
single inductive ring 515 in the center portion is more stable,
provided that the conductivity of the plasma is large enough
to support a single current ring at a specified input power.

In alternative applications using high power operation, no
secondary plasma current rings may be desirable. These
applications often have substantially minimum internal
capacitive coupling. In these applications, the inductive
applicator (e.g., coil) abutting the vacuum vessel may be
shortened from a full wave to an appropriate length such that
only the central current maxima exists on the coil abutting
the plasma source and the potential difference between
maximum and minimum voltage on the applicator is sub-
stantially reduced. The present application is achieved by
stabilizing the desired waveform along the applicator by
appropriate impedance wave adjustment circuits.

Referring to the above embodiments, the present inven-
tion provides for processing with an inductively coupled
plasma in which the plasma potential from coupling to a
phase portion of the inductive applicator is substantially not
offset by capacitive coupling to anti-phase voltages on
selective portions to the inductive coupling element. Con-
ventional inductive sources (e.g., conventional helical
resonators, etc.), however, have hitherto been operated in
quarter-wave or half-wave modes. These modes provide
only phase capacitive coupling to the plasma, which raises
the plasma potential toward the coil without compensation
anti-phase coupling. Conventional inductive sources that are
longer than a half-wave have been generally considered
cumbersome and impractical for plasma reactors. In
particular, these inductive sources are large in size, and have
nodes along the helical coil, which have been believed to
create a non-uniform plasma. In order to operate a substan-
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tially inductive plasma in a helical resonator, conventional
inductive sources relied upon shielding the plasma tube from
electrical fields originating on the coil. Shielding occurred,
for example, by inserting a longitudinally split shield
between the coil and plasma tube.

The present invention provides for a substantially pure
inductively coupled power source. A benefit of this induc-
tively coupled power as a primary means to sustain plasma
excitation is that electric field lines produced by inductive
coupling are solenoidal (e.g. they close on themselves).
Since solenoidal electric field lines have zero divergence,
they do not create or support a scalar potential field (e.g. a
voltage difference) within the plasma volume. Thus, in an
ideal case, inductively coupled power can be transferred into
a plasma without no direct relationship between the plasma
potential and the voltages on coupling elements (e.g. the
voltage on the coil in a helical resonator) or voltages on rf
matching networks, if such are used. Furthermore, when
transferring power to the plasma by purely inductive means,
power transfer does not require any significant potential
difference to be maintained between elements of the plasma
and ground potential (e.g. the potential difference between
the plasma and ground can be fixed by factors which are
substantially independent of inductive excitation power).
Although in theory, inductive power transfer does not
require raising the AC or DC potential of the plasma with
respect to ground, in practice there has been substantial shift
and harmful alteration in the plasma potential found in
unshielded current art inductive sources.

As previously noted, and further emphasized herein, the
most effective conventional method employed to avoid
plasma potential shift in conventional commercially avail-
able inductive sources is to shield the plasma from the
electrical fields on the inductive coupling element
(commonly a multi-turn coil) by inserting a grounded con-
ductive member between the inductive driving element and
the plasma discharge tube. Shielding is, however, cumber-
some and inconvenient and has serious disadvantages in
practice. Shields couple to inductive applicator elements and
can cause wide excursions in the natural resonance

frequency, which are not predicted by conventional design
formulae. This often results in laborious trail and error and

iterative mechanical designs to achieve a desired resonance.
Another disadvantage of shielding is that shields often make
it difficult to achieve initial ignition of the plasma since
shields generally exclude capacitive electric fields in the
plasma discharge tube. In particular, ignition (known as
plasma breakdown) of inductive breakdown generally
begins with a capacitive electric field discharge, which is
stable at lower currents and powers (S, for example, J.
Amorim, H. S. Maciel and J. P. Sudana, J. Vac. Sci. Technol.

B9, pp. 362-365, 1991). Accordingly, shields tend to block
capacitive electric fields, which induce plasma ignition.

Insertion of the shield close to high voltage RF point in a
network (such as the voltage maximum points in a helical
resonator or the high potential driven side of a TCP coil) also
causes large displacement currents to flow through the
capacitance between the shield and coil. This high potential
difference is also a potential cause of damaging rf break-
down across the air gap, hence the gap may require protec-
tion by inconvenient solid or liquid dielectric insulation. The
displacement current flow causes power loss and requires
that higher power RF generating equipment be used to
compensate for the power loss. Coupling loss in the plasma
source structure is also undesirable from the standpoint of
thermal control. These limitations are overcome by the
present invention using the wave adjustment circuits, an
inductive applicator of selected phase length, and other
elements.
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Experiments

To prove the principle and demonstrate the operation of
the present invention, a helical resonator plasma source was
used in a photoresist stripper. Conventional helical resona-
tors also were evaluated in these experiments. These experi-
ments are merely examples, and should not limit the scope
of the claims herein. One of ordinary skill in the art would
easily recognize other experiments, uses, variations, and
modifications of the inventions defined by these claims.
I. Conventional Photoresist Stripper

In this experiment, the conventional resist stripper was a
prototype made by MC Electronics, present assignee. Of
course, other stripper platforms also can be used depending
upon the application. A conventional quarter-wave helical
resonator resist stripper 600 was constructed with a quarter-
wave helical resonator source 602 upstream of a processing
chamber 604, shown in FIG. 6. This quarter-wave helical
resonator 602 included a coil 608 and other elements.

Coil 608 consisted of 5.15 turns of 0.4 inch diameter

copper tubing would with a pitch of 0.5 turns per inch with
a mean radius of 6.4 inches and centered radially and
vertically inside an outer copper shield 610. Coil 608 is
operably coupled to a power source 612 and operated at
about 13 MHz radio frequency. A 17 inch long, 9.25 inch
diameter quartz tube 606 was centered inside of the copper
coil 608. The shield 610 was 16 inches inside diameter,
approximately 0.08 inches thick and 18 inches long. This
shield 610 also was connected to a ground (VG) connection
on the aluminum process chamber body (except when
making the current measurements described below).

The process chamber 604 was for a conventional resist
stripper. This resist stripper included a wafer support 616 (or
pedestal) and other elements. Process chamber 604 is oper-
ably coupled at an outer location 620 to ground via shield
610. Wafer support 616 has a wafer 618 disposed thereon.

The wafer 618 is a 6-inch (250 mm) <100> type wafer
with approximately 1.25 microns of spin-coated Mitsubishi
Kasei positive photoresist MPR-4000. This wafer was ashed
on the grounded 10 inch diameter wafer support 616. This
support was resistivity heated and the temperature of the
substrate support was sensed with a thermocouple.

After the helical resonator plasma was ignited, visible
plasma filled the quartz plasma tube under all of the condi-
tions used for processing. In addition, a strong plasma glow
was always visible above the wafer in the downstream
processing chamber which was indicative of secondary
plasma discharge to the substrate support. This secondary
plasma discharge was also accompanied by current flow
from the resonator shield to the chamber of approximately
5-10 Amperes rms (and sometimes even more) which could
be measured by elevating the shield on insulating blocks and
monitoring the current flow through a 2 inch long 1.5 inch
wide strip of copper braid which was passed through a
Pearson Current probe used to monitor the current.

FIG. 7 is a simplified diagram 700 of the rf voltage
distribution along the coil for the quarter-wave helical
resonator of FIG. 6. This diagram includes the quartz tube
606 and a plasma discharge (or source) 701 therein. As
shown, the plasma discharge includes a glow region that 701
occupies a large range (R) of the quartz tube 606. The
plasma discharge has an average voltage potential (VWE)
between the ground potential (VG) and the high voltage
potential (VH). As can be seen, the plasma discharge 701 has
capacitively coupling elements to VH and VG due to its
average voltage potential VWE. In fact, as previously noted,
the current flow from the resonator shield to the chamber

was at least 5-10 Amperes rms. In high power applications,
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intense sparking was observed in the chamber from the
capacitively coupled plasma source.
II. Present Photoresist Stripper

To prove the principle and operation of the present
inventions, experiments were performed. These experiments
used a photoresist stripper apparatus. This resist stripper
apparatus in a cluster tool arrangement used a helical
resonator according to the present inventions. One of ordi-
nary skill in the art, however, would recognize that other
implementations, modifications, and variations may be used.
Accordingly, the experiments performed herein are not
intended to limit the scope of the claims below.

The photoresist stripper apparatus was configured with
multiple process chambers in a cluster tool arrangement, as
illustrated by FIGS. 8 and 9. FIGS. 8 and 9 illustrate a
simplified top-view diagram 800 and a simplified side-view
diagram, respectively. Two process chambers, e.g., chamber
1 901 and chamber 2 903, were used. Chamber 1 901 was
used for stripping implant hardened resist crust (or skin).
Chamber 2 903 was used for stripping the remaining pho-
toresist. Alternatively, the chambers can be both used for
stripping implant hardened resist crust and stripping remain-
ing photoresist. Of course, the particular use depends upon
the application. These chambers also were made of alumi-
num with ceramic inserts, which is highly resistant to
chemical attack.

The apparatus also used a microprocessor based controller
to oversee process operations. This microprocessor based
controller can be accessed through a control panel 921. The
present apparatus used a controller made from a 486DX
processor PC made by EPSON, with a color LCD touch
panel display. This controller also is shielded and highly
resistant to chemical attack.

An automatic wafer handling system 910 was also pro-
vided. The automatic wafer handling system used standard
cassettes 912 for transferring the photoresist coated wafers
to and from the process chambers 901, 903. The automatic
wafer handling system included a robot 917, cassette cham-
ber 1 905, cassette chamber 2 907, cassette stage 1 909,
cassette stage 2 911, and other elements. The wafer handling
system 910 used a conventional interlock system for pro-
viding the cassettes 912 from the cleanroom into the process
chambers 901, 903. A main shuttle chamber 913 housed the
robot 917 in the cluster tool arrangement. The controller
oversees the automatic wafer handling system operations.
The present wafer handing system is made by JEL Co., LTD
of Japan.

A cooling plate 915 was included in the main chamber
913 housing the robot 917. The cooling plate 915 was of
conventional design, and was capable of cooling the wafer
after being stripped, which often occurs at elevated tem-
peratures. Alternatively, the cooling plate can be used to
thermally adjust the wafer temperature either before, after,
or even between selected process operations.

The process chambers 901, 903 were disposed down-
stream from respective plasma sources 923, 925. Each
helical resonator included a coil 927 disposed around a
quartz tube 929. The coil consisted of 11.5 turns of 0.4 inch
copper tubing wound with a pitch of 0.9 turns per inch with
a mean radius of 9.4 inches and centered radially and
vertically inside an outer copper shield 931. The coil is
operably coupled to a power source (not shown). A 17 inch
long, 9.25 inch diameter quartz tube was centered inside of
the copper coil. The shield was 16 inches inside diameter,
approximately 0.08 inches thick and 18 inches long. The
shield is operably coupled to a lower portion of the coil.

In one experiment, processes were used for stripping
photoresist from wafers, e.g., See FIG. 9 reference numeral
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933. The processes involved the use of a multi-step stripping
operation to remove implanted photoresist from semicon-
ductor wafers. Samples were prepared using eight-inch
wafers. These wafers were spin coated with Mitsubishi
Kasei positive photoresist MPR-4000. Spin coating occurred
at 1,200 rpm and 120° C. for 90 seconds. The resulting
photoresist was about 1.2 microns in thickness in the sample
wafers. These sample wafers were implanted to form a
implanted hardened resist layer near the top of the photo-
resist.

An implant resist stripping process was performed to
remove the top implant hardened resist. This occurred by
stripping using an “un-balanced” phase and anti-phase cou-
pling relationship in a half-wave helical resonator. The
half-wave helical resonator was configured in one of the
process chambers. In this chamber, the pedestal had a
temperature of about 40° C. to maintain a low wafer
temperature. This low wafer temperature was maintained to
reduce the possibility of “popping.” Popping occurs when
vapor in the underlying photoresist explodes through the
implant hardened resist.

After the top hardened layer was removed. The wafer was
transferred into a chamber operating at a full-wave multiple.
This chamber operated at a frequency of about 27.12 MHZ
at a full-wave multiple. The pedestal of this chamber was at
150 to 200° C. The full wave structure provided for balanced
phase and anti-phase coupled currents, thereby reducing the
amount of capacitively coupled plasma, which can be det-
rimental to the underlying substrate. In this step, overashing
was performed to substantially remove all photoresist mate-
rial from the wafer. No damage occurred to the underlying
substrate during this overashing step.

Once the photoresist has been stripped, the wafer is
cooled. In particular, the wafer is removed from the full-
wave multiple process chamber, and placed on the cooling
station. This cooling station reduces the temperature of the
wafer (which was heated). This wafer is then reloaded back
into its wafer cassette. Once all wafers have been processed
in the cassette, the cassette comprising the stripped wafers is
removed from the cluster tool apparatus. Characteristics of
this half-wave helical resonator were described in detail

above. In the present experiments, the following tests also
were performed.

Test 1: 6-inch wafers were ashed at a total pressure of 0.13
Torr using a gas flow of 0.2 standard liter per minute of pure
oxygen, forward rf power of 2200 watts and a reflected
power of 150 watts at an excitation frequency of 13.4 MhZ.
The substrate was held at 60° C. and wafers were ashed and

then the discharge was extinguished). The ashing rate across
the wafer was determined to vary between approximately
3411 A/min and 3139 A/min with the rates approximately
symmetric about the center of each wafer and the maximum

ashing rate at the center. The average etching rate was 3228
A/min and etching uniformity was approximately 4 percent.

Test 2: 6-inch wafers were ashed at a total pressure of 1
Torr using a gas flow of 1 standard liter per minute, forward
rf power of 2200 watts and a reflected power of 160 watts
at an excitation frequency of 13.0 MHZ. The substrate was

held at 60° C. and the ashing rate was determined to very
between approximately 3144 A/min and 3748 A/min
depending on position on a wafer. The etching uniformity
was approximately 9 percent.

Test 3: Resist coated wafers were implanted with a
selected dose of 5><1015 atoms/cm2 at 40 kev arsenic
The wafers were cleaved into samples approximately 3
centimeters square. Two samples were then ashed on the
substrate support simultaneously, under the various condi-
tions listed in Table 1.
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TABLE 1

Experimental Results for Ashing

O2 Fwd Refi. rf
Time(s) Pressure Flow Pwr Pwr freq. Temp

Run (sec.) (Torr) (slm) * (W) (MHZ)

A 180 0.23 0.5 2,000 180 13.2 68
B 132 0.06 0.2 2,150 180 13.3 90
C 180 0.13 0.2 2,200 150 13.3 60
D 300 0.13 0.2 2,200 150 13.3 40

E(I) 90 0.09 0.1 2,200 80 13.4 40
F(II) 150 0.09 0.1 2,200 80 13.4 40

*slm = standard liters per minute (or 1000 sccm)
(I) Unimplanted resist was used in this test and ashing was terminated before
endpoint was reached to test unifomrity. The average ashing rate was 5259
A/min and uniformity was 7.5%.
(II) Implanted resist was etched for 150 sec, but endpoint was visible at 100seconds.

Under conditions used for Run D, it was determined that
resist was cleared from the entire wafer after 3 minute and

15 seconds. Consequently, the ashing time in the table
included approximately 100 sec. overetching. Under condi-
tions where practical ashing rates were attained, a visible
plasma discharge and sheath could be observed over the
wafer.

Diagnostic measurements of current similar to those per-
formed in the conventional stripping apparatus were per-
formed. In these measurements, currents from the shield of
the resonator to the processing chamber gave values of at
about 0.1 to 0.5 Amperes rms and less. These measurements
were limited by error using available instrumentation.
Accordingly, these currents were at least an order of mag-
nitude below those currents measured above in the conven-

tional stripping apparatus.
A visual inspection of the stripped wafers shows

extremely good results. That is, the wafers were stripped at
a sufficient rate for production operation and no substantial
damaged occurred to the wafers. This provides for effective
wafer tum-around-time and substantially no damage caused
by the plasma. In addition, current measured from the shield
to the chamber by elevating the shield on insulating blocks
was less than about 0.5 Amperes rms and, in some instances,
at or below measured error using available instrumentation.
This current was substantially less than those measured in
the conventional stripping apparatus.

While the invention has been described with reference to

specific embodiments, various alternatives, modifications,
and equivalents may be used. In fact, the invention also can
be applied to almost any type of plasma discharge apparatus.
This discharge apparatus can include an apparatus for
plasma immersion ion implantation or growing diamonds,
TCPs, and others. This discharge apparatus can be used for
the manufacture of fiat panel displays, disks, integrated
circuits, diamonds, semiconductor materials, bearings, raw
materials, and the like. Therefore, the above description
should not be taken as limiting the scope of the invention
which is defined by the appended claims.

What is claimed is:

1. A process for fabricating a product using a plasma
source, said process comprising the steps of subjecting a
substrate to entities, at least one of said entities emanating
from a gaseous discharge excited by a high frequency field
from an inductive coupling structure in which a phase
portion and an anti-phase portion of capacitive currents
coupled from the inductive coupling structure are selectively
balanced;

wherein said inductive coupling structure is adjusted
using a wave adjustment circuit, said wave adjustment
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circuit adjusting the phase portion and the anti-phase
portion of the capacitively coupled currents.

2. The process of claim 1 wherein the wave adjustment
circuit selectively adjusts a frequency of an rf power supply.

3. The process of claim 1 wherein the high frequency field
is adjusted using a variable frequency power supply.

4. The process of claim 1 wherein the wave adjustment
circuit comprises a transmission line.

5. The process of claim 1 wherein said process is provided
in a chamber.

24

6. The process of claim 5 wherein the chamber is provided
for a process selected from etching, deposition, sputtering,
or implantation.

7. The process of claim 1 wherein said inductive coupling
structure provides a wave multiple selected from a one-
sixteenth wave, a one-eighth-wave, a quarter-wave, a half-
wave, a three-quarter wave, and a full-wave.

* * * * *
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PROCESS DEPENDING ON PLASMA DISCHARGES SUSTAINED 
BY INDUCTIVE COUPLING 

CROSS REFERENCES TO RELATED APPLICATIONS 

This application is a continu~tion-in-part of Application Serial No. 
Y\oW tlb~nO..o"eJ., 

08/736,315 filed October 23, 1996 which is a continuation of Application Serial No. 
)"now ~b.;3ndonecL 

08/567,224 filed December 4, 1995. All of these documents are hereby incorporated 
.... .)1\ 

by reference for all purposes. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates generally to plasma processing. More 

particularly, the invention is for plasma processing of devices using an inductive 

discharge. This invention is illustrated in an example with regard to plasma etching 

and resist stripping of semiconductor devices. The invention also is illustrated with 

regard to chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of semiconductor devices. But it will be 

recognized that the invention has a wider range of applicability. Merely by way of 

example, the invention also can be applied in other plasma etching applications, and 

deposition of materials such as silicon, silicon dioxide, silicon nitride, polysilicon, 

among others. 

Plasma processing techniques can occur in a variety of semiconductor 

manufacturing processes. Examples of plasma processing techniques occur in 

chemical dry etching (CDE), ion-assisted etching (JAB), and plasma enhanced 

chemical vapor deposition (PECVD), including remote plasma deposition (RPCVD) 

and ion-assisted plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (IAPECVD). These 

plasma processing techniques often rely upon radio frequency power (rf) supplied to 

an inductive coil for providing power to gas phase species in forming a plasma. 

Plasmas can be used to form neutral species (i.e., uncharged) for .. 
purposes of removing or forming films in the manufacture of integrated circuit 

devices. For instance, chemical dry etching generally depends on gas-surface 

reactions involving these neutral species without substantial ion bombardment. 

In other manufacturing processes, ion bombardment to substrate 
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surfaces is often undesirable. This ion bombardment, however, is known to have 

harmful effects on properties of material layers in devices and excessive ion 

bombardment flux and energy can lead to intermixing of materials in adjacent device 

layers, breaking down oxide and "wear out," injecting of contaminative material 

formed in the processing environment into substrate material layers, harmful changes 

in substrate morphology (e.g. amophotization), etc. 

Ion assisted etching processes, however, rely upon ion bombardment 
._ 

to the substrate surface in defining selected films. But these ion assisted etching 

processes commonly have a lower selectivity relative to conventional CDE processes. 

Hence, CDE is often chosen when high selectivity is desired and ion bombardment 

to substrates are to be avoided. 

One commonly used chemical dry etching technique is conventional 

photoresist stripping, often termed ashing or stripping. Conventional resist stripping 

relies upon a reaction between a neutral gas phase species and a surface material 

layer, typically for removal. This reaction generally forms volatile products with the 

surface material layer for its removal. The neutral gas phase species is formed by a 

plasma discharge. This plasma discharge can be sustained by a coil (e.g., helical 

coil, etc.) operating at a selected frequency in a conventional photoresist stripper. An 

example of the conventional photoresist stripper is a quarter-wave helical resonator 

stripper, which is described by U.S. Patent No. 4,368,092 in the name of Steinberg 

et .al. 

Referring to the above, an objective in chemical dry etching is to 

reduce or even eliminate ion bombardment (or ion flux) to surfaces being processed 

to maintain the desired etching selectivity. In practice, however, it is often difficult 

to achieve using conventional techniques. These conv~ntional techniques generally 

attempt to control ion flux by suppressing the amount of charged species in the 

plasma source reaching the process chamber. A variety of techniques for suppressing 
·-

these chargeq specie's have been proposed. 
f 

These techniques often rely upon shields, baffles, large separation 

distances between the plasma source and the chamber, or the like, placed between the 

plasma source and the process chamber. The conventional techniques generally 
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attempt to directly suppress charge density downstream of the plasma source by 

interfering with convective and diffusive transport of charged species. They tend to 

promote recombination of charged species by either increasing the surface area (e.g., 

baffles, etc.) relative to volume, or increasing flow time, which relates to increasing 

the distance between the plasma source and the process chamber. 

These baffles, however, cause loss of desirable neutral etchant species 

as well. The baffles, shieJds, and alike, also are often cumbersome. Baffles, shields, 

or the large separation distances also cause undesirable recombinative loss of active 

species and sometimes cause radio frequency power loss and other problems. These 

baffles and shields also are a potential source of particulate contamination, which is 

often damaging to integrated circuits. 

Baffles, shields, spatial separation, and alike, when used alone also are 

often insufficient to substantially prevent unwanted parasitic plasma currents. These 

plasma currents are generated between the wafer and the plasma source, or between 

the plasma source and walls of the chamber. It is commonly known that when initial 

charged species levels are present in an electrical field) the charged species are 

accelerated and dissociative collisions with neutral particles can multiply the 

concentration of charge to higher levels. If sufficient "seed" levels of charge and rf 

potentials are present, the parasitic plasma in the vicinity of the process wafer can 

reach harmful charge density levels. In some cases, these charge densities may be 

similar to or even greater than plasma density within the source plasma region, 

thereby causing even more ion flux to the substrate. 

Charge densities also create a voltage difference between the plasma 

source and processing chamber or substrate support, which can have an additional 

deleterious effect. This voltage difference enhances electric fields that can accelerate 

extraction of charge from the plasma source. Hence, their presence often induces 

increased levels of charge to be irregularly transported from the plasma source to 
"' 

process substrates, thereby causing non-uniform ion assisted etching. 

Conventional ion assisted plasma etching, however, often requires 

control and maintenance of ion flux intensity and uniformity within selected process 

limits and within selected process energy ranges. Control and maintenance of ion 
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flux intensity and uniformity are often difficult to achieve using conventional 

techniques. For instance, capacitive coupling between high voltage selections 

of the coil and the plasma discharge often cause high and uncontrollable plasma 

potentials relative to ground. It is generally understood that voltage difference 

between the plasma and ground can cause damaging high energy ion bombardment of 

articles being processed by the plasma, as illustrated by U.S. Patent No. 5,234,529 in 

the name of Johnson. It ~s further often understood that rf component of the plasma 

potential varies in time since it is derived from a coupling to time varying rf 

excitation. Hence, the energy of charged particles from plasma in conventional 

inductive sources is spread over a relatively wide range of energies, which 

undesirably tends to introduce uncontrolled variations in the processing of articles by 

the plasma. 

The voltage difference between the region just outside of a plasma 

source and the processing chamber can be modified by introducing internal 

conductive shields or electrode elements into the processing apparatus downstream of 

the source. When the plasma potential is elevated with respect to these shield 

electrodes, however, there is a tendency to generate an undesirable capacitive 

discharge between the shield and plasma source. These electrode elements are often 

a source of contamination and the likelihood for contamination is even greater when 

there is capacitive discharge (ion bombardment from capacitive discharge is a 

potential source of sputtered material). Contamination is damaging to the 

manufacture of integrated circuit devices. 

Another limitation is that the shield or electrode elements generally 

require small holes therein as structural elements. These small holes are designed to 

allow gas to flow therethrough. The small holes, however, tend to introduce 

unwanted pressure drops and neutral species recombination. If the holes are made 

larg((f, the plasma from the source tends to survive transport through the holes and 
·~ 

unwanted d~wnstream charge flux will often result. In addition, undesirable 

discharges to these holes in shields can, at times, produce an even more undesirable 

hollow cathode effect. 

In conventional helical resonator designs, conductive external shields 
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are interposed between the inductive power (e.g., coil, etc.) and walls of the vacuum 

vessel containing the plasma. A variety limitations with these external capacitive 

shielded plasma designs (e.g., helical resonator, inductive discharge, etc.) have been 

observed. In particular, the capacitively shielded design often produces plasmas that 

are difficult to tune and even ignite. Alternatively, the use of unshielded plasma 

sources (e.g., conventional quarter-wave resonator, conventional half-wave 

resonator, etc.) attain a substantial plasma potential from capacitive coupling to the 
.,_ 

coil, and hence are prone to create uncontrolled parasitic plasma currents to grounded 

surfaces. Accordingly, the use of either the shielded or the unshielded sources using 

conventional quarter and half-wave rf frequencies produce undesirable results. 

In many conventional plasma sources a means of cooling is required to 

maintain the plasma source and substrates being treated below a maximum 

temperature limit. Power dissipation in the structure causes heating and thereby 

increases the difficulty and expense of implementing effective cooling means. 

Inductive currents may also be coupled from the excitation coil into internal or 

capacitive shields and these currents are an additional source of undesirable power 

loss and heating. Conventional capacitive shielding in helical resonator discharges 

utilized a shield which was substantially split along the long axis of the resonator to 

lessen eddy current loss. However, such a shield substantially perturbs the resonator 

characteristics owing to unwanted capacitive coupling and current which flows from 

the coil to the shield. Since there are no general design equations, nor are properties 

currently known for resonators which are "loaded" with a shield along the axis, 

sources using this design must be sized and made to work by trial and error. 

In inductive discharges, it is highly desirable to be able to substantially 

control the plasma potential relative to ground potential, independent of input power, 

pressure, gas composition and other variables. In many cases, it is desired to have 

the plasma potential be substantially at ground potential (at least offset from ground . ~ 
potential by ,an amo'unt insignificantly different from the floating potential or intrinsic 

;t 
DC plasma potential). For example, when a plasma source is utilized to generate 

neutral species to be transported downstream of the sour~e for use in ashing resist on 

a semiconductor device substrate (a wafer or flat panel electronic display), the 
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concentration and potential of charged plasma species in the reaction zone are 

desirably reduced to avoid charging damage from electron or ionic current from the 

plasma to the device. When there is a substantial potential difference between plasma 

in the source and grounded surfaces beyond the source, there is a tendency for 

unwanted parasitic plasma discharges to form outside of the source region. 

Another undesirable effect of potential difference is the acceleration of 

ions toward grounded sur!aces and subsequent impact of the energetic ions with 

surfaces. High energy ion bombardment may cause lattice damage to the device 

substrate being processed and may cause the chamber wall or other chamber materials 

to sputter and contaminate device wafers. In other plasma processing procedures, 

however, some ion bombardment may be necessary or desirable, as is the case 

particularly for anisotropic ion-induced plasma etching procedures (for a discussion 

of ion-enhanced plasma etching mechanisms See Flamm (Ch. 2,pp.94-183 in Plasma 

Etching, An Introduction, D. M. Manos and D.L. Flamm, eds., Academic Press, 

1989)). Consequently, uncontrolled potential differences, such as that caused by 

"stray" capacitive coupling from the coil of an inductive plasma source to the plasma, 

are undesirable. 

Referring to the above limitations, conventional plasma sources also 

have disadvantages when used in conventional plasma enhanced CVD techniques. 

These techniques commonly form a reaction of a gas composition in a plasma 

discharge. One conventional plasma enhanced technique relies upon ions aiding in 

rearranging and stabilizing the film, provided the bombardment from the plasma is 

not sufficiently energetic to damage the underlying substrate or the growing film. 

Conventional resonators and other types of inductive discharges often produce 

parasitic plasma currents from capacitive coupling, wh,ich often detrimentally 

influences film quality, e.g., an inferior film, etc. These parasitic plasma currents 

are Qften uncontrollable, and highly undesirable. These plasma sources also have 
"' 

disadvantag~s in other plasma processing techniques such as ion-assisted etching, and 

others. Of course, the particular disadvantage will often depend upon the 

application. 

To clarify certain concepts used in this application, it will be 
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convenient to introduce these definitions. 

' '1 

Ground (or ground potential): These terms are defined as a reference 
potential which is generally taken as the potential of a highly 
conductive shield or other highly conductive surface which surrounds 
the plasma source. To be a true ground shield in the sense of this 
definition, the RF conductance at the operating frequency is often 
substantially high so that potential differences generated by current 
within the shield are of negligible magnitude compared to potentials 
intentionally applied to the various structures and elements of the 
plasma source or substrate support assembly. However, some 
realizations of plasma sources do not incorporate a shield or surface 
with adequate electrical susceptance to meet this definition. In 
implementations where there is a surrounding conductive surface that 
is somewhat similar to a ground shield or ground plane, the ground 
potential is taken to be the fictitious potential which the imperfect 
grounded surface would have equilibrated to if it had zero high 
frequency impedance. In designs where there is no physical surface 
which is adequately configured or which does not have insufficient 
susceptance to act as a "ground" according to the above definition, 
ground potential is the potential of a fictitious surface which is equi
potential with the shield or "ground" conductor of an unbalanced 
transmission line connection to the plasma source at its RF feed point. 
In designs where the plasma source is connected to an RF generator 
with a balanced transmission line RF feed, "ground" potential is the 
average of the driven feed line potentials at the point where the feed 
lines are coupled to the plasma source. 

Inductively Coupled Power: This term is defined as power transferred 
to the plasma substantially by means of a time-varying magnetic flux 
which is induced within the volume containing the plasma source. A 
time-varying magnetic flux induces an electromotive force in accord 
with Maxwell's equations. This electromotive force induces motion by 
electrons and other charged particles in the plasma and thereby imparts 
energy to these particles. 

RF inductive power source and bias power supply: In most 
conventional inductive plasma source reactors, power is supplied to an 
inductive coupling element (the inductive coupling element is often a 
multi-tum coil which abuts a dielectric wall containing a gas where the 
plasma is ignited at low pressure) by an rf power generator. 

Conventional Helical Resonator: Conventional helical resonator can 
be defined as plasma applicators. These plasma applicators have been 
designed and operated in multiple configurations, which were 
described in, for example, U.S. Patent No. 4,918,031 in the names of 
Flamm~ al., U.S. Patent No. 4,368,092 in the name of Steinberg~ 
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al., U.S Patent No. 5,304,282 in the name of Flamm, U.S. Patent No. 
5,234,529 in the name of Johnson, U.S. Patent No. 5,431,968 in the 
name of Miller, and others. In these configurations, one end of the 
helical resonator applicator coil has been grounded to its outer shield. 
In one conventional configuration, a quarter wavelength helical 
resonator section is employed with one end of the applicator coil 
grounded and the other end floating (i.e. , open circuited). A trimming 
capacitance is sometimes connected between the grounded outer shield 
and the coil to "fine tune" the quarter wave structure to a desired 
resonant fr~uency that is below the native resonant frequency without 
added capacitance. In another conventional configuration, a half
wavelength helical resonator section was employed in which both ends 
of the coil were grounded. The function of grounding the one or both 
ends of the coil was believed to be not essential, but advantageous to 
"stabilize the plasma operating characteristics" and "reduce the 
possibility of coupling stray current to nearby objects."~ U.S. 
Patent No. 4,918,031. 

Conventional resonators have also been constructed in other 
geometrical configurations. For instance, the design of helical 
resonators with a shield of square cross section is described in Zverev 
~ al., IRE Transactions on Component Parts, pp. 99-110, Sept. 1961. 
Johnson (U.S. Patent No. 5,234,529) teaches that one end of the 
cylindrical spiral coil in a conventional helical resonator may be 
deformed into a planar spiral above the top surface of the plasma 
reactor tube. U.S. Patent No. 5,241,245 in the names of Barnes~ al. 
teach the use of conventional helical resonators in which the spiral 
cylindrical coil is entirely deformed into a planar spiral arrangement 
with no helical coil component along the sidewalls of the plasma 
source (this geometry has often been referred to as a "transformer 
coupled plasma," termed a TCP). 

From the above it is seen that an improved technique, including a 

method and apparatus, for plasma processing is often desired. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention provides a technique, including a method and 

apparatus, for fabricating a product using a plasma discharge. The present technique 
·~ 

relies upon t~e control of the instantaneous plasma AC potential to selectively control 

a variety of plasma characteristics. These characteristics include the amount of 

neutral species, the amount of charged species, overall plasma potential, the spatial 

extent and distribution of plasma density, the distribution of electrical current, and 
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others. This technique can be used in applications including chemical dry etching 

(e.g., stripping, etc.), ion-enhanced etching, plasma immersion ion implantation, 

chemical vapor deposition and material growth, and others. 

In one aspect of the invention, a process for fabricating a product is 

provided. These products include a varieties of devices (e.g., semiconductor, flat 

panel displays, micro-machined structures, etc.) and materials, e.g., diamonds, raw 

materials, plastics, etc. The process includes steps of subjecting a substrate to a 
..... 

composition of entities. At least one of the entities emanates from a species 

generated by a gaseous discharge excited by a high frequency field in which the 

vector sum of phase and anti-phase capacitive coupled voltages (e.g., AC plasma 

voltage) from the inductive coupling structure substantially balances. This process 

provides for a technique that is substantially free from stray or parasitic capacitive 

coupling from the plasma source to chamber bodies (e.g., substrate, walls, etc.) at or 

near ground potential. 

In another aspect of the invention, another process for fabricating a 

product is provided. The process includes steps of subjecting a substrate to a 

composition of entities. At least one of the entities emanates from a species 

generated by a gaseous discharge excited by a high frequency field in which the 

vector sum of phase and anti-phase capacitive coupled voltages from the inductive 

coupling structure is selectively maintained. This process provides for a technique 

that can selectively control the amount of capacitive coupling to chamber bodies at or 

near ground potential. 

A further aspect of the invention provides yet another process for 

fabricating a product. This process includes steps of subjecting a substrate to a 

composition of entities. At least one of the entities e~anates from a species 

generated by a gaseous discharge excited by a high frequency field in which the 

vector sum of phase and anti-phase capacitive coupled voltages from the inductive 
·~ 

coupling sti}lcture is selectively maintained. A further step of selectively applying a 
'f 

voltage between the at least one of the entities in the plasma source and a substrate is 

provided. This process provides for a technique that can selectively control the 

amount of capacitive coupling to chamber bodies at or near ground potential, and 
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provide for a driving voltage between the entities and a substrate. 

Another aspect of the invention provides another process for 

fabricating a product. The process comprises steps of subjecting a substrate to a 

composition of entities and using the resulting substrate for completion of the 

product. At least one of the entities emanates from a species generated by a gaseous 

discharge provided by a plasma applicator, e.g., a helical resonator, inductive coil, 

transmission line, etc. This plasma applicator has an integral current driven by 

capacitive coupling of a plasma column to elements with a selected potential greater 

than a surrounding shield potential substantially equal to capacitive coupling of the 

plasma column to substantially equal elements with a potential below shield potential. 

In a further aspect, the invention provides an apparatus for fabricating 

a product. The apparatus has an enclosure comprising an outer surface and an inner 

surface. The enclosure houses a gaseous discharge. The apparatus also includes a 

plasma applicator (e.g., helical coil, inductive coil, transmission line, etc.) disposed 

adjacent to the outer surface. A high frequency power source operably coupled to the 

plasma applicator is included. The high frequency power source provides high 

frequency to excite the gaseous discharge to provide at least one entity from a high 

frequency field in which the vector sum of phase and anti-phase capacitive current 

coupled from the inductive coupling structure is selectively maintained. 

In another aspect, the present invention provides an improved plasma 

discharge apparatus. This plasma discharge apparatus includes a plasma source, a 

plasma applicator (e.g., inductive coil, transmission line, etc.), and other elements. 

This plasma applicator provides a de-coupled plasma source. A wave adjustment 

circuit (e.g., RLC circuit, coil, transmission line, etc.) is operably coupled to the 

plasma applicator. The wave adjustment circuit can selectively adjust phase and anti

phase potentials of the plasma from an rf power supply. This rf power supply is 

operably coupled to the wave adjustment circuit . 
.. 

The present invention achieves these benefits in the context of known 
't 

process technology. However, a further understanding of the nature and advantages 

of the present invention may be realized by reference to the latter portions of the 

specification and attached drawings. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Fig. 1 is a simplified diagram of a plasma etching apparatus according 

to the present invention; 

Figs. 2A-2E are simplified configurations using wave adjustment 

circuits according to the present invention; 

Fig. 3 is a simplified diagram of a chemical vapor deposition apparatus 

according to the present invention; 
.... 

Fig. 4 is a simplified diagram of a stripper according to the present 

invention; 

Figs. 5A-5C are more detailed simplified diagrams of a helical 

resonator according to the present invention; 

Fig. 6 is a conventional quarter-wave helical resonator plasma etching 

apparatus with stray plasma which results from the coupling in the conventional 

design; 

Fig. 7 is a simplified diagram of the rf voltage distribution along the 

coil of the Fig. 6 apparatus; 

Fig. 8 is a simplified top-view diagram of a stripping apparatus 

according to the present experiments; and 

Fig. 9 is a simplified side-view diagram of a stripping apparatus 

according to the present experiments. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

Fig. 1 is a simplified diagram of a plasma etch apparatus 10 according 

to the present invention. This etch apparatus is provided with an inductive 

applicator, e.g., inductive coil. This etch apparatus depicted, however, is merely an 

illustration, and should not limit the scope of the claims as defined herein. One of 
.•. 

ordinary ski1~1ed in the art may implement the present invention with other treatment 

chambers and the like. 

The etch apparatus includes a chamber 12, a feed source 14, an 

exhaust 16, a pedesta118, an inductive applicator 20, a radio frequency (rf) power 
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source 22 to the inductive applicator 20, wave adjustment circuits 24, 29 (WACs), a 

radio frequency power source 35 to the pedestal 18, a controller 36, and other 

elements. Optionally, the etch apparatus includes a gas distributor 17. 

The chamber 12 can be any suitable chamber capable of housing a 

product 28, such as a wafer to be etched, and for providing a plasma discharge 

therein. The chamber can be a domed chamber for providing a uniform plasma 

distribution over the product 28 to be etched, but the chamber also can be configured 

in other shapes or geomefties, e.g., flat ceiling, truncated pyramid, cylindrical, 

rectangular, etc. Depending upon the application, the chamber is selected to produce 

a uniform entity density over the pedestal 18, providing a high density of entities 

(i.e., etchant species) for etching uniformity. 

The present chamber includes a dome 25 having an interior surface 26 

made of quartz or other suitable materials. The exterior surface of the chamber is 

typically a dielectric material such as a ceramic or the like. Chamber 12 also 

includes a process kit with a focus ring 32, a cover (not shown), and other elements. 

Preferably, the plasma discharge is derived from the inductively coupled plasma 

source that is a de-coupled plasma source (DPS) or a helical resonator, although other 

sources can be employed. 

The de-coupled source originates from rf power derived from the 

inductive applicator 20. Inductively coupled power is derived from the power source 

22. The rf signal frequencies ranging from 800 kHz to 80 MHz can be provided to 

the inductive applicator 20. Preferably, the rf signal frequencies range from 5 MHz 

to 60 MHz. The inductive applicator (e.g., coil, antenna, transmission line, etc.) 

overlying the chamber ceiling can be made using a variety of shapes and ranges of 

shapes. For example, the inductive applicator can be a single integral conductive 

film, a transmission line, or multiple coil windings. The shape of the inductive 

applicator and its location relative to the chamber are selected to provide a plasma 

overlying the pedestru to improve etch uniformity. 

;i The plasma discharge (or plasma source) is derived from the inductive 

applicator 20 operating at selected phase 23 and anti-phase 27 potentials (i.e., 

voltages) that substantially cancel each other. The controller 36 is operably coupled 
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to the wave adjustment circuits 24, 29. In one embodiment, wave adjustment circuits 

24, 29 provide an inductive applicator operating at full-wave multiples 21. This 

embodiment of full-wave multiple operation provides for balanced capacitance of 

phase 23 and anti-phase voltages 27 along the inductive applicator (or coil adjacent to 

the plasma). This full-wave multiple operation reduces or substantially eliminates the 

amount of capacitively coupled power from the plasma source to chamber bodies 

(e.g., pedestal, walls, wafer, etc.) at or close to ground potential. Alternatively, the 
..,. 

wave adjustment circuits 24, 29 provide an inductive applicator that is effectively 

made shorter or longer than a full-wave length multiple by a selected amount, thereby 

operating at selected phase and anti-phase voltages that are not full-wave multiples. 

Alternatively, more than two, one or even no wave adjustment circuits can be 

provided in other embodiments. But in all of these above embodiments, the phase 

and anti-phase potentials substantially cancel each other, thereby providing 

substantially no capacitively coupled power from the plasma source to the chamber 

bodies. 

In alternative embodiments, the wave adjustment circuit can be 

configured to provide selected phase and anti-phase coupled voltages coupled from 

the inductive applicator to the plasma that do not cancel. This provides a controlled 

potential between the plasma and the chamber bodies, e.g., the substrate, grounded 

surfaces, walls, etc. In one embodiment, the wave adjustment circuits can be used to 

selectively reduce current (i.e., capacitively coupled current) to the plasma. This can 

occur when certain high potential difference regions of the inductive applicator to the 

plasma are positioned (or kept) away from the plasma region (or inductor-containing

the-plasma region) by making them go into the wafer adjustment circuit assemblies, 

which are typically configured outside of the plasma r~gion. In this embodiment, 

capacitive current is reduced and a selected degree of symmetry between the phase 

and ~ti-phase of the coupled voltages is maintained, thereby providing a selected 
,..;;_ 

potential or ~ven substantially ground potential. In other embodiments, the wave 

adjustment circuits can be used to selectively increase current (i.e., capacitively 

coupled current) to the plasma. 

As shown, the wave adjustment circuits are attached (e.g., connected, 
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coupled, etc.) to ends of the inductive applicator. Alternatively, each of these wave 

adjustment circuits can be attached at an intermediate position away from the 

inductive application ends. Accordingly, upper and lower tap positions for respective 

wave adjustment circuits can be adjustable. But both the inductive applicator portions 

below and above each tap position are active. That is, they both can interact with the 

plasma discharge. 

A sensing ~pparatus can be used to sense plasma voltage and use 

automatic tuning of the wave adjustment circuits and any rf matching circuit between 

the rf generator and the plasma treatment chamber. This sensing apparatus can 

maintain the average AC potential at zero or a selected value relative to ground or 

any other reference value. This wave adjustment circuit provides for a selected 

potential difference between the plasma source and chamber bodies. These chamber 

bodies may be at a ground potential or a potential supplied by another bias supply, 

e.g., S.e.e Fig. 1 reference numeral 35. Examples of wave adjustment circuits are 

described by way of the Figs. below. 

For instance, Figs. 2A to 2E are simplified configurations using the 

wave adjustment circuits according to the present invention. These simplified 

configurations should not limit the scope of the claims herein. In an embodiment, 

these wave adjustment circuits employ substantially equal circuit elements (e.g., 

inductors, capacitors, transmission line sections, and others) such that the electrical 

length of the wave adjustment circuits in series with the inductive applicator coupling 

power to the plasma is substantially an integral multiple of one wavelength. In other 

embodiments, the circuit elements provide for inductive applicators at other 

wavelength multiples, e.g., one-sixteenth-wave, one-eighth-wave, quarter-wave, half

wave, three-quarter wave, etc. In these embodiments (e.g., full-wave multiple, half

wave, quarter-wave, etc.), the phase and anti-phase relationship between the plasma 

potentials substantially cancel each other. In further embodiments, the wave .• 
adjustment cjrcuits employ circuit elements that provide plasma applicators with 

phase and anti-phase potential relationships that do not cancel each other out using a 

variety of wave length portions. 

Fig. 2A is a simplified illustration of an embodiment 50 using wave 
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adjustment circuits according to the present invention. This embodiment 50 includes 

a discharge tube 52, an inductive applicator 55, an exterior shield 54, an upper wave 

adjustment circuit 57, a lower wave adjustment circuit 59, an rf power supply 61, 

and other elements. The upper wave adjustment circuit 57 is a helical coil 

transmission line portion 69, outside of the plasma source region 60. Lower wave 

adjustment circuit 59 also is a helical coil transmission line portion 67 outside of the 

plasma source region 60. The power supply 61 is attached 65 to this lower helical 

coil portion 67, and is grounded 63. Each of the wave adjustment circuits also are 

shielded 66, 68. 

In this embodiment, the wave adjustment circuits are adjusted to 

provide substantially zero AC voltage at one point on the inductive coil (refer to point 

00 in Fig. 2A). This embodiment also provides substantially equal phase 70 and anti

phase 71 voltage distributions in directions about this point (refer to 00-A and 00-C 

in Fig. 2A) and provides substantially equal capacitance coupling to the plasma from 

physical inductor elements (00-C) and (00-A), carrying the phase and anti-phase 

potentials. Voltage distributions 00-A and 00-C are combined with C-D and A-B 

(shown by the phantom lines) would substantially comprise a full-wave voltage 

distribution in this embodiment where the desired configuration is· a selected 

phase/antiphase portion of a full-wave inductor (or helical resonator) surrounding the 

plasma source discharge tube. 

In this embodiment, it is desirable to reduce or minimize capacitive 

coupling current from the inductive element to the plasma discharge in the plasma 

source. Since the capacitive current increases monotonically with the magnitude of 

the difference of peak phase and anti-phase voltages, which occur at points A and C 

in Fig. 2A, this coupling can be lessened by reducing .this voltage difference. In Fig. 

2A, for example, it is achieved by way of two wave adjustment circuits 57, 59. Coil 

55 (or discharge so':!rce) is a helical resonator and the wave adjustment circuits 57, 59 

are helical r~sonators. 

The discharge source helical resonator 53 can be constructed using 

conventional design formulae. Generally, this helical resonator includes an electrical 

length which is a selected phase portion "x" (A to 00 to C) of a full-wave helical 
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resonator. The helical resonator wave adjustment circuits are each selected to 

comprise a portion (2 -x) of full-wave helical resonators. Physical parameters for the 

wave adjustment helical resonators can be selected to realize practical physical 

dimensions and appropriate Q, Z0 , etc values. In particular, some or even all of the 

transmission line parameters (Q, Z0 , etc.) of the wave adjustment circuit sections may 

be selected to be substantially the same as the transmission line parameters of the 

inductive applicator. Th~ portion of the inductive plasma applicator helical 

resonator, on the other hand, is designed and sized to provide selected uniformity 

values over substrate dimensions within an economical equipment size and reduced 

Q. 

The wave adjustment circuit provides for external rf power coupling, 

which can be used to control and match power to the plasma source, as. compared to 

conventional techniques used in helical resonators and the like. In particular, 

conventional techniques often match to, couple power to, or match to the impedance 

of the power supply to the helical resonator by varying a tap position along the coil 

above the grounded position, or selecting a fixed tap position relative to a grounded 

coil end and matching to the impedance at this position using a conventional matching 

network, e.g., LC network, network, etc. Varying this tap position along the coil 

within a plasma source is often cumbersome and generally imposes a difficult 

mechanical design problems. Using the fixed tap and external matching network also 

is cumbersome and can cause unanticipated changes in the discharge Q, and therefore 

influences its operating mode and stability. In the present embodiments, the wave 

adjustment circuits can be positioned outside of the plasma source (or constrained in 

space containing the inductive coil, e.g., Se.e Fig. 2A. Accordingly, the mechanical 

design (e.g., means for varying tap position, change in the effective rf power 

coupling point by electrical means, etc.) of the tap position are simplified relative to 

those conventional techniques. 
"" 

~ In the present embodiment, rf power is fed into the lower wave 

adjustment circuit 59~ Alternatively, rf power can be fed into the upper wave 

adjustment circuit (not shown). The rf power also can be coupled directly into the 

inductive plasma coupling applicator (e.g., coil, etc.) in the wave adjustment circuit 
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design, as illustrated by Fig. 2B. Alternatively, other application will use a single 

wave adjustment circuit, as illustrated by Fig. 2C. Power can be coupled into this 

wave adjustment circuit or by conventional techniques such as a tap in the coil phase. 

In some embodiments, this tap in the coil phase is positioned above the grounded 

end. An external impedance matching network may then be operably coupled to the 

power for satisfactory power transfer efficiency from, for example, a conventional 

coaxial cable to impedances (current to voltage rations) existing between the wave 
.... 

adjustment circuit terminated end of the applicator. 

A further embodiment using multiple inductive plasma applicators also 

is provided, as shown in Fig. 2D. This embodiment includes multiple plasma 

applicators (PAl, PA2 ... PAn). These plasma applicators respectively provide 

selected combinations of inductively coupled power and capacitively coupled power 

from respective voltage potentials (Vl, V2 ... Vn). Each of these plasma applicators 

derives power from its power source (PSl, PS2 ... PSn) either directly through an 

appropriate matching or coupling network or by coupling to a wave adjustment 

circuit as described. Alternatively, a single power supply using power splitters and 

impedance matching networks can be coupled to each (or more than two) of the 

plasma applicators. Alternatively, more than one power supply can be used where at 

least one power supply is shared among more than one plasma applicator. Each 

power source is coupled to its respective wave adjustment circuits (WACl, 

WAC2 ... WACn). 

Generally, each plasma applicator has an upper wave adjustment 

circuit (e.g., WAC la, WAC 2a ... WACna) and a lower wave adjustment circuit 

(e.g., WAClb, WAC 2b ... WACnb). The combination of upper and lower wave 

adjustment circuits are used to adjust the plasma source potential for each plasma 

source zone. Alternatively, a single wave adjustment circuit can be used for each 

plasma applicator. Each wave adjustment circuit can provide substantially the same 
•, 

impedance ~haractenstics, or substantially distinct impedance characteristics. Of 
:r 

course, the particular configuration used will depend upon the application. 

For instance, multiple plasma applicators can be used to employ 

distinct excitation frequencies for selected zones in a variety of applications. These 
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applications.include film deposition using plasma enhanced chemical deposition, 

etching by way of ion enhanced etching or chemical dry etching and others. Plasma 

cleaning also can be performed by way of the multiple plasma applicators. 

Specifically, at least one of the plasma applicators will define a cleaning plasma used 

for cleaning purposes. In one embodiment, this cleaning plasma can have an oxygen 

containing species. This cleaning plasma is defined by using an oxygen discharge, 

which is sustained by microwave power to a cavity or resonant microwave chamber 
..... 

abutting or surrounding a conventional dielectric vessel. Of course, a variety of other 

processes also can be performed by way of this multiple plasma applicator 

embodiment. 

This present application using multiple plasma applicators can provide 

a multi-zone (or multi-chamber) plasma source without the use of conventional 

mechanical separation means (e.g., baffles, separate process chambers, etc.). 

Alternatively, the degree of interaction between adjacent zones or chambers can be 

relaxed owing to the use of voltage potential control via wave adjustment circuits. 

This plasma source provides for multiple plasma source chambers, each with its own 

control via its own plasma applicator. Accordingly, each plasma applicator provides 

a physical zone region (i.e., plasma source) with selected plasma characteristics 

(e.g., capacitively coupled current, inductively coupled current, etc.). These zones 

can be used alone or can be combined with other zones. Of course, the particular 

configuration will depend upon the application. 

In the present embodiments, the wave adjustment circuit can be made 

from any suitable combination of element(s) such as various types of transmission 

lines, circuits, etc. These transmission lines include conventional solid or air 

dielectric coaxial cable, or ordinary, repeating inductor/capacitor discrete 

approximations to transmission lines, and others. These types of transmission lines 

are c9_-axial transmission lines, balanced parallel transmission lines, so called slow 
.. 

wave transmi~sion lines with a spiral inner conductor (e.g., selected portions of a 

helical resonator, etc.), and others. Individual lumped, fixed, or adjustable 

combinations of resistors, capacitors, and inductors (e.g., matching networks, etc.) 

also can be used in place of transmission line sections for the wave adjustment 
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circuit. These general types of wave adjustment circuits are frequency dependent, 

and can be termed frequency dependent wave adjustment circuits (or FDWACs). 

Frequency independent elements also can be used as the wave 

adjustment circuits. These wave adjustment circuits can be termed frequency 

independent WACs (or FIW ACs). Frequency independent wave adjustment circuits 

include degenerate cases such as short-circuit connections to ground or an infinite 

impedance (i.e., open circuit), and others. Frequency independent wave adjustment 

circuits can be used alone: or in combination with the frequency dependent wave 

adjustment circuits. Alternatively, the frequency dependent wave adjustment circuits 

can be used alone or in combination with other wave adjustment circuits. Other 

variations, alternative constructions, and modifications also may be possible 

depending upon the application. 

With regard to operation of the wave adjustment circuits, various 

embodiments can be used, as illustrated by Fig. 2E. The wave adjustment circuits 

are used to select a wave length portion to be applied in the plasma applicator. In 

some embodiments, the average rf plasma potential is maintained close to ground 

potential by providing substantially equal phase 90, 81 and anti-phase 91, 82 

capacitively coupled portions of the inductive applicator. This can occur in multi

wave embodiments 92, full-wave embodiments 93, half-wave multiple embodiments, 

quarter-wave multiple embodiments, or any other embodiments 94. 

In alternative embodiments, it is desirable to maintain an elevated 

source plasma voltage relative to ground potential to induce a controlled ion plasma 

flux (or ion bombardment) to the product substrate (or any other chamber bodies). 

These embodiments are provided by selecting distinct electrical lengths for each of 

the wave adjustment circuit sections such that the capacitive coupled current from a 

phase section of the inductive plasma applicator is in excess of capacitive coupled 

current from its anti-phase portion. In these embodiments, the wave adjustment 

circuit provides a deliberate imbalance between the phase and anti-phase of the 
. :~ 

coupled voltages. In some embodiments 97, this occurs by shifting the zero voltage 

nodes along the process chamber axially, thereby achieving a bias relative to the 

plasma discharge. As shown, the phase 95 is imbalanced relative to its anti-phase 96. 
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In other embodiments 99, one phase portion &4 is imbalanced by way of a different 

period relative to its complementary phase portion 85. Other embodiments are 

provided where the source plasma voltage is lower relative to ground potential. In 

the embodiments were imbalance is desirable, the potential difference between the 

phase and anti-phase potential portions is reduced (or minimized) when the amount of 

sputtering (e.g., wall sputtering, etc.) is reduced. The amount of sputtering, 

however, can be increased (or maximized) by increasing the potential difference 
...,. 

between the phase and anti-phase potential portions. Sputtering is desirable in, for 

example, sputtering a quartz target, cleaning applications, and others. Of course, the 

type of operation used will depend upon the application. 

Current maxima on an inductive applicator with distributed capacitance 

(e.g., helical resonator transmission line, etc.) occur at voltage minima. In 

particular, conventional quarter-wave helical resonator current is substantially at a 

relative maximum at its grounded end of the coil, and to a lesser extend in the nearby 

coil elements. Therefore, partial inductive coupling of power, if it occurs, will tend 

to be at this grounded end. In conventional half-wave helical resonators, inductive 

coupling tends to occur at each of the two grounded ends. 

In the present invention, substantially anti-symmetric phase and anti

phase inductive half-wave and other fractional wave applicator sections support 

substantially more inductive coupling at a selected rf voltage node, e.g., Fig. 2A 

reference numeral 00. This effect is caused by high current flow in the inductor 

applicator zones (or sections) both directly above and below the node (corresponding 

to inductor elements in the phase and anti-phase sections at and immediately adjacent 

to the rf voltage zero point). It should be noted that conventional quarter and half

wave inductively coupled inductive applicators have inductive coupling which 

abruptly declines below the grounded coil locations because the coil terminates and 

vol~~e extrema are present at these locations. This generally produces conventional 

quarter and balf-wave helical resonators that tend to operate in a capacitive mode, or 
'f 

with a substantial fraction of power which is capacitively coupled to the plasma, 

unless the plasma is shielded from coil voltages, as noted above. 

In a specific embodiment, the power system includes selected circuit 
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elements for effective operation. The power system includes an rf power source. 

This rf power source can be any suitable rf generator capable of providing a selected 

or continuously variable frequency in a range from about 800kHz to about 80 MHz. 

Many generators are useful. Preferably, generators capable of operating into short 

and open-circuit loads without damage are used for industrial applications. One 

example of a suitable generator is a fixed frequency rf generator 28.12 MHz- 3 kW 

CX-3000 power supply made by Comdel, Inc. of Beverly, Massachusetts. A suitable 

variable frequency power supply arrangement capable of the 3 kW output over an 

800 kHz to 50 MHz range can be made by driving an IFI Model TCCX3500 High 

Power Wide Band Amplifier with a Hewlett Packard HP116A, 0-50 MHz 

Pulse/Function Generator. Other generators including those capable of higher or 

lower power also can be used depending upon the application. 

Power from the generator can be transmitted to the plasma source by 

conventional coaxial cable transmission line. An example of this transmission line is 

RG8/U and other higher temperature rated cable (e.g., RG1151U, etc.) with a 

coaxial TEFLON dielectric. In some embodiments, power is fed to conventional 

end-grounded half-wave helical resonators by positioning a movable tap on the helical 

coil and connecting a power source between the tap and the ground. In other 

embodiments, matching networks can be introduced between the coaxial cable power 

feed and the helical coil tap for flexibility. The matching network will depend on the 

selected wave configuration and wave adjustment circuits. In a balanced half-wave 

helical resonator embodiment, for example, the ends of the resonator coil can be 

terminated with wave adjustment circuits which substantially have zero susceptance. 

In particular, the wave adjustment circuit is designed as an open circuit by making no 

electrical connections to the ends of the coil, or establishing .. an electrical equivalence 

thereof. Alternatively, the ends of the coil are isolated by chokes series resistance, 

thereby DC coupled to a fixed reference potential. These types of wave adjustment 

circuits are frequency independent and are "degenerate" cases. In these 

embodiment~, the rf power is provided such that the phase and anti-phase current 

flows above and below the electrical midpoint of the coil. This provides for 

substantially balanced phase and anti-phase current flow from the power source 
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stabilizing desired operation in coil voltages above the midpoint of the coil, and also 

provides substantially equal phase and anti-phase voltages. 

The embodiments described above also can be applied to other plasma 

processing applications, e.g., PECVD, plasma immersion ion implantation (Pill), 

stripping, sputtering, etc. For instance, Fig. 3 is a simplified CVD apparatus 100 

according to the present invention. The present CVD apparatus includes a chamber 

112, a feed source 114, an exhaust 116, a pedestal 118, a power source 122, a 

ground 124, a helical resonator 126, and other elements. The helical resonator 126 

has a coi1132, an outer shield 133, and other elements. The chamber can be any 

suitable chamber capable of housing a product 119 such as a wafer for deposition, 

and for providing a plasma discharge therein. Preferably, the chamber is a right 

circular cylinder chamber for providing an uniform plasma species distribution over 

the product. But the chamber can also be configured in the form of rectangular right 

cylinder, a truncated cone, and the like. The chamber and fixtures are constructed 

from aluminum and quartz, and other suitable materials .. The plasma discharge is 

derived from a plasma source which is preferably a helical resonator discharge or 

other inductive discharge using a wave adjustment circuit or other techniques to 

selectively adjust phase-anti-phase potentials. The present CVD apparatus provides 

for deposition of a dielectric material, e.g., silicon dioxide or the like. 

The product 119 having an upper surface 130 is placed into the present 

CVD apparatus for deposition, e.g., plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition 

(PECVD), and others. Examples of deposition materials include a dielectric material 

such as a silicon dioxide (Si02), a phosphosilicate glass (PSG), a borophosphosilicate 

glass (BPSG), a silicon nitride (Si3N4), among others. 

In one embodiment, the deposition occurs by introducing a mixture 

comprising organic silane, oxygen, and an inert gas such as helium or argon 

according to the present invention. The organic silane can be any suitable organic 

silicate material sucn TEOS, HMDS, OMCTS, and the like. Deposition is also 
'·~ 

conformal iri selected instances. As for the oxygen, it includes a flow rate of about 1 

liter/per minute and less. A relative flow rate between the organic silane such as 

TEOS and oxygen ranges from about 1:40 to about 2: 1, and is preferably less than 
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about 1:2 in certain applications. A deposition temperature of the organic silane

oxygen layer ranges from about 300 to about 500 C, and can also be at other 

temperatures. Pressures in the range of 1 to 7 Torr are generally used. Of course, 

other concentrations, temperatures, materials, and flow rates can be used depending 

upon the particular application. 

This chamber also includes a wave adjustment circuit 127. The wave 

adjustment circuit 127 is psed to provide a helical coil operating with capacitive 

coupling to selected phase and anti-phase voltages. This portion 127 of the wave 

adjustment circuit coil also is shielded 140 to prevent rf from interfering with the 

plasma discharge or external elements, e.g., equipment, power, etc. The coil shield 

140 is made of a conductive material such as copper, aluminum, or the like. In one 

embodiment, an operating frequency is selected and the wave adjustment circuit is 

adjusted to short circuit the upper end of the helical applicator coil to ground 124. 

This provides a helical coil operating at approximately a full-wave multiple and has 

substantially equal phase and anti-phase sections. This full-wave multiple operation 

provides for balanced capacitance of phase 151 and anti-phase 153 voltages along the 

coil 132 adjacent to the plasma source. Full-wave multiple operation reduces or even 

substantially eliminates the amount of capacitively coupled power from the plasma 

source to chamber bodies (e.g., pedestal, walls, wafer, etc.) at or close to ground 

potential. 

In the present embodiment, the wave adjustment circuit 127 is a 

variable coil portion 128 of a spiral transmission line, which is selectively placed 

outside the outer shield 133. Accordingly, when the wave adjustment circuit is 

adjusted to become a short circuit, the plasma source "sees" only a selected full-wave 

multiple comprising substantially equal phase 151 and anti-phase 153 of the entire 

instantaneous AC voltages 134, 135. In this embodiment, stress of the deposited 

oxide film is often tensile, which can be undesirable. 

'i Alternatively, the wave adjustment circuit 127 provides a helical 

resonator operating at selected phase and anti-phase voltages that are not full-wave 

multiples. This wave adjustment circuit provides for a selected amount of capacitive 

coupling from the plasma source to the chamber bodies. Stress of the deposited 
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oxide film in this embodiment can be made to be zero or slightly compressive. In 

some embodiments, the oxide films can be deposed with an rf plasma potential of 

several hundred volts between the plasma source and the substrate to decrease the 

tendency of the oxide film to absorb moisture. This can occur by adjusting the wave 

adjustment circuit to add in a small section of transmission line outside of the source 

and correspondingly shortening the applicator coil (by moving the lower point at 

which the applicator coil is short-circuited and thereby decreasing the inductance of 
..,. 

the applicator coil and electrical length of the helical resonator 126 (e.g., spiral 

transmission line, etc.)). Of course, the selected amount of capacitive coupling will 

depend upon the application. 

Fig. 4 is a simplified diagram of a resist stripper according to the 

present invention. The present stripping apparatus includes similar elements as the 

previous described CVD apparatus. The present stripping apparatus includes a 

chamber 112, a feed source 114, an exhaust 116, a pedesta1118, an rf power source 

122, a ground 124, a helical resonator 126, and other elements. The helical 

resonator 126 includes a coil132, an outer shield 133, a wave adjustment circuit 400, 

and other elements. The chamber can be any suitable chamber capable of housing a 

product 119 such as a photoresist coated wafer for stripping, and for providing a 

plasma discharge therein. The plasma discharge is derived from a plasma source, 

which is preferably a helical resonator discharge or other inductive discharge using a 

wave adjustment circuit or other techniques to selectively adjust phase\anti-phase 

potentials. The present stripping apparatus provides for stripping or ashing 

photoresist, e.g., implant hardened, etc. Further examples of such a stripping 

apparatus are described in the experiments section below. 

In this embodiment, the wave adjustmen,t circuits rely upon open 

circuits (i.e., zero susceptance). Power transfer can be occurred with a balanced feed 

such as an inductively-coupled push-pull arrangement such as coupled inductors. 
'· 

Techniques fpr constructing these coupled inductors are described in, for example, 
i 

"The ARRL Antenna Book," R.D. Straw, Editor, The American Radio Delay 

League, Newington, CT (1994) and "The Radio Handbook," W.I. Orr, Editor, 

Engineering Ltd, Indiana (1962), which are both hereby incorporated by reference 
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for all purposes. In one embodiment, a ferrite or powdered iron core "balun" 

(balanced-unbalanced) toroidal transformer (i.e., broadband transmission 

transformer, broadband transformer, etc.) 401 can be used to provide balanced 

matching from a conventional unbalanced coaxial transmission line. Techniques for 

constructing toroidal baluns are described in, for example, "Transmission Line 

Transformers," J. Sevick, 2nd Edition, American Radio Relay League, Newington, 

CT (1990). The toroidal transformer is coupled between the rf power source 122 
..... 

and the coil132. The midpoint 406 between the phase 405 and anti-phase voltage on 

the coil is effectively rf grounded, hence it may be convenient to directly ground this 

midpoint of the inductive application in some embodiments for stability. This 

permits alternate operation in which power may be coupled into the inductive 

applicator (e.g., coil, etc.) with a conventional unbalanced feed line tapped on one 

side of the center. Push-pull balanced coupling ignites the plasma more easily than 

conventional unbalanced coil tap matching and generally is easier to adjust in selected 

applications. 

Referring to the helical resonator embodiments operating at 

substantially equal phase and anti-phase potentials, Fig. 5A is a simplified diagram 

200 of an equivalent circuit diagram of some of them. The diagram is merely an 

illustration and should not limit the scope of the claims herein. The equivalent circuit 

diagram includes a plurality of rf power supplies (V1, V2, V3 ... V J 203, representing 

for example, a single rf power source. These power supplies are connected in 

parallel to each other. One end of the power supply is operably coupled to a ground 

connection 201. The other end of the power supplies can be represented as being 

connected to a respective capacitor (C1, C2, C3 ... CJ. Each of these capacitors are 

connected in parallel to each other. During this mod~ of operation, substantially no 

voltage difference exists between any of these capacitors, as they are all connected to 

eac~. other in parallel. 

"· Fig. '5B is a simplified diagram of instantaneous AC voltage and 
'( 

current along a helical resonator coil of Fig. 5A where each end of the inductive 

applicator is short circuited. The diagram is merely an illustration and should not 

limit the scope of the claims herein. This diagram includes the discharge tube 213 
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and an inductive plasma discharge (or plasma source) 501 therein. As shown, the 

plasma discharge includes an intensified "donut-shaped" glow region 501 that 

occupies a limited range (R) of the discharge tube 213. The plasma discharge has an 

average voltage potential (VavJ of substantially zero volt between the ground potential 

(V 0 ) and the high voltage potential (V ~. As can be seen, the plasma discharge 501 

has capacitively coupling elements to V H and V 0 • But the average voltage potential 

of this plasma discharge is zero. This operation provides for balanced capacitance of 
"-

phase 503 and anti-phase 505 voltages along the coil adjacent to the plasma, thereby 

substantially preventing capacitively coupling from the plasma source to chamber 

bodies. As also shown, a current maxima 507 exists at Vave' which corresponds to an 

inflection point between the phase 503 and the anti-phase 505. 

In an alternative operating mode, dim rings of plasma caused by 

inductively coupled plasma current are visible near top and bottom extremes of the 

inductive application, as illustrated by Fig. 5C. This operating mode is generally for 

a full-wave 517 inductive coupling coil operated at a very high power, e.g., 

maximum power input to the inductive applicator is often limited by thermal 

considerations and breakdown. The rings 513, 515 of current in the plasma 

discharge are simulated by maximum coil current areas corresponding to voltage 

minima at the top and bottom shorted ends of the coil. Under these high power 

conditions, subordinate current rings are detectable and some excitation is often 

visible in the intermediate regions. This excitation is partially caused by capacitively 

driven currents within the discharge coupled to the voltage maximum and voltage 

minimum positions along the inductive applicator. 

Alternatively, subordinate inductive plasma current rings at the top and 

bottom ends 513 of the resonator do not appear with l,imited input power. The coil 

current and inductive flux fall beyond the ends of the inductive applicator so that a 

single inductive ring 515 in the center portion is more stable, provided that the .. 
conductivity,: of the plasma is large enough to support a single current ring at a 

.~: 

specified input power. 

In alternative applications using high power operation, no secondary 

plasma current rings may be desirable. These applications often have substantially 
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minimum internal capacitive coupling. In these applications, the inductive applicator 

(e.g., coil) abutting the vacuum vessel may be shortened from a full wave to an 

appropriate length such that only the central current maxima exists on the coil 

abutting the plasma source and the potential difference between maximum and 

minimum voltage on the applicator is substantially reduced. The present application 

is achieved by stabilizing the desired waveform along the applicator by appropriate 

impedance wave adjustment circuits . 
..,. 

Referring to the above embodiments, the present invention provides 

for processing with an inductively coupled plasma in which the plasma potential from 

coupling to a phase portion of the inductive applicator is substantially not offset by 

capacitive coupling to anti-phase voltages on selective portions to the inductive 

coupling element. Conventional inductive sources (e.g., conventional helical 

resonators, etc.), however, have hitherto been operated in quarter-wave or half-wave 

modes. These modes provide only phase capacitive coupling to the plasma, which 

raises the plasma potential toward the coil without compensation anti-phase coupling. 

Conventional inductive sources that are longer than a half-wave have been generally 

considered cumbersome and impractical for plasma reactors. In particular, these 

inductive sources are large in size, and have nodes along the helical coil, which have 

been believed to create a non-uniform plasma. In order to operate a substantially 

inductive plasma in a helical resonator, conventional inductive sources relied upon 

shielding the plasma tube from electrical fields originating on the coil. Shielding 

occurred, for example, by inserting a longitudinally split shield between the coil and 

plasma tube. 

The present invention provides for a substantially pure inductively 

coupled power source. A benefit of this inductively coupled power as a primary 

means to sustain plasma excitation is that electric field lines produced by inductive 

COUJ?~ing are solenoidal (e.g. they close on themselves). Since solenoidal electric 

field lines have zero divergence, they do not create or support a scalar potential field 
~ 

:e 

(e.g. a voltage difference) within the plasma volume. Thus, in an ideal case, 

inductively coupled power can be transferred into a plasma without no direct 

relationship between the plasma potential and the voltages on coupling elements (e.g. 
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the voltage on the coil in a helical resonator) or voltages on rf matching networks, if 

such are used. Furthermore, when transferring power to the plasma by purely 

inductive means, power transfer does not require any significant potential difference 

to be maintained between elements of the plasma and ground potential (e.g. the 

potential difference between the plasma and ground can be fixed by factors which are 

substantially independent of inductive excitation power). 

Although in theory, inductive power transfer does not require raising the AC or DC 

potential of the plasma with respect to ground, in practice there has been substantial 

shift and harmful alteration in the plasma potential found in unshielded current art 

inductive sources. 

As previously noted, and further emphasized herein, the most effective 

conventional method employed to avoid plasma potential shift in conventional 

commercially available inductive sources is to shield the plasma from the electrical 

fields on the inductive coupling element (commonly a multi-turn coil) by inserting a 

grounded conductive member between the inductive driving element and the plasma 

discharge tube. Shielding is, however, cumbersome and inconvenient and has serious 

disadvantages in practice. Shields couple to inductive applicator elements and can 

cause wide excursions in the natural resonance frequency, which are not predicted by 

conventional design formulae. This often results in laborious trail and error and 

iterative mechanical designs to achieve a desired resonance. Another disadvantage of 

shielding is that shields often make it difficult to achieve initial ignition of the plasma 

since shields generally exclude capacitive electric fields in the plasma discharge tube. 

In particular, ignition (known as plasma breakdown) of inductive breakdown 

generally begins with a capacitive electric field discharge, which is stable at lower 

currents and powers (~,for example, J. Amorim, H.S. Maciel and J.P. Sudana, J. 

Vac. Sci. Technol. B9, pp. 362-365, 1991). Accordingly, shields tend to block 

capacitive electric fi~elds, which induce plasma ignition. 

'1 Insertion of the shield close to high voltage RF point in a network 

(such as the voltage maximum points in a helical resonator or the high potential 

driven side of a TCP coil) also causes large displacement currents to flow through the 

capacitance between the shield and coil. This high potential difference is also a 
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potential cause of damaging rf breakdown across the air gap, hence the gap may 

require protection by inconvenient solid or liquid dielectric insulation. The 

displacement current flow causes power loss and requires that higher power RF 

generating equipment be used to compensate for the power loss. Coupling loss in 

the plasma source structure is also undesirable from the standpoint of thermal control. 

These limitations are overcome by the present invention using the wave adjustment 

circuits, an inductive applicator of selected phase length, and other elements . ... 

Experiments 

To prove the principle and demonstrate the operation of the present 

invention, a helical resonator plasma source was used in a photoresist stripper. 

Conventional helical resonators also were evaluated in these experiments. These 

experiments are merely examples, and should not limit the scope of the claims 

herein. One of ordinary skill in the art would easily recognize other experiments, 

uses, variations, and modifications of the inventions defined by these claims. 

I. Conventional Photoresist Stripper 

In this experiment, the conventional resist stripper was a prototype 

made by MC Electronics, present assignee. Of course, other stripper platforms also 

can be used depending upon the application. A conventional quarter-wave helical 

resonator resist stripper 600 was constructed with a quarter-wave helical resonator 

source 602 upstream of a processing chamber 604, shown in Fig. 6. This quarter

wave helical resonator 602 included a coil 608 and other elements. 

Coil 608 consisted of 5.15 turns of 0. 4 inch diameter copper tubing 

would with a pitch of 0.5 turns per inch with a mean radius of 6.4 inches and 

centered radially and vertically inside an outer copper shield 610. Coil 608 is 

oper~bly coupled to a power source 612 and operated at about 13 MHz radio .. 
frequency. ,f.. 17 inch long, 9.25 inch diameter quartz tube 606 was centered inside 

'( 

of the copper coil 608. The shield 610 was 16 inches inside diameter, approximately 

0.08 inches thick and 18 inches long. This shield 610 also was connected to a ground 

(V0 ) connection on the aluminum process chamber body (except when making the 
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current measurements described below). 

The process chamber 604 was for a conventional resist stripper. This 

resist stripper included a wafer support 616 (or pedestal) and other elements. Process 

chamber 604 is operably coupled at an outer location 620 to ground via shield 610. 

Wafer support 616 has a wafer 618 disposed thereon. 

The wafer 618 is a 6-inch (250mm) < 100 > type wafer with 

approximately 1.25 microns of spin-coated Mitsubishi Kasei positive photoresist 

MPR-4000. This wafer was ashed on the grounded 10 inch diameter wafer support 

616. This support was resistivity heated and the temperature of the substrate support 

was sensed with a thermocouple. 

After the helical resonator plasma was ignited, visible plasma filled the 

quartz plasma tube under all of the conditions used for processing. In addition, a 

strong plasma glow was always visible above the wafer in the downstream processing 

chamber which was indicative of secondary plasma discharge to the substrate support. 

This secondary plasma discharge was also accompanied by current flow from the 

resonator shield to the chamber of approximately 5-10 Amperes rms (and sometimes 

even more) which could be measured by elevating the shield on insulating blocks and 

monitoring the current flow through a 2 inch long 1.5 inch wide strip of copper braid 

which was passed through a Pearson Current probe used to monitor the current. 

Fig. 7 is a simplified diagram 700 of the rf voltage distribution along 

the coil for the quarter-wave helical resonator of Fig. 6. This diagram includes the 

quartz tube 606 and a plasma discharge (or source) 701 therein. As shown, the 

plasma discharge includes a glow region that 701 occupies a large range (R) of the 

quartz tube 606. The plasma discharge has an average voltage potential (Vave) 

between the ground potential (V 0 ) and the high voltage potential (V J. As can be 

seen, the plasma discharge 701 has capacitively coupling elements to V Hand V a due 

to its average voltage potential Vave- In fact, as previously noted, the current flow 
.. 

from the resonator shield to the chamber was at least 5-10 Amperes rms. In high 

power applibations, intense sparking was observed in the chamber from the 

capacitively coupled plasma source. 
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II. Present Photoresist Stripper 

To prove the principle and operation of the present inventions, 

experiments were performed. These experiments used a photoresist stripper 

apparatus. This resist stripper apparatus in a cluster tool arrangement used a helical 

resonator according to the present inventions. One of ordinary skill in the art, 

however, would recognize that other implementations, modifications, and variations 

may be used. Accordingly, the experiments performed herein are not intended to 
..... 

limit the scope of the claims below. 

The photoresist stripper apparatus was configured with multiple 

process chambers in a cluster tool arrangement, as illustrated by Figs. 8 and 9. Figs. 

8 and 9 illustrate a simplified top-view diagram 800 and a simplified side-view 

diagram, respectively. Two process chambers, e.g., chamber 1 901 and chamber 2 

903, were used. Chamber 1 901 was used for stripping implant hardened resist crust 

(or skin). Chamber 2 903 was used for stripping the remaining photoresist. 

Alternatively, the chambers can be both used for stripping implant hardened resist 

crust and stripping remaining photoresist. Of course, the particular use depends upon 

the application. These chambers also were made of aluminum with ceramic inserts, 

which is highly resistant to chemical attack. 

The apparatus also used a microprocessor based controller to oversee 

process operations. This microprocessor based controller can be accessed through a 

control panel 921. The present apparatus used a controller made from a 486DX 

processor PC made by EPSON, with a color LCD touch panel display. This 

controller also is shielded and highly resistant to chemical attack. 

An automatic wafer handling system 910 was also provided. The 

automatic wafer handling system used standard cassettes 912 for transferring the 

photoresist coated wafers to and from the process chambers 901, 903. The automatic 

wafer handling system included a robot 917, cassette chamber 1 905, cassette ., 
chamber 2 9,.07, cassette stage 1 909, cassette stage 2 911, and other elements. The 

'1 
wafer handling system 910 used a conventional interlock system for providing the 

cassettes 912 from the cleanroom into the process chambers 901, 903. A main 

shuttle chamber 913 housed the robot 917 in the cluster tool arrangement. The 
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controller oversees the automatic wafer handling system operations. The present 

wafer handing system is made by JEL Co., LTD of Japan. 

A cooling plate 915 was included in the main chamber 913 housing the 

robot 917. The cooling plate 915 was of conventional design, and was capable of 

cooling the wafer after being stripped, which often occurs at elevated temperatures. 

Alternatively, the cooling plate can be used to thermally adjust the wafer temperature 

either before, after, or even between selected process operations. 
"-

The process chambers 901, 903 were disposed downstream from 

respective plasma sources 923, 925. Each helical resonator included a coil 927 

disposed around a quartz tube 929. The coil consisted of 11.5 turns of 0. 4 inch 

copper tubing wound with a pitch of 0.9 turns per inch with a mean radius of 9.4 

inches and centered radially and vertically inside an outer copper shield 931. The 

coil is operably coupled to a power source (not shown). A 17 inch long, 9.25 inch 

diameter quartz tube was centered inside of the copper coil. The shield was 16 

inches inside diameter, approximately 0.08 inches thick and 18 inches long. The 

shield is operably coupled to a lower portion of the coil. 

In one experiment, processes were used for stripping photoresist from 

wafers, e.g., See Fig. 9 reference numeral 933. The processes involved the use of a 

multi-step stripping operation to remove implanted photoresist from semiconductor 

wafers. Samples were prepared using eight-inch wafers. These wafers were spin 

coated with Mitsubishi Kasei positive photoresist MPR-4000. Spin coating occurred 

at 1,200 rpm and 120 C for 90 seconds. The resulting photoresist was about 1.2 

microns in thickness in the sample wafers. These sample wafers were implanted to 

form a implanted hardened resist layer near the top of the photoresist. 

An implant resist stripping process was performed to remove the top 

implant hardened resist. This occurred by stripping using an "un-balanced" phase 

and anti-phase coupling relationship in a half-wave helical resonator. The half-wave .. , 
helical resoqator was configured in one of the process chambers. In this chamber, 

;{ 

the pedestal had a temperature of about 40 C to maintain a low wafer temperature. 

30 This low wafer temperature was maintained to reduce the possibility of "popping." 

Popping occurs when vapor in the underlying photoresist explodes through the 

,,,,.., .. ~-: 
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implant hardened resist. 

After the top hardened layer was removed. The wafer was transferred 

into a chamber operating at a full:-wave multiple. This chamber operated at a 

frequency of about 27.12 MHz at a full-wave multiple. The pedestal of this chamber 

was at 150 to 200 C. The full wave structure provided for balanced phase and anti

phase coupled currents, thereby reducing the amount of capacitively coupled plasma, 

which can be detrimental to the underlying substrate. In this step, overashing was 
..... 

performed to substantially remove all photoresist material from the wafer. No 

damage occurred to the underlying substrate during this overashing step. 

Once the photoresist has been stripped, the wafer is cooled. In 

particular, the wafer is removed from the full-wave multiple process chamber, and 

placed on the cooling station. This cooling station reduces the temperature of the 

wafer (which was heated). This wafer is then reloaded back into its wafer cassette. 

Once all wafers have been processed in the cassette, the cassette comprising the 

stripped wafers is removed from the cluster tool apparatus. Characteristics of this 

half-wave helical resonator were described in detail above. In the present 

experiments, the following tests also were performed. 

Test 1: 6-inch wafers were ashed at a total pressure of0.13 Torr using 
a gas flow of 0.2 standard liter per minute of pure oxygen, forward rf 
power of 2200 watts and a reflected power of 150 watts at an 
excitation frequency of 13.4 Mhz. The substrate was held at 60 C 
and wafers were ashed and then the discharge was extinguished). The 
ashing rate across the wafer was determined to vary between 
approximately 3411 A/min and 3139 A/min with the rates 
approximately symmetric about the center of each wafer and the 
maximum ashing rate at the center. The average etching rate was 3228 
A/min and etching uniformity was approximately 4 percent. 

Test 2: 6-inch wafers were ashed at a total pressure of 1 Torr using a 
gas flow of 1 standard liter per minute, forward rf power of 2200 
watts and a reflected power of 160 watts at an excitation frequency of 
13.0 MHz. The substrate was held at 60 C and the ashing rate was 

'· determined to very between approximately 3144 A/min and 3748 
·l A/min depending on position on a wafer. The etching uniformity was 

approximately 9 percent. 

Test 3: Resist coated wafers were implanted with a selected dose of 5 
x 1015 atoms/cm2 at 40 kev arsenic (As). The wafers were cleaved into 
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samples approximately 3 centimeters square. 

Two samples were then ashed on the substrate support simultaneously, under the 

various conditions listed in Table 1. 

~. 

'~ 
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A 

B 

c 
D 

E(I) 

F(II) 

35 

TABLE 1: Experimental Results for Ashing 

Time(s) Pressure 02 Fwd Refl rf Temp 
(sec.) (Torr.) Flow Pwr . freq. (C) 

(slm)* (W) Pwr (MHz) 
(W) 

180 0.23 0.5 2,000 180 13.2 68 

132 0."06 0.2 2,150 180 13.3 90 

180 0.13 0.2 2,200 150 13.3 60 

300 0.13 0.2 2,200 150 13.3 40 

90 0.09 0.1 2,200 80 13.4 40 

150 0.09 0.1 2,200 80 13.4 40 

*slm=standard liters per minute (or 1000 seem) 

(I) U nimplanted resist was used in this test and ashing was terminated 
before endpoint was reached to test uniformity. The average ashing 
rate was 5259 A/min and uniformity was 7.5%. 

(II) Implanted resist was etched for 150 sec, but endpoint was visible 
at 100 seconds. 

Under conditions used for Run D, it was determined that resist was cleared from the 

entire wafer after 3 minute and 15 seconds. Consequently, the ashing time in the 

table included approximately 100 sec. overetching. Under conditions where practical 

ashing rates were attained, a visible plasma discharge and sheath could be observed 

over the wafer. 

Diagnostic measurements of current similar to those performed in the 

conventional stripping apparatus were performed. In these measurements, currents 

from the shield of the resonator to the processing chamber gave values of at about 0.1 

to 0.5 Amperes rms and less. These measurements were limited by error using 

avaiiable instrumentation. Accordingly, these currents were at least an order of 

magnitude b~low those currents measured above in the conventional stripping 

apparatus. 

A visual inspection of the stripped wafers shows extremely good 
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results. That is, the wafers were stripped at a sufficient rate for production operation 

and no substantial damaged occurred to the wafers. This provides for effective wafer 

tum-around-time and substantially no damage caused by the plasma. In addition, 

current measured from the shield to the chamber by elevating the shield on insulating 

blocks was less than about 0.5 Amperes rms and, in some instances, at or below 

measured error using available instrumentation. This current was substantially less 

than those measured in th ... e conventional stripping apparatus. 

While the invention has been described with reference to specific 

embodiments, various alternatives, modifications, and equivalents may be used. In 

fact, the invention also can be applied to almost any type of plasma discharge 

apparatus. This discharge apparatus can include an apparatus for plasma immersion 

ion implantation or growing diamonds, TCPs, and others. This discharge apparatus 

can be used for the manufacture of flat panel displays, disks, integrated circuits, 

diamonds, semiconductor materials, bearings, raw materials, and the like. 

Therefore, the above description should not be taken as limiting the scope of the 

invention which is defined by the appended claims. 

;i 
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A process for fabricating a product, sai 

steps of subjecting a substrate to entities, at lea e of said entities emanating from 

a species generated by a gaseous d~ excited by a high frequency field in which 

d anti-phase portion of capacitive current coupled 

from the inductive cou · g structure is selectively balanced; 

wh ein s~d inductive coupling structure is selectively balanced using 

a wave adjus ent circuit. 

/ 

"' i( 
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PROCESS DEPENDING ON PLASMA DISCHARGES SUSTAINED 
BY INDUCTIVE COUPLING 

ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

A process for fabricating a product 28, 119 . The process comprises 

the steps of subjecting a substrate to a composition of entities, at least one of the 

entities emanating from a species generated by a gaseous discharge excited by a high 

frequency field in which the vector sum of phase and anti-phase capacitive coupled 

voltages from the inductire coupling structure substantially balances. 

H:\home\rto\work\16655\-J.apl 
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10/14/97 
. :. NOTICE TO. Flt.:E MISSING-PARTS OF APPliCATION ' 

~- Filing Date Granted 

. An Application Number-and Filing Date have:been signed ,to .this application. However,.the items-indicated ;below areimissing; The . 
reqUired item~ a~ntified below must 1mely submitted ALONG WITH tHE PA-YMENT-OF A SURCHARGE for items 1 and 

- 3~6 only. of$ . - ·for a large entityOsmall entity1n.compliance with 37 CFR 1.27. The surcharge is setforth in 
·' · · 37 CFR 1.16( e). Applicant is given TWO MONTHS FROM THE DATE OF THIS NOTICE within which to file all required items and pay .. 

any fees required above to avoid abandonment. Extensions. oftime may be obtained by filing apetition~accornpanied;by ttie extension 

''·. 

fee unde~ the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). - · · 

!f 1!./JJ't!(luired items on this:form:are·filed within. the:period se~e total amount owed by app,icant.as a 
IW/~ntity 0 small entity (verified statement filed), is $ . · - - · · . . -· . . , 

--0"1. Tr::he_ u~ory basic filing fee is: 
m1ss1ng. 
insufficient. · 

Applicant must submit$ 1 H L) . - ·. 
statement claiming .such status. 

to. (Jomplete the basic·filingfee and/or .file a verified-small entity>-· 

0 2. ·Additional claim fees of $ · , ineluding- any multiple_ dependent claim fees, are required .. · .. 
· ~plicantmus_ teithersubmit the additional claim fees;or cancel additional claimsforwhich fees ali. e di:ie: .. ··.· · 

'f{ 3. T~_or_declaration: _ •. _ 
'¥(' is m1ss1ng. . · -
0 does not cover the newly submitted items.-
0 does not identify the .application to which .it applies .. · ··. _ 
0 · does·.notinclude.the city and state or foreign-country of:applicant's:residence .. :. 

·.:An oath or declaFation incompfiance'with 370FR:t: 63; including residence information and identifying the•application •by< 
· :the above Application Number and Filing Date is required. · 

0 4.The signature(s) to the oath ordecl?ration is/are: . 
0 missing. 
o~ by a person other than inventor .or. person qualified under 37 CFR 1.42; 1.43, or 1.47.. . _ _ _ ... · .. 
A properly signed oath-or declarationin compliancewith-37 GFR '1.63,:ide_ntifyiog the application bythirab_ o_ ve 
Application Number and Filing Date,· is required, . . . . 

· .· D 5. The signature of the following joint inventor(s) .is missing· from :the oath or declaration: 

:~·: . Ari·oath .. or declaration listingttie·names· of all inventors -andsign.ed by the omitted inventor(s);·. identifying.this•:app/ic(ltion by · 
the aqove Application NumbF!r.and Filing Date, ·is required . . 

, D 6. A$ 
1 

·' • •. processing fee is required since your .check was returned without payment (37 GFR 1 :21{rn)J .. 

. 0 7. Youlfiling receipt was mailed in error because your check-was· returned without payment. 

0 a. The application does notcomply with the Sequence Rules. · .. · 
See attached "Notice to ·Comply witb Sequence Rules 37 GFR 1.821-1.825." 

' 
0 9.0THER: \ 
Direct the response and any .questions about this notice to "Attention: Box Missing Parts." 

' 
opy of this notice MUST-be. returned with- the. response •. _ · ·. ·., -. 

t· .,,~~"""'~'"""' · .. · . , · , .. · · __ ,,,omostol'<! '•·'·:·. :·,.·:· 

,_,_. 
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_I hereby certify that this correspondence 'is bei nb 
deposited with the United States Postal Service as 
first class mail in an envelope addressed to: 

<;ECTDf\ 1P 
Assistant Commissioner for Patents, 
Attn: Box Missing Parts, Washington, D.C. 20231, PATENT 
on 
~J5t7/7 Attorney Docket No. 16655-000311 

TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and CREW LLP 

By~~ 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

In re application of: ) 
) 

Daniel L. Flamm, et al. ) Examiner: Unassigned 
) 

Serial No.: 08/866,040 ) Art Unit: Unassigned 
) 

Filed: May 30, 1997 ) 
) 

TRANSMITTAL LETTER- RESPONSE TO 
NOTICE OF MISSING PARTS 

For: PROCESS DEPENDING ON PLASMA ) 
DISCHARGES SUSTAINED BY ) 
INDUCTIVE COUPLING ) 

) _____________________________ ) 
Attn: Box Missing Parts 
Assistant Commissioner for Patents 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

Sir: 

Pursuant to the Notice to File Missing Parts of Application- Filing Date Granted dated 

October 14, 1997, enclosed are the following to be made of record in the above-identified application: 

1) Executed Declaration and Power of Attorney; 
2) Executed Verified Statement Claiming Small Entity; 
3) Copy of Notice of Missing Parts; 
4) Postcard. 

Please charge Deposit Account No. 20-1430 for the following fe~s: 

a) Filing Fee (§1.16(a))(Small Entity) $ 395.00 

b) Excess Claims Fee ( § 1.16(b), (c): 

~- 1 - 20 = 0 X 11.00 = $ 0.00 

" 't 1 - 3 = 0 X 42.00 = $ 0.00 

c) Missing Parts Surcharge ( § 1.16( e)) $ 65.00 

TOTAL FEES TO BE CHARGED: $ 460.00 

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any additional fees associated with 

this paper or during the pendency of this application, or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account 
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Daniel L. Flamm, et al. 
Serial No.: 08/866,040 
Page 2 

PATENT 

No. 20-1430 for this paper and during the prosecution of this application. This Transmittal Letter is 

submitted in triplicate. 

Dared: H{f1J1t 
TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and CREW LLP 
Two Embarcadero Center, 8th Floor 
San Francisco, California 94111-3834 
(650) 326-2400 
Fax (650) 326-2422 
RTO:de 

rto\work\16655\3-1-1mp.res 

'? 

Respectfully submitted, 

Richard T. Ogawa 
Reg. No. 37,692 
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.... a. 
N ~ ....... 

VERIFIED STATEMENT (DECLARATION) CLAIMING SMALL ENTITY 
STATUS (37 CFR 1.9(f) and 1.27(b)) ·INDEPENDENT INVENTOR 

Atty. Docket No. 16655-000311 

\Ji •cit or Patentee: Daniel L. Flamm __ _ 

'Bc'll8on or Patent No.: ""08""'/""'86,6""0""4~0--------------------------------
~~~s~ed:eM~a~3~0~1~9~9~7-----------------------------------------
-..1 I'JlOCESS DEPENDING ON PLASMA DISCHARGES SUSTAINED BY INDUCTIVE COUPLING 

As a below named inventor, I hereby declare that I qualify as an independent inventor as defined in 37 CFR 1.9(c) for purposes of paying reduced fees 
to the Patent and Trademark Office regarding the invention entitled PROCESS DEPENDING ON PLASMA DISCHARGES SUSTAINED BY 
INDUCTIVE COUPLING described in: 

[ ] 
[X] 
[ ] 

the specification filed herewith. 
Application No. 08/866.()40 , filed May 30. 1997 
Patent No. __ , issued __ . 

I have not assigned, granted, conveyed or licensed and am under no obligation under contract or law to assign, grant, convey or license, any rights 
in the invention to any person who would not qualify as an independent inventor under 37 CFR 1.9(c) if that person had made the invention, or to-any 
concern which would not qualify as a small business concern under 37 CFR 1.9(d) or a nonprofit organization under 37 CFR 1.9(e). 

Each person, concern or organization to which I have assigned, granted, conveyed, or licensed or am under an obligation under contract or law to 
assign, grant, convey or license any rights in the invention is listed below:* 

[ ] No such person, concern, or organization 
[ ] Persons, concerns or organizations listed below* 

*NOTE: Separate verified statements are required from each named person, concern or organization having rights to the invention 
averring to their status as small entities. (37 CFR 1.27) 

Address_ 

Name -===============================-------------------------======================================= 0 Individual 0 Small Business Concern 0 Nonprofit Organization 

Name 

Address------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

[] Individual 0 Small Business Concern 0 Nonprofit Organization 

I acknowledge the duty to file, in this application or patent, notification of any change in status resulting in loss of entitlement to small entity status 
prior to paying, or at the time of paying, the earliest of the issue fee or any maintenance fee due after the date on which status as a small entity is no 
longer appropriate. (37 CFR 1.28(b)). 

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements made on information and belief are believed to 
be true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or 
imprisonment, or both, under section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code, and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of 
the application, any patent issuing thereon, or any patent to which this verified statement is directed. 

Name of Inventor: 

33.MRG 8/96 

16655\3-1-1se.dec 

Name of Inventor: Name of Inventor: 

Signature of Inventor 

Date: 
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Attorney Docket No. 16655-000311 

- !i DECLARATION AND POWER OF ATTORNEY ........ 
...... N 
·-- CJ'> ....... 
_.. J = ,iw named inventor, I declare that: 
\C.rgstQtnce, post office address and citizenship are as stated below next to my name; I believe I am the original, first and sole inventor (if 
~~name is listed below) or an original, first and joint inventor (if plural inventors are named below) of the subject matter which is 
-..1: __jct and for which a patent is sought on the invention entitled: PROCESS DEPENDING ON PLASMA DISCHARGES SUSTAINED 
~UCTIVE COUPLING the specification of which _ is attached hereto or _x_ was filed on May 30, 1997 as Application Serial 
No. 08/866,040 and was amended on (if applicable). 

I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above identified specification, including the claims, as amended by any amendment referred 
to above. I acknowledge the duty to disclose information which is material to the examination of this application in accordance with Title 37, 
Code of Federal Regulations, Section 1.56. I claim foreign priority benefits under Title 35, United States Code, Section 119 of any foreign 
applications(s) for patent or inventor's certificate listed below and have also identified below any foreign application for patent or inventor's 
certificate having a filing date before that of the application on which priority is claimed. 

Prior Foreign Application(s) 

I 

Country Application No. Date of Filing Priority Claimed 
Under 35 USC 119 

i 

Yes No 
I 

Yes No 

I claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code, Section 120 of any United States application(s) listed below and, insofar as the subject 
matter of each of the claims of this application is not disclosed in the prior United States application in the manner provided by the first 
paragraph of Title 35, United States Code, Section 112, I acknowledge the duty to disclose material information as defined in Title 37, Code 
of Federal Regulations, Section 1. 56 which occurred between the filing date of the prior application and the national or PCT international filing 
date of this application: 

Aj>plication Serial No. Date of Filing Status 

08/567,224 December 4, 1995 Patented X Pending Abandoned 

08/736,315 October 23, 1996 Patented Pending X Abandoned 

POWER OF ATTORNEY: As a named inventor, I hereby appoint the following attorney(s) and/or agent(s) to prosecute this application and 
transact all business in the Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith. 

Send Correspondence to: 
RichardT. Ogawa 

RichardT. Ogawa, Reg. No. 37,692 
William J. Bohler, Reg. No. 31,487 
Kenneth R. Allen, Reg. No. 27,301 

Direct Telephone Calls to: 
(Name, Reg. No.;Telephone No.) 

TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND AND CREW LLP 
Two Embarcadero Center, 8th Floor Name: RichardT. Ogawa 

Reg. No. 37,692 
Telephone: 650 326-2400 

San Francisco, CA 94111 

:~ 

(Page 1 of2) 
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Full Name Last Name First Name Middle Name or Initial 
of Inventor 1 Flamm Daniel L. 

Residence & City State/Foreign Country Country of Citizenship I 

Citizenship Walnut Creek California U.S.A. i 

• Post Office Post Office Address City State/ Country Zip Code 
Address 476 Green View Drive Walnut Creek California 94596 

Full Name Last Name First Name Middle Name or Initial 
of Inventor 2 

Residence & City State/Foreign Country Country of Citizenship 
Citizenship 

Post Office Post Office Address City State/Country Zip Code 
Address 

Full Name Last Name First Name Middle Name or Initial 
of Inventor 3 

Residence & City State/Foreign Country · Country of Citizenship 
Citizenship 

Post Office Post Office Address City State/ Country Zip Code 
Address 

I further declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements made on information and belief are 
believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are 
punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code, and that such willful false statements 
may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issuing thereon. 

Signature of Inventor 2 Signature of Inventor 3 

Date Date Date 

rto\work\ 16655\3-1-ldec.poa (Page 2 of2) 

" ( 
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#tf!OFCa 
~ ~"" !•' \~i 

UNITED STATE&.JPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Patent and Trademark ·office 

8)-ATES of .,._, 

APPLICATION NUMBER FILING DATE 

Address: COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS 
Washington, D.C. 2D231 

FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. 

0::::/ :::(:.6 ,, 0 ·"'~- 0 0 ~:5 ./ ::3 0 /" =:~} ·:? FL.f:)jY!f"lj j) 1 (.:: .• ;;:, :;5 ::.:; -· 0 0 0 :::~ :L :l 

Hl'~!:21 /10 0:2 
TOWNSEND TOWNSEND AND CREW 
TWO EMBARCADERO CENTER 8TH FLOOR 
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94111-3834 

This js a communication from the examiner in charge of your application. 
COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS 

,--- . --EXAMINER I 

~:::;CHE: J I'·.IEl:;:, L. 
,--A-RT UNIT--r PAPER NUMBER 1 

:1.64::: ~ 
DATE MAILED: 

:to/ o::;::/·:;;::: 

./ OFFICE ACTION SUMMARY 

~esponsive to communication(s) filed on __ .~...\ 'Z.:::::::....t-(!....1 .=.5-'-\~'\_1--.!...._ __________________ , 

D This action is FINAL. 

D Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is closed in 
accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quay!:, 1935 D.C. 11; 453 O.G. 213. 

A shortened statutory period for response to this actio; is set to expire , S · month(s), or thirty days, 
whichever is longer, from the mailing date of this communication. Failure to respond within the period for response will cause 
the application to become abandoned. (35 U.S.C. § 133). Extensions of time may be obtained under the provisions of ,37 CFR 
1.136(a). 

Disposition of Claims 

~i~ , i~ending in the application. 

Of the above, claim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration. 

-------------------"'-----------------is/are allowed. 

1- is~jected. 

------------------~---------------is/are objected to. 

D Claims are subject to restriction or election requirement. 

Application Papers 

D See the attached Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review, PT0-948. 

D The drawing(s) filed on is/are objected to by the Examiner. 

D The proposed drawing correction, filed on ·--~ is D approved D disapproved. 

D The specification is objected to by the Examiner. 

D The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. 

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119 

D Acknowledgement is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(aHd). 

D All D Some.. D None of the CERTIFIED copies of the priority documents have been 

D received. ·., 

0 received in f.pplication No. (Series Code/Serial Number) -'-------------

0 received in this national stage application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)). 
I 

.. Certified copies not recei'@d: -------------~-----------------' 
'II 

D Acknowledgement is made of a cl'm for domestic priority under .35 U.S.C. § 119(e). 

Attach~t(s) · 

12"Notice of Reference Cited, PT0-892 

D Information Disclosure Statement(s), PT0-1449, Paper No(s). ----'----

0 Interview Summary, PT0-413 

D Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review, PT0-948 

0 Notice of Informal Patent Application, PT0-152 

--SEE OFFICE ACTION ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES -· 

PTOL-326 (Rev. 10/95) ", '"' .,,..,,..J,,.oo,. I! 
/ ..... < / 
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Application/Control Number: 08/866,040 Page 2 

Art Unit: 1648 

Claim 1 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph, as being indefinite for failing 

to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which applicant regards as the 

invention. 

Claim 1 is vague and indefinite. That is, the term "entities may encompass virtually any 

compound or composition providing that it may be discharged in a gaseous state. Moreover, the 

phrase "selectively balanced" may refer to any ratio and therefore fails to further define or limit 

the claim. That is, applicant's fail to particularly point out their invention in claim 1. 

The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that form the 

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action: 

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless --

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public use or on 
sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in the United States. 

Claim 1 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated by Asmussen et al. (U.S. 

Patent No. 4,943,345). 

Asmussen et al. teach that which is claimed (please see the claims). Please see claim 

26 wherein the wave generating means can be adjusted in input power to the coupler means and 

the inlet means can be adjusted as to flow rate of the gas so as to vary the excited species which 

impinge on the substrate. 

Claim 1 rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated by Ohkawa et al (U.S. 

Patent No. 5,361 ,016). 

Ohkawa et al. teach a method for producing high density plasma which does not appear 

'• 

to differ from that which is instantly claimed. 
~~' 

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the examiner 

should be directed to Laurie Scheiner, whose telephone number is (703) 308-1122. Any inquiry 
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Application/Control Number: 08/866,040 Page 3 

Art Unit: 1648 

of a general nature or relating to the status of this application should be directed to the Group 

1600 receptionist whose telephone number is (703) 308-0196. 

Correspondence related to t~is application may be submitted to Group 1600 by facsimile 

transmission. The faxing of such papers must conform with the notice published in the Official 

Gazette, 1096 OG 30 (November 15, 1989). Official communications should be directed toward 

one of the following Group 1600 fax numbers: (703) 308-4242 or (703) 305-3014. Informal 

communications may be submitted directly to the Examiner through the following fax number: 

(703) 308-4426. Applicants are encouraged to notify the Examiner prior to the submission of 

such documents to facilitate their expeditious processing and entry. 

L(b 
Laurie Scheiner/LAS 
September 29, 1998 

,, 
;t 

L@ 7.,().. 
LAURIE SCHEINER 

PRIMARY EXAMINER 

~ 
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Application No. Applicant(s) 

Notice of References Cited o~ I ~ "" o4 o 

* DOCUMENT NO. 

A q qy'7>)~L15 
B s ~61 016 
c 
D 

E 

F 

G 

H 

I 

J 

K 

L 

M 

* DOCUMENT NO. 

N 

0 

p 

Q 

R 

s 
T 

* 

u 

v "> 

w 

X 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 

PT0-892 (Rev. 9-96) 

Examiner 

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS 

DATE NAME 

1 '1o A~~l-\t;<e.N et 2\. 
td 14 rHI k::-1w1 e.+ :II . 

.,_ 

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS 

DATE COUNTRY NAME 

NON-PATENT DOCUMENTS 

DOCUMENT (Including Author, Title, Source, and Pertinent Pages) 

~:, 

.~ 

*A copy of this reference is not being funished wHh this Office action. 
(See Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, Section 707.05(a).) 

Grofh~~nH Page _j_ of l_ 

CLASS SUBCLASS. ' 

(~b b43 
31~ /II.LfJ 

i 

I 
I 

• 

. 

i 

CLASS SUBCLASS 

' 

DATE 

' 

Part of Paper No.--4!----
'U.S. GPO: 1996-420-311/40176 
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I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United 

···~""~] Stat~s Postal Se~i~e as first class mail in ~n envelope addressed to: 

0 \ p /2 ss1stant Co ss10n_er for Patents Washmgton, D.C. 20231 
'1~ . /711 

PATENT 
Attorney Docket No.: 016655-000311 

~ 77.\ 

05199911~~: ~ /%~ 
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

In re application of: 

Daniel L. Flamm 

Application No.: 08/866,040 

Filed: May 30, 1997 

For: PROCESS DEPENDING ON PLASMA 
DISCHARGES SUSTAINED BY INDUCTIVE 
COUPLING 

Assistant Commissioner for Patents 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

Sir: 

Examiner: 

Art Unit: 

5cfo.~.itJt..r 
LFAlsjaHelro 

16\fe 

PETITION TO EXTEND TIME 

Applicant petitions the Assistant Commissioner of Patents to extend the time for . 

response to the Office Action, dated October 2, 1998 for 3 months, from January 2, 1999 to April2, 

1999. An appropriate response in the form of an Amendment is enclosed herewith. 

Please charge the fee of $435.00 to the undersigned's Deposit Account No. 20-1430. 

Please charge any additional fees or credit overpayment to the above deposit account. This petition 

is submitted in duplicate. 

Respectfully submitted, 

04/08/i999 CHOANOI 0.0000062 201430 08866040 

03 FC:217 435.00 CH 

'· 
TOWNSEND andcTOWNSEND and CREW LLP 
Two Embarcadero Center, 8th Floor 
San Francisco, California 94111-3834 
Tel: (650) 326-2400 
Fax: (650) 326-2422 
RTO:de 

PA 184239 v1 

Richard T. ugawa 
Reg. No. 37,692 

~ 

1..0 
U:::l 
):"":!;~ 

C"> '"'\:J 

:.:·v -···,_; 

c·) I 
c.: \,.() -c; 
~·--l --:1 ...... , .... 
O::J 
0 f' .. ) 

(.11 
\D 
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Amendment Transmittal 

.~ .· J . 1/! 

Attorney Dooket No (s \ I 0 /-{ 0 JJ-. 16655-000311 ! (__) p { TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and CREW LLP 
Two Embarcadero Center, 8th Floor 
San Francisco, California 94111-3834 
(650) 326-2400 

Date: -~ 1' /7/'7 In re application of: Daniel L. Flamm 

Application No.: 08/866,040 

Filed: May 30, 1997 

I hereby certify that this is being deposited with the United States 
Postal Service as first class mail in an envelope addressed to: 

Group Art Unit: 1648 
Assistant Commissioner for Patents 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

For: PROCESS DEPENDING ON PLASMA DISCHARGES 
SUSTAINED BY INDUCTIVE COUPLING 

.... 
THE ASSIST ANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

Signed: ~ ~ 

Sir: 

Transmitted herewith is an amendment in the above-identified application. 

[ X ] Enclosed is a petition to extend time to respond. 
[X] Small entity status of this application under 37 CFR 1.9 and 1.27 has been established by a verified statement previously 

submitted. 
[ ] A verified statement to establish small entity status under 37 CFR 1.9 and 1.27 is enclosed. 
[ X ] Postcard 

If any extension of time is needed, then this response should be considered a petition therefor. 
The filing fee has been calculated as shown below: 

(Col. 1) (Col. 2) (Col. 3) 

CLAIMS 
REMAINING HIGHEST NO. I PRESENT 

AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA 
AMENDMENT PAID FOR 

TOTAL * 32 MINUS ** 20 = 12 

INDEP. *6 MINUS *** 3 = 3 

SMALL ENTITY 

RATE ADDIT. 
FEE 

12x $9.00= $108.00 

3x $39.00 = $117.00 

OR 

OTHER THAN 
SMALL ENTITY 

RATE ADDIT. 
FEE 

X $18.00 = 

X $78.00 = 

[ ] FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEP. CLAIM + $130.00 = + $260.00 = 

* 
** 
*** 

PA 183539 v1 

TOTAL $225.00 OR TOTAL 
ADDIT. 
FEE 

1. ____ ----- ----------

If the entry in Col. 1 is less than the entry in Col. 2, write "0" in Col. 3. 
If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than 20, write "20" in this space. 
If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than 3, then write "3" in this space. The "Highest 
Number Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest number found from the equivalent box in Col. 1 of a prior 
amendment or the number of claims originally ftled. 

[ ] No fee is due. 
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Washington, D.C. 20231, 
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on 

r , 

TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and CREW LLP 

By~~ 
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Attorney Docket No. 16655-000311 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

In re application of: 

Daniel L. Flamm 

Application No.: 08/866,040 

Filed: May 30, 1997 

For: PROCESS DEPENDING ON 
PLASMA DISCHARGES 
SUSTAINED BY INDUCTIVE 
COUPLING 
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) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) _____________________ ) 

Assistant Commissioner for Patents 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

Dear Sirs: 

Examiner: Scheiner, L. 

Art Unit: 1648 

AMENDMENT UNDER 37 CPR §1.115 

/"'-.-. 

ifn response to the Office Action mailed October 2, 1998, the period for 

response being extended as a result of the enclosed Petition to Extend Time and requisite fee, 

please amend the above-cited application as follows. 
04/08/19'39 CHOAN81 00000062 201430 08866040 
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IN THE CLAIMS: 

Please amend claim 1 and add claims 2-32 as folio~~ 

Examiner, all claims subject to examination are shown, even if not bpfug amended. 

it
'?, { 1. (Amended) A proc~ss for fabricatin . product, said process 

omp, ng the steps of subJectmg a substrate to ent1t1~ least one of sa1d entitles emanatmg 

t from [a species generated by] a gaseous dischar )}~ted by a high frequency field from an 

inductive coupling structure iii which [the~ sum of)~ phase portion and an anti-phase 

portion of capacitive currents coupled /m the inductive coupling structure [is] are selectively 
. / 

balanced; ./ 

2. (New) The process of claim 1 wherein the wave adjustment circuit 

selectively adjusts a frequency of an rf power supply. 

3. (New) The process of claim 1 wherein the high frequency field is 

adjusted using a variable frequency power supply. 

4. (New) The process of claim 1 wherein the wave adjustment circuit 

comprises a transmission line. 

5. (New) The process of claim 1 wherein said process is provided in a 

chamber. 

6. (New) The process of claim 5 wherein the chamber is provided for a 
'> 

process selected from etching, deposition, sputtering, or implantation. 
~ 

7. (New) A process~ manufacturing a product, said process comprising 
t 

subjecting a substrate to at least one ~~~ ti emanating from a gaseous discharge powered at 

least by a high frequency inducti fie d pplied from a coupling structure, characterized in 

that at least one first capacitiv y cou led AC current flows from a first portion of said 
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coupling structure to a volume element of sa}d gaseous discharge and at 

capacitively coupled AC current flows fro~ the gaseous discharge to 

coupling structure, said second capacitively coupled current hav~~~ pre etermined phase 

relationship to said first capacitively coupl:ect current wherein saflfi~s capacitively coupled 

AC current and the second capacitively coupled AC current to tile asma substantially cancel. 

: I 
8. (New) The process,' of claim 7 wherei,b. t e coupling structure comprises 

I I 

an inductive coupling structUre, said indgctive coupling ~~{ ture comprising a portion of said 

first capacitively AC current and a porti9n coupling tht cond capacitively coupled AC 

current. I 
) 

~~ 
. . ~ 

9. (New) The proce~s of claiiif/\\]herein the inductively coupled powered 

is at least 15 percent of a net power inpht to th 

' 
10. (New) The process J! ¢laim)7 wherein the phase relationship is selected 

by a wave adjustment circuit. JIJ 
I 

11. y{ss/ofclaim 9 wherein the phase relationship is select~d 
by means of a wave adjustment cjtc~it. 11 

I , 
/' 

.I 

/ ' 

(New) ~process for manufacturing a product, said process comprising 
7 .· 

12. 

at least one step of subject' g '(substrate to an entity emanating from a gaseous plasma 
.! 

discharge powered at le st ii part by a high frequency inductive field applied from a coupling 
I r 

structure, wherein sai gas~bus plas·i . .ma discharge is coupled to a first portion of said coupling 

structure by a capacrnce/ said first coupling structure portion has a voltage distribution 

~elative to a groumj pote£tial, said ~aseous plasma discoo'rge is capacitively coupled to at least 

fa ciupling structure, characterized in that said second portion has a 

selected phase tnd capacitance relativ .. e to a phase and said capacitance of said first portion. 
• I . 

(New) The prbcess of claim 12 wherein the capacitance of the second 

during the process. 
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14. (New) The process of claim 12 wherein the selec 

during the process. 

15. (New) The process of claim 14 wherein tJi selected phase is adjusted by 

a wave adjustment circuit. 

16. (New) The process of claim,' 12 wht;fein the process is controlled using a 

controller, the controller including a computer code. 

17. wherein the process is controlled by a 

process sensing means. 

18. (New) The process of c 

portion is a portion of said first coupling stJt 

12 wherein the second coupling structure 

19. (New) The orocest/of clfim 12 wherein said coupling capacitance of the 

first portion and the coupling capacitan~ of{l/e second portion are substantially equal. 

20. (New) The or6ces~ qf claim 12 wherein said gaseous plasma discharge 
f 

comprises a plasma potential that · 

21. e proces~: of claim 20 wherein said plasma potential is adjusted 

by means of a wave adjustme~t circuit. i 

22. ) A process; for manufacturing a product, said process comprising 

at least one step of subje~ing a substrate to at least one entity emanating from a gaseous 

plasma discharge powe~d at least in part by a high frequency inductive field applied from an 
., 

inductive couplingttr cture, said ga~eous plasma discharge also powered by ~apacitive 

coupling, said ~apac· ive coupling c~iuprising a first element and a second element, the first 

element comprisin a first capacitanfe and a first phase, the second element comprising a 
' 

second capacitancf and a second phflse, wherein the first capacitance and the first phase are 

selected relative io the second capacitance and the second phase. 
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23. (New) The process of claim 22 wherein the in1ctive coupling structure 

comprises the first element. 

24. (New) The process of claim 22 whererthe inductive coupling structure 

comprises the second element. 

25. (New) The proces~ of claim 2Y'herein the process comprises a voltage 

distribution along said inductive coupling structure. 

26. (New) The process of cylffi 25 wherein the voltage distribution is 

provided by a wave adjustment circuit. 

27. (New) A process or manufacturing a product, said process comprising 

at least one step of subjecting a substr te t a least one entity emanating from a gaseous 

discharge powered at least in part b a gh frequency inductive field applied from a coupling 

structure, characterized in that le t q f t capacitively coupled AC current flows from a 

portion of said coupling structu e to a ol me element of said gaseous plasma discharge and at 

least a second capacitively co)ipled A rrent flows from the gaseous plasma discharge to a 

distinct portion of the coupljllg structur\(, the second capacitively coupled AC current having a 
i 

predetermined phase relat·onship to said first capacitively coupled AC current wherein said 

first capacitively couple AC current and the second capacitively coupled AC current to the 

gaseous plasma disch ge selectively cancel. 

(New) A process for manufacturing a product, said process comprising 

subjecting a subs rate to at least one entity emanating from a gaseous plasma discharge 

powered at lea tin part by a high frequency inductive field applied from a coupling structure, 

said gaseous asma discharge being coupled to a first portion of said coupling structure by a 

citance, said first, coupling structure portion having a voltage distribution relative 

to a grotu· ~ot~ntial,. and. said gaseo~s plasma discharge bei~g c~pacitivel~ coupled t~ ~t least 

a second 1stmct portiOn of the couplmg structure, characteriZed m that smd second d1stmct 

portion as a selected phase and capacitance relative to a phase and capacitance of said first 
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29. (New) The proFess of claim 28 whe¢n the gaseous plasma discharge 

comprises an average potential that i~ provided by a w 
i 

30. (New) The process of cj.a'nn 29 wherein the average potential is a 

selected potential relative to a grmind pote 

31. 

i 
I 
I 

I 

(New) Thti1 p)"o.,. ..... .,~~ laim 28 wherein said substrate is supported by a 

selected coupling structure . ..,. 

32. ryw) ~e ~ss of claim 31 wherein the coupling structure is driven 

'e and the jselected couplmg structure IS powered by a second power 

source. 

REMARKS 

Claims 1-32 are now pending in this application. 

35 U.S.C. §112 

Claim 1 stands rejected under 35 U.S.C. §112, second paragraph. The 

Examiner has indicated that the term "entities may encompass virtually any compound or 

composition providing that it may be discharged in a gaseous state." Additionally, the phrase 

"selectively balanced" may refer to any ratio and therefore fails to further define or limit the 

claim. Applicant has carefully reviewed this rejection. Using claim 1, for example, Applicant 

would like to indicate that the present invention provides a claimed combination of elements 

for forming a novel plasma discharge, which can be adjusted by way of a wave adjustment 

circuit for selectively adjusting a phase and antiphase of capacitively coupled currents. These 

currents are coupled from an inductive coupling structure. The present invention teaches, for 

example, that selected portions of a standing wave on an inductive coupling structure can be in 

resonance with external wave adjustment circuits. Additionally, the invention can be applied 
.~ 

to a variety of~ntities from the gaseous discharge. For easier reading, Applicant has amended 

claim 1 for the Examiner. Accordingly, Applicant believes the claim has been clarified which 

should traverse the rejection. 
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35 u.s.c. §102 

The Examiner has rejected claim 1 under 35 U.S.C. §102(b) as being 

anticipated by Asmussen, et al. The Examiner has indicated that Asmussen, et al. supposedly 

taught a wave generating means and a coupling means. Applicant, however, asserts that 

Asmussen, et al. fails to show or suggest the invention of claim 1. 

Specifically, Asmussen, et al. fails to show or suggest the claimed combination 

of elements including an inductive coupling structure and entities emanating from a gaseous 

discharge excited by a high frequency field in which a phase portion and an anti-phase portion 

of capacitive current coupled from the inductive coupling structure are selectively balanced. 

Here, Asmussen, et al. fails to show or suggest any inductive coupling structure, but taught a 

resonant cavity plasma generating means. The inductive coupling structure can be made by 

way of, for example, an rf inductive source or the like. This inductive coupling structure is 

selectively balanced using a wave adjustment circuit. The wave adjustment circuit adjusts the 

phase portion and the anti-phase portion of the capacitive current coupled to the inductive 

coupling structure so they are selectively balanced. At best, Asmussen, et al. taught a "sliding 

short" which is not a wave adjustment circuit for adjusting a phase and antiphase of 

capacitively coupled currents in the manner claimed. See, Col. 3, lines 1-10 of Asmussen, et 

al. Accordingly, claim 1 is clearly patentable over Asmussen, et al. 

Ohkawa, et al. suffers from similar limitations. For example, Ohkawa, et al: 

also fails to show or suggest the claimed combination of elements including an inductive 

coupling structure and entities emanating from a gaseous discharge excited by a high frequency 

field in which a phase portion and an anti-phase portion of capacitive current coupled from the 

inductive coupling structure are selectively balanced. Here, Ohkawa et al. fails to show or 

suggest any inductive coupling structure. The inductive coupling structure can be made by 

way of, for example, an rf inductive source or the like. This inductive coupling structure is 

selectively balanced using a wave adjustment circuit. The wave adjustment circuit adjusts the 

phase portion and the anti-phase portion of the capacitive current coupled to the inductive 

coupling structure so t~at they are selectively balanced. At best, Ohkawa, et al. taught a 

"plunger" whi~h is not a wave adjustment circuit in the manner claimed. Additionally, 

Ohkawa, et al., at best, discloses a microwave cavity for forming a plasma, rather than 

inductive coupling in the manner claimed. Accordingly, claim 1 is clearly patentable over 

Ohkawa, et al. 
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Applicant has also added new claims 2-32. No new matter has been introduced 

thereby. 

CONCLUSION 

Therefore, in view of the remarks above, Applicant respectfully requests that 

the rejection be removed, that claims 1-32 be allowed, and the case passed to issue. The 

issuance of a formal Notice of Allowance at an early date is respectfully requested. 

If the Examin~r believes a telephone conference would expedite prosecution of 

this application, please telephone the undersigned at (650) 326-2400. 

Date: 4UE9 
TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and CREW LLP 
Two Embarcadero Center, 8th Floor 
San Francisco, California 94111-3834 
(650) 326-2400 
Fax (650) 326-2422 

RTO:dhe 

183308vl 

' ~? 

Respectfully submitted, 

Richard T.~ugawa 
Reg. No. 37,692 

/' 
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I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United 

States Postal Service as first class mail in an envelope addressed to: 

Assistant Commissioner for Patents 

Washington, D.C. 20231 

0" ~ 2, 19'l9 
TOWNSEND a1)~WNSEND and C.REW LLP 

By: ~ --+xlk=;; --

J\l~ B \999 . 
1EC\-\ CEN'l'ER 160012.900 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

In re application of: 

Daniel L. Flamm 

Application No.: 08/866,040 

Filed: May 30, 1997 

For: PROCESS DEPENDING ON 
PLASMA DISCHARGES SUSTAINED 
BY INDUCTIVE COUPLING 

Assistant Commissioner for Patents 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

Sir: 

Examiner: L. Scheiner 

Art Unit: 1648 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE 
STATEMENT UNDER 37 CPR §1.97 and 
§1.98 

The references cited on attached form PT0-1449 are being called to the 

attention of the Examiner. Copies of the references are enclosed. It is respectfully requested 

that the cited information be expressly considered during the prosecution of this application, 

and the references be made of record therein and appear among the "references cited" on any 

patent to issue therefrom. 
"' 

',As provided for by 37 CPR 1.97(g) and (h), no inference should be made that 

the information and references cited are prior art merely because they are in this statement and 

2D::.A30 or~c,ccoj~c 

2-~:=:~ :;~; c;; 
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Daniel L. Flamm 
Application No.: 08/866,040 
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r~SGt:iVt:D 

JUN 8 1999 . 
TECH CENTER 1600/2900 

PATENT 

no representation is being made that a search has been conducted or that this statement 

encompasses all the possible relevant information. 

This IDS is being filed after the mailing date of the first Office Action and more 

than three months after the filing date, but prior to the Notice of Allowance or Final Office 

Action. 

Please deduct $240.00, pursuant to 37 CFR §1.17(p), from the undersigned's 

Deposit Account No. 20-1430. Please deduct any additional fees from, or credit any 

\ overpayment to, the above-noted Deposit Account. 
I 

This Petition is submitted in triplicate. 

TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and CREW LLP 
Two Embarcadero Center, 8th Floor 
San Francisco, California 94111-3834 
Tel: 650-326-2400 
Fax: 650-326-2422 
RTO:crf 

PA 195267 v1 

~' 
f 
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1 

PROCESS DEPENDING ON PLASMA DISCHARGES SUSTAINED 
BY INDUCTIVE COUPLING 

. 
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS 

This application is a continuation-in-part of Application Serial No. 

08/567,224 filed December 4, 1995. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates generally to pla~ma processing. More 
~ y 

10 particularly, the invention is for plasma processing of devices using an inductive 
\: 

discharge. This invention is illustrated in an examplF with regard to plasma etching 
f · r 

or stripping used in the manufac,ture of semiconductqr devices. The invention also 
j ~ 

is illustrated with regard to chemical vapor depositioQ. (CVD) of semiconductor 
~ 

devices. But it will be recognized that the invention has a wider range of .. :; 

15 applicability. Merely by way of example, the inventi0n also can be applied in other 

plasma etching applications' and deposition of materiaf~ such as silicon, silicon 

dioxide, silicon nitride, polysilicon, among others. 

Plasma processing techniques can occur irt a variety of semiconductor 
% 

manufacturing processes. Examples of plasma processing techniques occur in 

20 chemical dry etching (CDE), ion-assisted etching (IAE), .and plasma enhanced 

25 

' 
chemical vapor deposition (PECVD), including remote "plasma deposition (RPCVD) 

and ion-assisted plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (IAPECVD). These 

plasma processi~g techniques often rely upon radio frequency power (rt) supplied to 

an inductive coiL for providing power to gas phase species in, forming a plasma. 

Plasmas can be used to form neutral species (i.e., uncharged) for 

purposes of removing or forming films in the manufacture of integrated circuit 

devices. For instance, chemical dry etching generally depends on gas-surface 

reactions involving these neutral species without substantial ion bombardment. 

Ion assisted etching processes, however, rely upon ion bombardment 

30 to the substrate supace in defining selected films. Ion bombardment can accelerate 

gas-surfac~ reaction processes and by doing so can produce highly directional 

(anisotropic) profiles. But these ion assisted etching processes commonly have a 

lower selectivity relative to conventional CDE processes. Hence, CDE is often 

chosen when high selectivity is desired, directionality is not essential and ion 

35 bombardment to substrates ·are to be avoided. 

In other manufacturing processes, ion bombardment to substrate 
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surfaces is often undesirable. This ion bombardment, however, is known to have 

harmful effects on properties of material layers in devices and excessive ion 

bombardment flux and energy can lead to iotermixing of materials in adjacent 

device layers, breaking down oxide and "wear out," injecting of contaminative 

5 material formed in the processing environment into substrate material layers, 

harmful changes in substrate morphology (e.g. amophotization), etc. 

One commonly used chemical dry etching technique is conventional 

photoresist stripping, often termed ashing or stripping. Conventional resist stripping 

relies upon a reaction between a neutral gas phase species and a surface material 

10 layer, typically for removal. This reaction generally forms volatile products with 

the surface material layer for its removal. The neutral gas phase species is formed 

by a plasma discharge. This plasma discharge can be sustained by a coil (e.g., 

helical coil, etc.) operating at a selected frequency in a conventional photoresist 

stripper. An example of the conventional photoresist stripper is a quarter-wave 

15 helical resonator stripper, which is described by U.S. Patent No. 4,368,092 in the 

name of Steinberg et al. 

Referring to the above, an objective in chemical dry etching is to 

reduce or even eliminate ion bombardment (or ion flux) to surfaces being processed 

to maintain the desired etching selectivity. In practice, however, it is often difficult , 

20 to achieve using conventional techniques. These conventional techniques generally 

attempt to control ion flux by suppressing the amount of charged species in the 

plasma source reaching the process chamber. A variety of techniques for 

suppressing these chan!ed soecies have been oroposed. 

These techniques often rely upon shields, baffles, large separation 

25 distances between the plasma source and the chamber, or the like, placed between 

the plasma source and the process chamber. The conventional techniques generally 

attempt to directly suppress charge density downstream of the plasma source by 

interfering with convective and diffusive transport of charged species. They tend to 
., 

promote ~ecombination of charged species by either increasing the surface area 
;} . 

30 (e.g., baffles, etc.) relative to volume, or increasing flow time, which relates to 

increasing the distance between the plasma source and the process chamber. 

These baffles, however. cause loss of desirable neutral etchant species 

as well. The baffles, shields, and alike, also are often cumbersome. Baffles, 

shields, or the large separation distances also cause undesirable recombinative loss 

35 of active species and sometimes cause radio frequency power loss and other 
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problems. These baffles and shields also are a potential source of particulate 

contamination, which is often damaging to integrated circuits. 

Baffles, shields, spatial separation, and alike, when used alone also 

are often insufficient to substantially prevent unwanted parasitic plasma currents. 

5 These plasma currents aregenerated between the wafer and the plasma source, or 

between the plasma source and walls of the chamber. It is commonly known that 

when initial charged species levels are present in an electrical field, the charged 

species are acceleratec!_ and dissociative collisions with neutral particles can multiply 

the concentration of charge to higher levels. If sufficient "seed" levels of charge 

10 and rf potentials are present, the parasitic plasma in the vicinity of th~ process 

wafer can reach harmful charge density levels. In some cases, these charge 

densities may be similar to or even greater than plasma density within the source 

plasma region, thereby causing even more ion flux to the substrate. 

Charge densities also create a voltage difference between the plasma 

15 source and processing chamber or substrate support, which can have an additional 

deleterious effect. This voltage difference enhances electric fields that can 

accelerate extraction of charge from the plasma source. Hence, their presence often 

induces increased levels of charge to be irregularly transported from the plasma 

source to process substrates, thereby causing non-uniform ion assisted etching. 

20 Conventional ion assisted plasma etching, however, often requires 

control and maintenance of ion flux intensity and uniformity within sdected process 

limits and within selected process energy ranges. Control and maintenance of ion 

flux intensity and uniformity are often difficult to achieve using conventional 

techniques. For instance, capacitive coupling between high voltage selections of the 

25 coil and the plasma discharge often cause relatively high and uncontrollable plasma 

potentials relative to ground: It is generally understood that a voltage difference 

between the plasma and ground can cause damaging high energy ion bombardment 

of articles being processed by the plasma, as illustrated by U.S. Patent No. 

5,234,529 in the·name of Johnson. It is further often understood that the rf 

30 componeAt of the plasma potential varies in time since it is derived from a coupling 

to time varying rf excitation. Hence, the energy of charged particles from plasma 

in conventional inductive sources is spread over a relatively wide range of energies, 

which undesirably tends to introduce uncontrolled variations in the processing of 

articles by the plasma. 

35 The voltage difference between the region just outside of a plasma 
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source and the processing chamber can be modified by introducing internal 

conductive shields or electrode elements into the processing apparatus downstream 

of the source. When the plasma potential i!; elevated with respect to these shield 

electrodes, however, there is a tendency to generate an undesirable capacitive 

5 discharge between the shield and plasma source. These electrode elements are often 

a source of contamination and the likelihood for contamination is even greater when 

there is capacitive discharge (ion bombardment from capacitive discharge is a 

potential source of sput1:ered material). Contamination is damaging to the 

manufacture of integrated circuit devices. 

10 Another limitation is that shields, baffles or electrode etements 

generally require small holes therein as structural elements. These small holes are 

designed to allow gas to flow therethrough. The small holes, however, tend to 

introduce unwanted pressure drops and neutral species recombination. If the holes 

are made larger, the plasma from the source tends to survive transport through the 

15 holes and unwanted downstream charge flux will often result. In addition, 

undesirable discharges to these holes in conductive shields can, at times, produce an 

even more undesirable hollow cathode effect. 

In conventional helical resonator designs, conductive external shields 

are interposed between the inductive power applicator (e.g., coil, etc.) and walls of 

20 the vacuum vessel containing the plasma. A variety of limitations with these 

external capacitive shielded plasma designs (e.g., helical resonator, inductive 

discharge, etc.) have been observed. In particular, the capacitively shielded design 

often produces plasmas that are difficult to tune and even ignite. Alternatively, the 

use of unshielded plasma sources (e.g., conventional quarter-wave resonator, 

25 conventional half-wave resonator, etc.) attain a substantial plasma potential from 

capacitive coupling to the coil, and hence are pron~ to create uncontrolled parasitic 

plasma currents to grounded surfaces. Accordingly, the use of either the shielded 

or .. the unshielded sources using conventional quarter and half-wave rf configurations 

produce up.desirable results. 
'l 

30 In many conventional plasma sources a means of cooling is required 

to maintain the plasma source and substrates being treated below a maximum 

temperature limit. Power dissipation in the structure causes heating and thereby 

increases the difficulty and expense of implementing effective cooling means. 

Inductive currents may also be coupled from the excitation coil into internal or 

35 capacitive shields and these currents are an additional source of undesirable power 
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loss and heating. Conventional capacitive shielding in helical resonator discharges 

utilized a shield which was substantially split along the long axis of the resonator to 

lessen eddy current loss. However, such a. shield substantially perturbs the 

resonator characteristics owing to unwanted capacitive coupling and current which 

5 flows from the coil to the shield. Since there are no general design equations, nor 

are properties currently known for resonators which are "loaded" with a shield 

along the axis, sources using this design must be sized and made to work by trial 

and error. 
...,. 

In inductive discharges, it is highly desirable to be able to 

10 substantially control the plasma potential relative to ground potential, ~dependent of 

input power, pressure, gas composition and other variables. In many cases, it is 

desired to have the plasma potential be substantially at ground potential (or at least 

offset from ground potential by an amount insignificantly different from the floating 

potential or intrinsic DC plasma potential). For example, when a plasma source is 

15 utilized to generate neutral species to be transported downstream of the source for 

use in ashing resist on a semiconductor device substrate (a wafer or flat panel 

electronic display), the concentration and potential of charged plasma species in the 

reaction zone are desirably reduced to avoid charging damage from electron or ionic 

current from the plasma to the device; When there is a substantial potential 

20 difference between plasma in the source and grounded surfaces beyond the source, 

there is a tendency for unwanted parasitic plasma discharges to form outside of the 

source region. 

Another undesirable effect of potential difference is the acceleration 

of ions toward grounded surfaces and subsequent impact of the energetic ions with 

25 surfaces. High energy ion bombardment may cause lattice damage to the device 

substrate being processed and may cause the chamber wall or other chamber 

materials to sputter and contaminate device wafers: In other plasma processing 

procedures, however, some ion bombardment may be necessary or desirable, as is 

the case particul~rly for anisotropic ion-induced plasma etching procedures (for a 

30 discussion of ion-enhanced plasma etching mechanisms See Flamm (Ch. 2,pp.94-

183 in Plasma Etching, An Introduction, D. M. Manos and D.L. Flamm, eds., 

Academic Press, 1989)). Consequently, uncontrolled potential differences. such as 

that caused by "stray" capacitive coupling from the coil of an inductive plasma 

source to the plasma, are undesirable. 

35 Referring to the above limitations, conventional plasma sources also 
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have disadvantages when used in conventional plasma enhanced CVD techniques. 

These techniques commonly form a reaction of a gas composition in a plasma 

discharge. One conventional plasma enham;ed technique relies upon ions aiding in 

rearranging and stabilizing the film, provided the bombardment from the plasma is 

5 not sufficiently energetic to damage the underlying substrate or the growing film. 

Conventional resonators and other types of inductive discharges often produce 

parasitic plasma currents from capacitive coupling, which often detrimentally 

influence film quality, .e.g., an inferior film, etc. These parasitic plasma currents 

are often uncontrollable, and highly undesirable. These plasma sources also have 

10 disadvantages in other plasma processing techniques such as ion-assisted etching, 

and others. Of course, the particular disadvantage will often depend upon the 

application. 

15 

20 

25 

30 

35 

To clarify certain concepts used in this application, it will be 

convenient to introduce these definitions. 

Ground (or ground potential): These terms are defmed as a reference 

potential which is generally taken as the potential of a highly conductive 

shield or other highly conductive surface which surrounds the plasma source. 

To be a true ground shield in the sense of this defmition, the RF 

conductance at the operating frequency is often substantially high so that 

potential differences generated by current within the shield are of negligible 

magnitude compared to potentials intentionally applied to the various 

structures and elements of the plasma source or substrate support assembly. 

However. some realizations of ?lasma sources do not incorporate a shield or 

surface with adequate electrical susceptance to meet this defmition. In 

implementations where there is a surrounding conductive surface that is 

somewhat similar to a ground shield or ground plane, the ground potential is 

taken to be the fictitious potential which the imperfect grounded surface 

would have equilibrated to if it had zero high frequency impedance. In 

designs where there is no physical surface which is adequately configured or 
'~ 

which does not have insufficient susceptance to act as a "ground" according 

to the above definition, ground potential is the potential of a fictitious 

surface which is equi-potential with the shield or "ground" conductor of an 

unbalanced transmission line connection to the plasma source at its RF feed 

point. In designs where the plasma source is connected to an RF generator 

with a balanced transmission line RF feed, "ground" potential is the average 
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of the driven feed line potentials at the point where the feed lines are 

coupled to the plasma source. 

Inductively Coupled Power: This term is defined as power transferred to the 

plasma substantially by means of a time-varying magnetic flux which is 

induced within the volume containing the plasma source. A time-varying 

magnetic flux induces an electromotive force in accord with Maxwell's 

equations. This.._electromotive force induces motion by electrons and other 

charged particles in the plasma and thereby imparts energy to these particles. 

RF inductive power source and bias power supply: In most conventional 

inductive plasma source reactors, power is supplied to an inductive coupling 

element (the inductive coupling element is often a multi-tum coil which abuts 

a dielectric wall containing a gas where the plasma is ignited at low 

pressure) by an rf power generator. The chuck or workpiece support is often 

isolated from ground by a capacitance and powered by a second rf power 

generator which is termed a bias power supply. Rf power delivered to the 

chuck may cause the chuck to develop a negative DC bias voltage relative to 

plasma potential (for a discussion of bias, See Flamm (Ch. 1,pp.28-35, in 

Plasma Etching, An Introduction, D. M. Manos and D.L. Flamm, eds., 

Academic Press, 1989)). A bias power source is often selected to operate at 

the same frequency as the inductive power source, however it can also 

operate at a distinct frequency since the bias frequency can be adjusted to 

control ion bombardment energy ,flux and other etching properties such as 

uniformity. 

Vector sum voltage or current: Those skilled in the art will recognize that 

alternating currents and voltages are often represented as complex numbers 

which are "sometimes termed phasors (for a explanation of phasors see Ch. 
\ 

10 ln Electric Circuits, 2nd Ed., by J. W. Nilsson, Addison Wesley, 1986 

ISBN 0-201-12695-8. Complex voltages and currents are explained in Chapt. 

8 of Electricity and Magnetism by E. M. Purcell, Berkeley Physics Course

Volume 2, McGraw-Hill, 1985, ISBN 0-07-004908-4). The vector sum of 

two currents 11 and 12 or voltages V1 and V2 is understood to be defined as the 

sum of these quantities expressed as complex numbers (phasors) which 
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contain both magnitude and phase information. At any particular time t, 

actual physical current is given by the real part of this complex sum. 

Inverse voltage or current: Those skilled in the art will recognize that two 

electrical quantities are said to be the inverse of each other when they have 

the same magnitude, but opposite sign. Hence if a voltage V 1 is given by 

v oe)wt its inverse is equal to - v oe)wt (or equivalently v oe)wt±-.:). 

Correspondingly the vector sum of any current summed with its inverse is 
"" 

zero. 

Inverse phase or antiphase: Two electrical quantities are defmed to have an 

inverse phase relationship when the phase difference between them is 180 · 

( 1r) or equivalently, (2n ± 1)7r, where n is an integer number. It will be 

understood that two voltages or currents are in an inverse relationship when 

they have the same absolute magnitude and a phase difference of (2n± 1)?r. 

However the sum of a first current added to a second current characterized 

as having an inverse phase relation to the first (or equivalently "antiphase") 

may not be zero, since the sum of these currents will balance to zero (the 

currents "compensate") only when both have the same magnitude. 

Conventional Helical Resonator: Conventional helical resonator can be 

defined as plasma applicators. These plasma applicators have been designed 

and operated in multiple configurations, which were described in. for 

example, U.S. Patent No. 4,918,031 in the names of Flamm et al.. U.S. 

Patent No. 4,368,092 in the name of Steinberg et al., U.S Patent No. 

5,304,282 in the name of Flamm, U.S. Patent No. 5,234,529 in the name of 

Johnson, U.S. Patent No. 5,431,968 in the name of Miller, and others. In 

these configurations, one end of the helical resonator applicator coil has been 

grounded to its outer shield. In one conventional configuration, a quarter 

wa~elength helical resonator section is employed with one end of the 

applicator coil grounded and the other end floating (i.e., open circuited). A 

trimming capacitance is sometimes connected between the grounded outer 

shield and the coil to "fine tune" the quarter wave structure to a desired 

resonant frequency that is below the native resonant frequency without added 

capacitance. In another conventional configuration, a half-wavelength helical 
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resonator section was employed in which both ends of the coil were 

grounded. The function of grounding the one or both ends of the coil was 

believed to be not essential, but advav.tageous to "stabilize the plasma 

operating characteristics" and "reduce the possibility of coupling stray 

current to nearby objects." See U.S. Patent No. 4,918,031. 

Conventional resonators have also been constructed in other 

geometrical configurati~ns. For instance, the design of helical resonators with a 

shield of square cross section is described in Zverev et al., IRE Transactions on 

10 Component Parts, pp. 99-110, Sept. 1961. Johnson (U.S. Patent No. 5,234,529) 

teaches that one end of the cylindrical spiral coil in a conventional helical resonator 

may be deformed into a planar spiral above the top surface of the plasma reactor 

tube. U.S. Patent No. 5,241,245 in the names of Barnes et al. teach the use of 

conventional helical resonators in which the spiral cylindrical coil is entirely 

15 deformed into a planar spiral arrangement with no helical coil component along the 

sidewalls of the plasma source (this geometry has often been referred to as a 

"transformer coupled plasma," termed a TCP). 

20 

From the above it is seen that an improved technique, including a 

method and apparatus, for plasma processing is often desired. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention provides a technique, including a method and 

apparatus. for fabricating a product using a plasma discharge. The present 

technique relies upon the control of the instantaneous plasma AC potential to 

25 selectively control a variety of plasma characteristics. These characteristics include 

the amount of reactive neutral species, the amount of charged species, time and 

spatially averaged plasma potentials, the spatial extent and distribution of plasma 

density, the distribution of electrical current, and others. This technique can be 

use'd in applicatioas including chemical dry etching, ion-enhanced etching, plasma 

30 immersiori\ ion implantation, chemical vapor deposition and material growth, and 

others. 

In one aspect of the invention, a device is made using a process for 

fabricating a product. These products include a varieties of devices (e.g. , 

semiconductor, flat panel d'isplays, micro-machined structures, etc.) and materials, 

35 e.g., diamonds, raw materials, plastics, etc. The process includes steps of 
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subjecting a substrate to a composition of entities. At least one of the entities 

emanates from a species generated by a gaseous discharge which is powered by high 

frequency fields coupled from an inductive coupling structure, in which the vector 

sum of phase and inverse-phase capacitively coupled currents between the inductive 

5 coupling structure and the gaseous plasma discharge can be selectively produced or 

substantially balanced. The capacitively coupled currents are driven by the AC 

voltage differences between the potential along the inductive coupling structure and 

the plasma potential. This process provides for a technique that is substantially free 

from stray or parasitic capacitive coupling from the plasma source to chamber 

10 bodies (e.g., substrate, walls, etc.) at or near ground potential. 

In another aspect of the invention, another method for fabricating a 

product is provided. The process includes steps of subjecting a substrate to a 

composition of entities. At least one of the entities emanates from a species 

generated by a gaseous discharge which is powered by high frequency fields 

15 coupled from an inductive coupling structure, in which the vector sum of phase and 

inverse-phase capacitive coupled current from the inductive coupling structure is 

selectively maintained. In one embodiment of this method, a process provides for a 

technique that can selectively control the amount of capacitive coupling to chamber 

bodies at or near ground potential. In a second embodiment, the process provides 

20 for a technique that can selectively control the potential difference between the 

plasma and a product being processed. It will be evident to those skilled in the art 

that there is a relationship between the plasma potential and current. Therefore 

selective control of the notential difference mav advantageously be used to control 

the amount of charge flowing to a product being processed. Merely by way of 

25 example, one such product might be a device wafer which can be damaged by 

excessive charge or ion bombardment energy. 

In another aspect of the invention, a further method for fabricating a 

product is provided. The process includes steps of subjecting a substrate to a . ' 
composition of entities. At least one of the entities emanates from a species 

";? 

30 generated by a gaseous discharge which is powered by high frequency fields 

coupled from an inductive coupling structure, in which the vector sum of phase and 

inverse-phase capacitive coupled current from the inductive coupling structure is 

selectively maintained. In one aspect of this method, a process provides for a 

technique that can selectively control the amount of capacitive coupling to chamber 

35 bodies at or near ground potential. In a second aspect, a process provides for a 
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technique that can selectively control the potential difference between the plasma 

and a product being processed. It will be evident to those skilled in the art that there 

is a direct relationship between current flow. to the product and the difference 

between plasma potential and the product potential. Therefore selective control of 

5 the potential difference may advantageously be used to control the amount of charge 

flowing to a product being processed. Merely by way of example, one such 

product might be a device wafer which can be damaged by excessive charge or ion 

bombardment energy. ~ 

An additional aspect of the invention, provides a further process for 

10 fabricating a product. This process includes the steps of subjecting a substrate to a 

composition of entities wherein at least one of the entities emanates from a species 

generated by a gaseous discharge. The gaseous discharge is powered by high 

frequency fields coupled from a coupling structure, in which the vector sum of 

phase and inverse-phase capacitive coupled currents from the inductive coupling 

15 structure are selectively maintained. A further step of selectively applying a voltage 

between the at least one of the entities in the plasma source and a substrate is 

provided. Yet a further step provides for sensing the current flow to a substrate and 

using selectively maintained voltage differences between the substrate and at least 

one of the entities in the plasma source to control the current flow. 

20 Another aspect of the invention provides another process for 

fabricating a product. The process comprises steps of subjecting a substrate to a 

composition of entities and using the resulting substrate for completion of the 

oroduct. At least one nf the entities emanates from a soecies qenerated by a . - -
gaseous discharge provided by a plasma applicator, e.g., a helical resonator, 

25 inductive coil, transmission line, etc. This plasma applicator has an integral current 

flow to the plasma driven by capacitive coupling of a plasma column to elements 

with a selected potential greater than a surrounding shield potential substantially 

equal to capacitive coupling of the plasma column to substantially equal elements 

with a potential below shield potential. 

30 
~·~ In a further aspect, the invention provides an apparatus for fabricating 

a product. The apparatus has an enclosure comprising an outer surface and an inner 

surface. The enclosure houses a gaseous discharge. The apparatus also includes a 

plasma applicator (e.g., helical coil, inductive coil, transmission line, etc.) disposed 

adjacent to the outer surface. A high frequency power source operably coupled to 

35 the plasma applicator is included. The high frequency power source provides 
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power to excite the gaseous discharge to provide at least one entity from a high 

frequency field in which the vector sum of phase and inverse-phase capacitive 

currents coupled from the inductive coupling, structure is selectively maintained. 

In another aspect, the present invention provides an improved plasma 

5 discharge apparatus. This plasma discharge apparatus includes a plasma source, a 

plasma applicator (e.g., inductive coil, transmission line, etc.), and other elements. 

This plasma applicator provides a de-coupled plasma source. A wave adjustment 

circuit (e.g., RLC circuit, coil, transmission line, etc.) is operably coupled to the 
"" 

plasma applicator structure. The wave adjustment circuit can selectively adjust 

10 phase and inverse-phase potentials between the plasma and applicator elements, 

produced by at least one rf power supply. The rf power supply (or supplies) are 

operably coupled to the wave adjustment circuit. 

The present invention achieves these benefits in the context of known 

process technology. However, a further understanding of the nature and advantages 

15 of the present invention may be realized by reference to the latter portions of the 

specification and attached drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Fig. 1 is a simplified diagram of a plasma etching apparatus 

20 according to the present invention; 

Figs. 2A-2E are simplified configurations using wave adjustment 

circuits according to the present invention; 

Fig. 3 is a simplified diagram of a chemical vapor deposition 

apparatus according to the present invention; 

25 Fig. 4 is a simplified diagram of a stripper according to the present 

invention; 

Figs. 5A-5C are more detailed simplified diagrams of a helical 

resonator according to the present invention; 
,, 

Fig':' 6 is a conventional quarter-wave helical resonator plasma etching 

30 apparatus lith stray plasma which results from the coupling in the conventional 

design; 

Fig. 7 is a simplified diagram of the rf voltage distribution along the 

coil of the Fig. 6 apparatus; 

Fig. 8 is a si.inplified top-view diagram of an apparatus suitable for 

35 CDE or resist ashing apparatus according to the present examples; and 
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Fig. 9 is a simplified side-view diagram of a chamber suitable for 

CDE or resist ashing chamber according to the present examples. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

Fig. 1 is a simplified diagram of a plasma etch apparatus 10 

according to the present invention. This etch apparatus is provided with an 

inductive applicator, e. g., inductive coil. This etch apparatus depicted, however, is 

merely an illustration, a~d should not limit the scope of the claims as defined 

herein. One of ordinary skilled in the art may implement the present invention with 

10 other treatment chambers and the like. 

The etch apparatus includes a chamber 12, a feed source 14, an 

exhaust 16, a pedestal 18, an inductive applicator 20, a radio frequency (rf) power 

source 22 to the inductive applicator 20, wave adjustment circuits 24, 29 (WACs), a 

radio frequency power source 35 to the pedestal 18, a controller 36, and other 

15 elements. Optionally, the etch apparatus includes a gas distributor 17. 

The chamber 12 can be any suitable chamber capable of housing a 

product 28, such as a wafer to be etched, and for providing a plasma discharge 

therein. The chamber can be a domed chamber for providing a uniform plasma 

distribution over the product 28 to be etched, but the chamber also can be 

20 configured in other shapes or geometries, e.g., flat ceiling, truncated pyramid, 

cylindrical, rectangular, etc. Depending upon the application, the chamber is 

selected to produce a uniform entity density over the pedestal 18, providing a high 

density of entities (i.e .. etchant species) for etching uniformity. 

The present chamber includes a dome 25 having an interior surface 

25 26 made of quartz or other suitable materials. The exterior surface of the chamber 

is typically a dielectric material such as a ceramic or the like. Chamber 12 also 

includes a process kit with a focus ring 32, a cover (not shown), and other 

elements. Preferably, the plasma discharge is derived from the inductively coupled 

30 

·-
plasma source that is a de-coupled plasma source (DPS) or a helical resonator, 

~-~ : 

although other sources can be employed. 

The de-coupled source originates from rf power derived from the 

inductive applicator 20. Inductively coupled power is derived from the power 

source 22. The rf signal frequencies ranging from 800KHz to 80 MHz can be 

provided to the inductive applicator 20. Preferably, the rf signal frequencies range 

35 from 5 MHz to 60 MHz. The inductive applicator (e.g., coil, antenna, transmission 
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line, etc.) overlying the chamber ceiling can be made using a variety of shapes and 

ranges of shapes. For example, the inductive applicator can be a single integral 

conductive film, a transmission line, or multiple coil windings. The shape of the 

inductive applicator and its location relative to the chamber are selected to provide a 

5 plasma overlying the pedestal to improve etch uniformity. 

The plasma discharge (or plasma source) is derived from the 

inductive applicator 20 operating at selected phase 23 and inverse-phase 27 

potentials (i.e., voltagev that substantially cancel each other. The controller 36 is 

operably coupled to the wave adjustment circuits 24, 29. In one embodiment, wave 

10 adjustment circuits 24, 29 provide an inductive applicator operating at_full-wave 

multiples 21. This embodiment of full-wave multiple operation provides for 

balanced capacitive coupling to of the plasma to phase 23 and inverse-phase 

voltages 27 along the inductive applicator (or coil adjacent to the plasma). This 

full-wave multiple operation reduces or substantially eliminates the amount of 

15 capacitively coupled power from the plasma source to chamber bodies (e.g., 

pedestal, walls, wafer, etc.) at or close to ground potential. Alternatively, the wave 

adjustment circuits 24, 29 provide an inductive applicator that is effectively made 

shorter or longer than a full-wave length multiple by a selected amount, thereby 

operating with coupling to selected phase and inverse-phase voltages which do not 

20 comprise full-wave multiples. Alternatively, more than two, one or even no wave 

adjustment circuits can be provided in other embodiments. But in all of these above 

embodiments, the coupling to phase and inverse-phase potentials substantially cancel 

each other. thereby providing substantiallv no caoacitivelv coupled oower from the 

plasma source to the chamber bodies. 

25 In alternative embodiments, the wave adjustment circuit can be 

configured to provide selected phase and inverse-phase voltages coupled from the 

inductive applicator to the plasma that do not cancel. This provides a controlled 

potential between the plasma and the chamber bodies, e.g., the substrate, grounded 
.. 

surfaces, walls, etc. In one embodiment, the wave adjustment circuits can be used 

30 to selectiJbly reduce current (i.e., capacitively coupled current) to the plasma. This 

can occur when certain high potential difference regions of the inductive applicator 

to the plasma are positioned (or kept) away from the plasma region (or inductor

containing-the-plasma region) by making them go into the wafer adjustment circuit 

assemblies, which are typically configured outside of the plasma region. In this 

35 embodiment, capacitive current is reduced and a selected degree of symmetry 
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between the phase and inverse-phase of the coupled voltages is maintained, thereby 

providing a selected potential or even substantially ground potential. In other 

embodiments, the wave adjustment circuits "-an be used to selectively increase 

current (i.e., capacitively coupled current) to the plasma. 

5 As shown, the wave adjustment circuits are attached (e.g., connected, 

coupled, etc.) to ends of the inductive applicator. Alternatively, each of these wave 

adjustment circuits can be attached at an intermediate position away from the 

inductive application en;Js. Accordingly, upper and lower tap positions for 

respective wave adjustment circuits can be adjustable. But both the inductive 

10 applicator portions below and above each tap position are active. That_ is, they both 

can interact with the plasma discharge. 

A sensing apparatus can be used to sense plasma voltage and use 

automatic tuning of the wave adjustment circuits and any rf matching circuit 

between the rf generator and the plasma treatment chamber. This sensing apparatus 

15 can maintain the average AC potential at zero or a selected value relative to ground 

or any other reference value. This wave adjustment circuit provides for a selected 

potential difference between the plasma source and chamber bodies. These chamber 

bodies may be at a ground potential or a potential supplied by another bias supply, 

e.g., See Fig. 1 reference numeral 35. Examples of wave adjustment circuits are 

20 described by way of the Figs. below. 

For instance, Figs. 2A to 2E are simplified configurations using the 

wave adjustment circuits according to the present invention. These simplified 

configurations should not limit the scope of the claims herein. In an embodiment, 

these wave adjustment circuits employ substantially equal circuit elements (e.g., 

25 inductors, capacitors, transmission line sections, and others) such that the electrical 

length of the wave adjustment circuits in series with the inductive applicator 

coupling power to the plasma is substantially an integral multiple of one 

wavelength. In other embodiments, the circuit elements provide for inductive 

appHcators at other wavelength multiples, e.g., one-sixteenth-wave, one-eighth-

30 wave, quaher-wave, half-wave, three-quaner wave, etc. In these embodiments 

(e.g., full-wave multiple, half-wave, quarter-wave, etc.), the phase and inverse

phase relationship between the potentials coupled to the plasma substantially cancel 

each other. In further embodiments, the wave adjustment circuits employ circuit 

elements that provide plasma applicators with phase and inverse-phase potential 

35 relationships that do not cancel each other out using a variety of wave length 
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portions. 

Fig. 2A is a simplified illustration of an embodiment 50 using wave 

adjustment circuits according to the present invention. This embodiment 50 

includes a discharge tube 52, an inductive applicator 55, an exterior shield 54, an 

5 upper wave adjustment circuit 57, a lower wave adjustment circuit 59, an rf power 

supply 61, and other elements. The upper wave adjustment circuit 57 is a helical 

coil transmission line portion 69, outside of the plasma source region 60. Lower 

wave adjustment circuit..,_59 also is a helical coil transmission line portion 67 outside 

of the plasma source region 60. The power supply 61 is attached 65 to this lower 

10 helical coil portion 67, and is grounded 63. Each of the wave adjustment circuits 

also are shielded 66, 68. 

In this embodiment, the wave adjustment circuits are adjusted to 

provide substantially zero AC voltage at one point on the inductive coil (refer to 

point 00 in Fig. 2A). This embodiment also provides substantially equal phase 70 

15 and inverse-phase 71 voltage distributions in directions about this point (refer to 00-

A and 00-C in Fig. 2A) and provides substantially equal capacitance coupling to the 

plasma from physical inductor elements (00-C) and (00-A), carrying the phase and 

inverse-phase potentials. Voltage distributions 00-A and 00-C are combined with 

C-D and A-B (shown by the phantom lines) would substantially comprise a full-

20 wave voltage distribution in this embodiment where the desired configuration is a 

selected phase/inverse-phase portion of a full-wave inductor (or helical resonator) 

surrounding the plasma source discharge tube. 

In this embodiment, it is desirable to reduce or minimize capacitive 

coupling current from the inductive element to the plasma discharge in the plasma 

25 source. Since the capacitive current increases monotonically with the magnitude of 

the difference of peak phase and inverse-phase voltages, which occur at points A 

and C in Fig. 2A, this coupling can be lessened by reducing this voltage difference. 

In Fig. 2A, for example, it is achieved by way of two wave adjustment circuits 57, 

59~· Coil 55 (or discharge source) is a helical resonator and the wave adjustment 

30 circuits 5;71, 59 are helical resonators. 

The discharge source helical resonator 53 can be constructed using 

conventional design formulae. Generally, this helical resonator includes an 

electrical length which is a selected phase portion "x" (A to 00 to C) of a full-wave 

helical resonator. The helical resonator wave adjustment circuits are each selected 

35 to comprise a portion (271-x) of full-wave helical resonators~ Physical parameters 
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for the wave adjustment helical resonators can be selected to realize practical 

physical dimensions and appropriate Q, Z0 , etc. values. In particular, some or even 

all of the transmission line parameters (Q, Zo, etc.) of the wave adjustment circuit 

sections may be selected to be substantially the same as the transmission line 

5 parameters of the inductive applicator. The portion of the inductive plasma 

applicator helical resonator, on the other hand, is designed and sized to provide 

selected uniformity values over substrate dimensions within an economical 

equipment size and reduced Q . 
.._ 

The wave adjustment circuit provides for external rf power coupling, 

10 which can be used to control and match power to the plasma source, as compared to 

conventional techniques used in helical resonators and the like. In particular, 

conventional techniques often match to, couple power to, or match to the impedance 

of the power supply to the helical resonator by varying a tap position along the coil 

above the grounded position, or selecting a fixed tap position relative to a grounded 

15 coil end and matching to the impedance at this position using a conventional 

matching network, e.g., LC network, IT-network, etc. Varying this tap position 

along the coil within a plasma source is often cumbersome and generally imposes 

difficult mechanical design problems. Using the flxed tap and external matching 

network also is cumbersome and can cause unanticipated changes in the discharge 

20 Q, and therefore influences its operating mode and stability. In the present 

embodiments, the wave adjustment circuits can be positioned outside of the plasma 

source (or constrained in space containing the inductive coil, e.g., See Fig. 2A. 

Accordin£?:ly. the mechanical design (e.g., means for varying tap position. change in 

the effective rf power coupling point by electrical means, etc.) of the tap position 

25 are simplified relative to those conventional techniques. 

In the present embodiment, rf power is fed into the lower wave 

adjustment circuit 59. Alternatively, rf power can be fed into the upper wave 

adjustment circuit (not shown). The rf power also can be coupled directly into the 

inauctive plasma s;oupling applicator (e.g., coil, etc.) in the wave adjustment circuit 

30 design, as:~ illustrated by Fig. 2B. Alternatively, other application will use a single 

wave adjustment circuit, as illustrated by Fig. 2C. Power can be coupled into this 

wave adjustment circuit or by conventional techniques such as a tap in the coil 

phase. In some embodiments, this tap in the coil phase is positioned above the 

grounded end. An externa:l impedance matching network may then be operably 

35 coupled to the power for satisfactory power transfer efficiency from, for example, a 
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conventional coaxial cable to impedances (current to voltage rations) existing 

between the wave adjustment circuit terminated end of the applicator. 

A further embodiment using J:IlUltiple inductive plasma applicators 

also is provided, as shown in Fig. 2D. This embodiment includes multiple plasma 

5 applicators (PAl, PA2 ... Pan). These plasma applicators respectively provide 

selected combinations of inductively coupled power and capacitively coupled power 

from respective voltage potentials (Vl, V2 ... Vn). Each of these plasma applicators 

derives power from its power source (PSl, PS2 ... PSn) either directly through an 

appropriate matching or coupling network or by coupling to a wave adjustment 

10 circuit as described. Alternatively, a single power supply using power_ splitters and 

impedance matching networks can be coupled to each (or more than two) of the 

plasma applicators. Alternatively, more than one power supply can be used where 

at least one power supply is shared among more than one plasma applicator. Each 

power source is coupled to its respective wave adjustment circuits (WAC 1, 

15 WAC2 ... WACn). 

Generally, each plasma applicator has an upper wave adjustment 

circuit (e.g., WAC la, WAC 2a ... W ACna) and a lower wave adjustment circuit 

(e.g., WAClb, WAC 2b ... WACnb). The combination of upper and lower wave 

adjustment circuits are used to adjust the plasma source potential for each plasma 

20 source zone. Alternatively, a single wave adjustment circuit can be used for each 

plasma applicator. Each wave adjustment circuit can provide substantially the same 

impedance characteristics, or substantially distinct impedance characteristics. Of 

course. the particular configuration used will depend upon the application. 

For instance, multiple plasma applicators can be used to employ 

25 distinct excitation frequencies for selected zones in a variety of applications. These 

applications include film deposition using plasma enhanced chemical deposition, 

etching by way of ion enhanced etching or chemica,l dry etching and others. Plasma 

cleaning also can be performed by way of the multiple plasma applicators. 

Specifically, at least one of the plasma applicators will define a cleaning plasma 
··-

30 used for cleaning~purposes. In one embodiment, this cleaning plasma can have an 
'} 

oxygen containing species. This cleaning plasma is defined by using an oxygen 

discharge, which is sustained by microwave power to a cavity or resonant 

microwave chamber abutting or surrounding a conventional dielectric vessel. Of 

course, a variety of other processes also can be performed by way of this multiple 

35 plasma applicator embodiment. 
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This present application using multiple plasma applicators can provide 

a multi-zone (or multi-chamber) plasma source without the use of conventional 

mechanical separation means (e.g., baffles, ~eparate process chambers, etc.). 

Alternatively, the degree of interaction between adjacent zones or chambers can be 

5 relaxed owing to the use of voltage potential control via wave adjustment circuits. 

This plasma source provides for multiple plasma source chambers, each with its 

own control via its own plasma applicator. Accordingly, each plasma applicator 

provides a physical zone region (i.e., plasma source) with selected plasma 

characteristics (e.g., ca-pacitively coupled current, inductively coupled current, etc.). 

10 These zones can be used alone or can be combined with other zones. _Of course, 

the particular configuration will depend up<}n the application. 

In the present embodiments, the wave adjustment circuit can be made 

from any suitable combination of element(s) such as various types of transmission 

lines, circuits, etc. These transmission lines include conventional solid or air 

15 dielectric coaxial cable, or ordinary, repeating inductor/capacitor discrete 

approximations to transmission lines, and others. These types of transmission lines 

are coaxial transmission lines, balanced parallel transmission lines, so called slow 

wave transmission lines with a spiral inner conductor (e.g., selected portions of a 

helical resonator, etc.), and others. Individual lumped, fixed, or adjustable 

20 combinations of resistors, capacitors, and inductors (e.g., matching networks, etc.) 

also can be used in place of transmission line sections for the wave adjustment 

circuit. These general types of wave adjustment circuits are frequency dependent, 

and can be termed freauencv dependent wave adjustment circuits (or FDWACs). 

Frequency independent elements also can be used as the wave adjustment 

25 circuits. These wave adjustment circuits can be termed frequency independent 

WACs (or FIW ACs). Frequency independent wave adjustment circuits include 

degenerate cases such as short-circuit connections t? ground or an infinite 

impedance (i.e., open circuit), and others. Frequency independent wave adjustment 

circuits can be used alone, or in combination with the frequency dependent wave 
.. ,. 

30 adjustmenf circuits. Alternatively, the frequency dependent wave adjustment , 
circuits ca~ be used alone or in combination with other wave adjustment circuits. 

Other variations. alternative constructions. and modifications also may be possible 

depending upon the application. 

With regard to operation of the wave adjustment circuits, various 

35 embodiments can be used, as illustrated by Fig. 2E. The \vave adjustment circuits 
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are used to select a wave length portion to be applied in the plasma applicator. In 

some embodiments, the average rf plasma potential is maintained close to ground 

potential by providing substantially equal philse 90, 81 and inverse-phase 91, 82 

capacitively coupled portions of the inductive applicator. This can occur in multi-

5 wave embodiments 92, full-wave embodiments 93, half-wave multiple embodiments, 

quarter-wave multiple embodiments, or any other embodiments 94. 

In alternative embodiments, it is desirable to maintain an elevated 

source plasma voltage relative to ground potential to induce a controlled ion plasma 

flux (or ion bombardmep.t) to the product substrate (or any other chamber bodies). 

10 These embodiments are provided by selecting distinct electrical lengths for each of 

the wave adjustment circuit sections such that the capacitive coupled current from a 

phase section of the inductive plasma applicator is in excess of capacitive coupled 

current from its inverse-phase portion. In these embodiments, the wave adjustment 

circuit provides a deliberate imbalance between coupling to phase and inverse-phase 

15 voltages. In some embodiments 97, this occurs by shifting the zero voltage nodes 

along the process chamber axially, thereby achieving a bias relative to the plasma 

discharge. As shown, the phase 95 is imbalanced relative to its inverse-phase 96. 

In other embodiments 99, one phase portion 84 is imbalanced by way of a different 

period relative to its complementary phase portion 85. Other embodiments are 

20 provided where the source plasma voltage is lower relative to ground potential. In 

the embodiments were imbalance is desirable, the potential difference between the 

phase and inverse-phase potential portions is reduced (or minimized) when the 

amount of sputtering (e.g., wall sputtering, etc.) is reduced. The amount of 

sputtering, however, can be increased (or maximized) by increasing the potential 

25 difference between the phase and inverse-phase potential portions. Sputtering is 

desirable in, for example, sputtering a quartz target, cleaning applications, and 

others. Of course, the type of operation used will depend upon the application. 

Current maxima on an inductive applicator with distributed 

capacitance (e.g., helical resonator transmission line, etc.) occur at voltage minima. 

30 In ·particular, conventional quarter-wave helical resonator current is substantially at 

a relative ihaxirnum at its grounded end of the coil, and to a lesser extend in the 

nearby coil elements. Therefore, partial inductive coupling of power, if it occurs, 

will tend to be at this grounded end. In conventional half-wave helical resonators, 

inductive coupling tends to occur at each of the two grounded ends. 

'"" :~ the :;:':sent inver..~ion. substanna11;. cc_1Jal coupling to voltage 
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elements and inverse-voltage elements along half-wave and other fractional wave 

inductive applicator structure sections support substantially more inductive coupling 

at a selected rf voltage node, e.g., Fig. 2A reference numeral 00. This effect is 

caused by high current flow in the inductor applicator zones (or sections) both 

5 directly above and below the node (corresponding to inductor elements in the phase 

and inverse-phase sections at and immediately adjacent to the rf voltage zero 

point). It should be noted that conventional quarter and half-wave inductively 

coupled inductive applicators have inductive coupling which abruptly declines below 

the grounded coil locations because the coil terminates and voltage extrema are 

10 present at these locations. This generally produces conventional quarter and half

wave helical resonators that tend to operate in a capacitive mode, or with a 

substantial fraction of power which is capacitively coupled to the plasma, unless the 

plasma is shielded from coil voltages, as noted above. 

In a specific embodiment, the power system includes selected circuit 

15 elements for effective operation. The power system includes an rf power source. 

This rf power source can be any suitable rf generator capable of providing a 

selected or continuously variable frequency in a range from about 800 kHz to about 

80 MHz. Many generators are useful. Preferably, generators capable of operating 

into short and open-circuit loads without damage are used for industrial applications. 

20 One example ofa suitable generator is a fixed frequency rf generator 28.12 MHz -

3 kW CX-3000 power supply made by Comdel, Inc. of Beverly, Massachusetts. A 

suitable variable frequency power supply arrangement capable of the 3 kW output 

over an 800 kHz to 50 MHz range can be made by driving an IFI Model 

TCCX3500 High Power Wide Band Amplifier with a Hewlett Packard HP116A, 0-

25 50 Mhz Pulse/Function Generator. Other generators including those capable of 

higher or lower power also can be used depending upon the application. 

Power from the generator can be transmitted to the plasma source by 

conventional coaxial cable transmission line. An example of this transmission line 

is RG8/U and other higher temperature rated cable (e.g., RG1151U, etc.) with a 
.~ 

30 coaxial TE:fLONN dielectric. In some embodiments, power is fed to conventional 

end-grounded half-wave helical resonators by positioning a movable tap on the 

helical coil and connecting a power source between the tap and the ground. In 

other embodiments, matching networks can be introduced between the coaxial cable 

power feed and the helical ~oil tap for flexibility. The matching network will 
_ .... -.+~, . .. 

'- .... . • - .., ,,,C:t:'r"'!Al""'T' 
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balanced half-wave helical resonator embodiment, for example, the ends of the 

resonator coil can be terminated with wave adjustment circuits which substantially 

have zero susceptance. In particular, the W'lVe adjustment circuit is designed as an 

open circuit by making no electrical connections to the ends of the coil, or 

5 establishing an electrical equivalence thereof. Alternatively, the ends of the coil are 

isolated by high series impedance chokes, thereby maintaining DC coupling to a 

fixed reference potential. These types of wave adjustment circuits are frequency 

independent and are "degenerate" cases. In these embodiments, the rf power is 

provided such that the phase and inverse-phase current flows above and below the 

10 electrical midpoint (i.e., zero voltage node, etc.) of the coil. This proyides for 

substantially balanced phase and inverse-phase current flow from the power source 

stabilizing desired operation in coil voltages above the midpoint of the coil, and also 

provides substantially equal phase and inverse-phase voltages. 

The embodiments described above also can be applied to other plasma 

15 processing applications, e.g., PECVD, plasma immersion ion implantation (PIII), 

stripping, sputtering, etc. For instance, Fig. 3 is a simplified CVD apparatus 100 

according to the present invention. The present CVD apparatus includes a chamber 

112, a feed source 114, an exhaust 116, a pedestal 118, a power source 122, a 

ground 124, a helical resonator 126, and other elements. The helical resonator 126 · 

20 has a coil 132, an outer shield 133, and other elements. The chamber can be any 

suitable chamber capable of housing a product 119 such as a wafer for deposition, 

and for providing a plasma discharge therein. Preferably, the chamber is a right 

circular cvlinder chamber for providing an uniform plasma species distribution over 

the product. But the chamber can also be configured in the form of rectangular 

25 right cylinder, a truncated cone, and the like. The chamber and fixtures are 

constructed from aluminum and quartz, and other s!litable materials. The plasma 

discharge is derived from a plasma source which is preferably a helical resonator 

discharge or other inductive discharge using a wave adjustment circuit or other .. 
techniques, to selectively adjust phase/inverse-phase potentials. The present CVD 

·:~ 

30 apparatus provides for deposition of a dielectric material, e.g., silicon dioxide or the 

like. 

The product 119 having an upper surface 130 is placed into the present CVD 

apparatus for deposition, e.g., plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition 

(PECVD). and others. Examples of deposition materials include a dielectric 
T)C:f:\ 
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borophosphosilicate glass (BPSG), a silicon nitride (Si3N4), among others. 

In one embodiment, the deposition occurs by introducing a mixture 

comprising organic silane, oxygen, and an ioert gas such as helium or argon 

according to the present invention. The organic silane can be any suitable organic 

5 silicate material such TEOS, HMDS, OMCTS, and the like. Deposition is also 

conformal in selected instances. As for the oxygen, it includes a flow rate of about 

1 liter/per minute and less. A relative flow rate between the organic silane such as 

TEOS and oxygen rang~s from about 1:40 to about 2: 1, and is preferably less than 

about 1:2 in certain applications. A deposition temperature of the organic silane-

10 oxygen layer ranges from about 300 to about 500°C, and can also be at other 

temperatures. Pressures in the range of 1 to 7 Torr are generally used. Of course, 

other concentrations, temperatures, materials, and flow rates can be used depending 

upon the particular application. 

This chamber also includes a wave adjustment circuit 127. The wave 

15 adjustment circuit 127 is used to provide a helical coil operating with capacitive 

coupling to selected phase and inverse-phase voltages. This portion 127 of the 

wave adjustment circuit coil also is shielded 140 to prevent rf from interfering with 

the plasma discharge or external elements, e.g., equipment, power, etc. The coil 

shield 140 is made of a conductive material such as copper, aluminum, or the like. 

20 In one embodiment, an operating frequency is selected and the wave adjustment 

circuit is adjusted to short circuit the upper end of the helical applicator coil to 

ground 124. This provides a helical coil operating at approximately a full-wave 

multiple and has substantially equal phase and inverse-phase sections. This full

wave multiple operation provides for balanced capacitance of phase 151 and anti-

25 phase 153 voltages along the coil 132 adjacent to the plasma source. Full-wave 

multiple operation reduces or even substantially eliminates the amount of 

capacitively coupled power from the plasma source to chamber bodies (e.g., 

pedestal, walls, wafer, etc.) at or close to ground potential. 

'> In the present embodiment, the wave adjustment circuit 127 is a 
" 30 variable cdil portion 128 of a spiral transmission line, which is selectively placed 

outside the outer shield 133. Accordingly, when the wave adjustment circuit is 

adjusted to become a short circuit, the plasma source "sees" only a selected full

wave multiple comprising substantially equal phase 151 and ami-phase 153 of the 

entire instantaneous AC voftages 134, 135. In this embodiment, stress of the 
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Alternatively, the wave adjustment circuit 127 provides a helical 

resonator operating at selected phase and anti-phase voltages that are not full-wave 

multiples. This wave adjustment circuit proyides for a selected amount of 

capacitive coupling from the plasma source to the chamber bodies. Stress of the 

5 deposited oxide film in this embodiment can be made to be zero or slightly 

compressive. In some embodiments, the oxide films can be deposed with an rf 

plasma potential of several hundred volts between the plasma source and the 

substrate to decrease the tendency of the oxide film to absorb moisture. This can 
.._ 

occur by adjusting the wave adjustment circuit to add in a small section of 

10 transmission line outside of the source and correspondingly shortening _the applicator 

coil (by moving the lower point at which the applicator coil is short-circuited and 

thereby decreasing the inductance of the applicator coil and electrical length of the 

helical resonator 126 (e.g., spiral transmission line, etc.)). Of course, the selected 

amount of capacitive coupling will depend upon the application. 

15 Fig. 4 is a simplified diagram of a resist stripper according to the 

present invention. The present stripping apparatus includes similar elements as the 

previous described CVD apparatus. The present stripping apparatus includes a 

chamber 112, a feed source 114, an exhaust 116, a pedestal 118, an rf power 

source 122, a ground 124, a helical resonator 126, and other elements. The helical 

20 resonator 126 includes a coil 132, an outer shield 133, a wave adjustment circuit 

400, and other elements. The chamber can be any suitable chamber capable of 

housing a product 119 such as a photoresist coated wafer for stripping, and for 

providing a plasma discharge therein. The plasma discharge is derived from a 

plasma source, which is preferably a helical resonator discharge or other inductive 

25 discharge using a wave adjustment circuit or other techniques to selectively adjust 

phase/anti-phase potentials. The present stripping apparatus provides for stripping 

or ashing photoresist, e.g., implant hardened, etc. , Further examples of such a 

stripping apparatus are described in the experiments section below. 

InJhis embodiment, the wave adjustment circuits rely upon open 

30 circuits (i~?e., zero susceptance). Power transfer can be effected with a balanced 

feed such as an inductively-coupled push-pull arrangement with means such as 

coupled inductors. Techniques for constructing these coupled inductors are 

described in, for example, ''The ARRL Antenna Book," R. D. Straw, Editor, The . 

American Radio Relay League. Newington. CT (1994) and "The Radio Handbook," 

""~ ....... - . : . ~- -·; ..... ~- ·-·"}.~~· 
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incorporated by reference for all purposes. In one embodiment, a ferrite or 

powdered iron core "balun" (balanced-unbalanced) toroidal transformer (i.e., 

broadband transmission transformer, broadb~nd transformer, etc.) 401 can be used 

to provide balanced matching from a conventional unbalanced coaxial transmission 

5 line. Techniques for constructing toroidal baluns are described in, for example, 

"Transmission Line Transformers," J. Sevick, 2nd Edition, American Radio Relay 

League, Newington, CT (1990). The toroidal transformer is coupled between the 

rf power source 122 and the coill32. The midpoint 406 between the phase 405 
.._ 

and anti-phase voltage on the coil is effectively rf grounded, hence it may be 

10 convenient to directly ground this midpoint of the inductive applicatioil. in some 

embodiments for stability. This permits alternate operation in which power may be 

coupled into the inductive applicator (e.g., coil, etc.) with a conventional 

unbalanced feed line tapped on one side of the center. Push:· pull balanced coupling 

ignites the plasma more easily than conventional unbalanced coil tap matching and 

15 generally is easier to adjust in selected applications. 

Referring to the helical resonator embodiments operating at 

substantially equal phase and anti-phase potentials, Fig. SA is a simplified diagram 

200 of an equivalent circuit diagram of some of them. The diagram is merely an. 

illustration and should not limit the scope of the claims herein. The equivalent 

20 circuit diagram includes a plurality of rf power supplies (V1, V2 , V 3 ••• Vn) 203, 

representing for example, a single rf power source. These power supplies are 

connected in parallel to each other. One end of the power supply is operably 

coupled to a ground connection 201. The other end of the power supplies can be 

represented as being connected to a respective capacitor (C1, C2 , C3 ... CJ. Each of 

25 these capacitors are connected in parallel to each other. During this mode of 

operation, no significant voltage difference exists between any of the common side 

of the capacitors, as they are all connected to each other in parallel. 

Fig. SB is a simplified diagram of instantaneous AC voltage and 

current along a qelical resonator coil of Fig. SA where each end of the inductive 

30 applicato:£\, is short circuited. The diagram is merely an illustration and should not 

limit the scope of the claims herein. This diagram includes the discharge tube 213 

::md an inductive plasma discharge (or plasma source) 501 therein. As shown. the 

plasma discharge includes an intensified "donut-shaped" glow region 501 that 

occupies a limited range (R) of the discharge tube 213. The plasma discharge has 
-.- !.. .. -:.~ ~. 
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zero volts (i.e., the ground potential). As can be seen, the plasma discharge 501 

has capacitively coupling elements to V H and V G· But the average voltage potential 

of this plasma discharge is substantially zen). This operation provides for balanced 

capacitance of phase 503 and anti-phase 505 voltages along the coil adjacent to the 

5 plasma, thereby substantially preventing capacitively coupling from the plasma 

source to chamber bodies. As also shown, a current maxima 507 exists at Vave• 

which corresponds to an inflection point between the phase 503 and the anti-phase 

505. 

In an alternative operating mode, dim rings of plasma caused by 

10 inductively coupled plasma current are visible near top and bottom extremes of the 

inductive application, as illustrated by Fig. 5C. This operating mode is generally for 

a full-wave 517 inductive coupling coil with a voltage distribution 518 and current 

distribution 519 operated at a very high power, e.g. , · maximum power input to the 

inductive applicator is often limited by thermal considerations and breakdown. A 

15 full wave helical resonator applicator 523 and rf feed 524 are shown in phantom 

along the outside of a dielectric tube 532 enclosing th~ plasma. The rings 513, 515 

of current in the plasma discharge are simulated by maximum coil current areas 

corresponding to voltage minima at the center of the coil as well as the top and 

bottom shorted ends of the coil. Under high power conditions, these subordinate 

20 current rings are detectable and some excitation is often visible in the intermediate 

regions. This excitation is partially caused by capacitively driven currents within 

the discharge coupled to the voltage maximum and voltage minimum positions along 

the inductive applicator. 

Alternatively, subordinate inductive plasma current rings at the top 

25 and bottom ends 513 of the resonator do not appear with limited input power. The 

coil current and inductive flux fall beyond the ends of the inductive applicator so 

that a single inductive ring 515 in the center portion is more stable, provided that 

the conductivity of the plasma is large enough to support a single current ring at a 

30 

35 

•.. 
specified input pO'Wer. 

~ In alternative applications using high power operation, no secondary 

plasma current rings may be desirable. These applications often have substantially 

minimum internal capacitive coupling. In these applications, the inductive 

applicator (e.g., coil) abutting the vacuum vessel may be shortened from a full wave 

to an appropriate length such that only the central current maxima exists on the coil 

abutting the plasma source and thP -
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minimum voltage on the applicator is substantially reduced. The present application 

is achieved by stabilizing the desired waveform along the applicator by appropriate 

impedance wave adjustment circuits. 

Referring to the above embodiments, the present invention provides 

5 for processing with an inductively coupled plasma in which the plasma potential 

from coupling to a phase portion of the inductive applicator is substantially not 

offset by capacitive coupling to complementary anti-phase voltages on selective 

portions of the inductiv.._e coupling element. Conventional inductive sources (e.g., 

conventional helical resonators, etc.), however, have hitherto been operated in 

10 quarter-wave or half-wave modes. These modes substantially provide only phase 

capacitive coupling to the plasma, which raises the plasma potential toward the coil 

in the absence of substantial anti-phase compensation. Conventional inductive 

sources that are longer than a half-wave have been generally considered 

cumbersome and impractical for plasma reactors. In particular, these inductive 

15 sources are large in size, and have voltage nodes along the helical coil, which have 

been believed to create a non-uniform plasma. In order to operate a substantially 

inductive plasma in a helical resonator, conventional inductive sources relied upon 

shielding the plasma tube from electrical fields originating on the coil. Shielding 

occurred, for example, by inserting a longitudinally split shield between the coil and. 

20 plasma tube. 

The present invention provides for a substantially pure inductively 

coupled power source. A benefit of this inductively coupled power as a primary 

means to sustain plasma excitation is that electric field lines produced by inductive 

coupling are purely ~otational (e.g. they close on themselves). Hence they do not 

25 create or support a scalar potential field (e.g. a voltage difference) within the 

plasma volume. Thus, in an ideal case, inductively coupled power can be 

transferred into a plasma without no direct relationship between the plasma potential 

and the voltages on coupling elements (e.g. the voltage on the coil in a helical 
'• 

resonator) or voltages on rf matching networks, if such are used. Furthermore, 

30 when trari1ferring power to the plasma by purely inductive means, power transfer 

does not require any significant potential difference to be maintained between 

elements of the plasma and ground potential (e.g. the potential difference between 

the plasma and ground can be fixed by factors which are substantially independent 

of inductive excitation power). Although in theory, inductive power transfer does 
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practice there has been substantial potential shifts and harmful alteration in the 

plasma potential found in unshielded current art inductive sources. 

As previously noted, and furtper emphasized herein, the most 

effective conventional method employed to avoid plasma potential shift in 

5 conventional commercially available inductive sources is to shield the plasma from 

the electrical fields on the inductive coupling element (commonly a multi-turn coil) 

by inserting a grounded conductive member between the inductive driving element 

and the plasma discharge tube. Shielding is, however, cumbersome and ... 
inconvenient and has serious disadvantages in practice. Shields couple to inductive 

10 applicator elements and can cause wide excursions in the natural resonance 

frequency, which are not predicted by conventional analytical design formulae. 

This often results in laborious trail and error and iterative mechanical designs to 

achieve a desired resonance. Another disadvantage of shielding is that shields often 

make it difficult to achieve initial ignition of the plasma since shields generally 

15 exclude capacitive electric fields in the plasma discharge tube. In particular, 

ignition (known as plasma breakdown) of inductive breakdown generally begins 

with a capacitive electric field discharge, which is stable at lower currents and 

powers (See, for example, J. Amorim, H.S. Maciel and J.P. Sudana, J. Vac. Sci. 

Techno!. B9, pp. 362-365, 1991). Accordingly, shields tend to block capacitive 

20 electric fields, which induce plasma ignition. 

Insertion of the shield close to high voltage RF point in a network 

(such as the voltage maximum points in a helical resonator or the high potential 

driven side of a TCP coil) also causes large displacement currents to flow through 

the capacitance between the shield and coil. This high potential difference is also a 

25 potential cause of damaging rf breakdown across the air gap, hence the gap may 

require protection by inconvenient solid or liquid dielectric insulation. The 

displacement current flow causes power loss and requires that higher power RF 

generating equipment be used to compensate for the power loss. Coupling loss in 

the'plasma sourceMstructure is also undesirable from the standpoint of thermal 

30 control. These limitations are overcome by the present invention using the wave 

adjustment circuits, an inductive applicator of selected phase length, and other 

elements. 

Examples 
. - ~ ' - L... ...,. ,...., ...... f'::ll. T"<""' '"~ ........ -r"'\ ,-.. t: ... t.. 
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invention, a helical resonator plasma source can be used in a photoresist stripper for 

ashing with a pure 0 2 plasma. · A substantially similar configuration is useful for 

chemical dry etching (CDE), as exemplified. by the selective removal of silicon 

nitride over silicon oxide layers with a plasma sustained in feed gas mixtures 

5 containing suitable mixtures of CF4/02/N2• Conventional helical resonators can also 

be evaluated. These are merely examples, and should not limit the scope of the 

claims herein. One of ordinary skill in the art would easily recognize other 

examples, uses, variatiqps, and modifications of the inventions defmed by the 

claims. 

10 

I. Conventional Photoresist Stripper 

In this example, a conventional quarter-wave helical resonator resist 

stripper 600 can be constructed with a quarter-wave helical resonator source 602 

upstream of a processing chamber 604, shown in Fig. 6. This quarter-wave helical 

15 resonator 602 included a coil 608 and other elements. 

· Coil 608 consisted of 5.15 turns of 0.4 inch diameter copper tubing 

wound with a pitch of 0.5 turns per inch with a mean radius of 6.4 inches and 

centered radially and vertically inside an outer copper shield 610. Coil 608 is 

operably coupled to a power source 612 and operated at about 13 MHz radio 

20 frequency. A 17 inch long, 9.25 inch diameter quartz tube 606 is centered inside of 

the copper coil 608. The shield 610 is 16 inches inside diameter, approximately 

0. 08 inches thick and 18 inches long. This shield 610 also can be connected to a 

ground (V 0 ) connection on the aluminum process chamber body (except when 

making the current measurements described below). 

25 The process chamber 604 can be for a conventional resist stripper. 

This resist stripper included a wafer support 616 (or pedestal) and other elements. 

Process chamber 604 is operably coupled at an outer location 620 to ground via 

shield 610. Wafer support 616 has a wafer 618 disposed thereon. 

The wafer 618 is a 6-inch (250mm) < 100 > type wafer with 

30 approximately 1. 25 microns of spin-coated positive photoresist. This wafer can be 

ashed on the grounded 10 inch diameter wafer support 616. This support can be 

resistivity heated and the temperature of the substrate support can be sensed with a 

thermocouple. 

After the helical resonator plasma is ignited, visible plasma filled the 

~·~ ......... rl:~: ...... -~ 
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strong plasma glow can always be visible above the wafer in the downstream 

processing chamber which was indicative of secondary plasma discharge to the 

substrate support. This secondary plasma cijscharge cab also be accompanied by 

current flow from the resonator shield to the chamber of approximately 5-10 

5 Amperes rms (and sometimes even more) which could be measured by elevating the 

shield on insulating blocks and monitoring the current flow through a 2 inch long 

1. 5 inch wide strip of copper braid which is passed through a Pearson Current 

probe used to monitor The current. 

Fig. 7 is a simplified diagram 700 of the rf voltage distribution along 

10 the coil for the quarter-wave helical resonator of Fig. 6. This diagraii1 includes the 

quartz tube 606 and a plasma discharge (or source) 701 therein. As shown, the 

plasma discharge includes a glow region that 701 occupies a large range (R) of the 

quartz tube 606. The plasma discharge has an average voltage (Vave) between the 

ground potential (V a) and the high voltage potential (V H). As can be seen, the 

15 plasma discharge 701 has current flow through capacitively coupling elements to V H 

and V 0 and elements of elevated potential on the coil due to its average voltage 

potential V ave· In fact, as previously noted, the current flow from the resonator 

shield to the chamber is at least 5-10 Amperes rms. In high power applications, 

intense sparking is observed in the chamber from the capacitively coupled plasma 

20 source. 

II. New Photoresist Stripper 

A resist stripper apparatus in a cluster tool arrangement using a 

helical resonator according to the present inventions is shown in Figure 8 with a 

25 side view diagram of one of the two chambers, 901, shown in figure 9. One of 

ordinary skill in the art, however, will recognize that other implementations, 

modifications, and variations may be used. Accordingly, the experiments 

p~rformed herein are not intended to limit the scope of the claims below . 
. ~ 

:\ The photoresist stripper apparatus is configured with multiple process 
'· 

30 chambers in a cluster tool arrangement, as illustrated by simplified top-view 

diagram Fig. 8 and simplified side-view diagram of one chamber 901 in Fig. 9. 

Two process chambers, e.g., chamber 1 901 and chamber 2 903, are used. 

Chamber 1 901 is used f01: stripping to upper layer of implant hardened resist (crust 

or skin). Chamber 2 903 is used for stripping the remaining underlayer of 
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hardened resist crust and stripping remaining photoresist in parallel using sequential 

process operations. Of course, the particular use and recipe depends upon the 

application. These chambers can also be m~de of aluminum with inserts, which are 

resistant to chemical attack. 

The apparatus uses a microcontroller based controller to oversee 

process operations. This microprocessor based controller can be accessed through a 

control panel 921. A suitable controller can be made using a 486 or Pentium 

processor in a conventi<:nal PCI bus-based personal computer. Operator access to 

the control recipes and process parameters can be made using a conventional LCD 

10 touch panel display. 

An automatic wafer handling system 910 is also provided. The 

automatic wafer handling system uses standard cassettes 912 for transferring 

photoresist -coated wafers to and from the process chambers 901, 903. The 

automatic wafer handling system includes a robot 917, cassette chamber 1 905, 

15 cassette chamber 2 907, cassette stage 1 909, cassette stage 2 911, and other 

elements. The wafer handling system 910 uses a conventional interlock system for 

providing the cassettes 912 from the cleanroom into the process chambers 901, 903. 

A main shuttle chamber 913 houses the robot 917 in the cluster tool arrangement. 

The controller oversees the automatic wafer handling system operations. 

20 Cooling plates 915 and 910 are optionally included in the main 

chamber 913 housing the robot 917. The cooling plates 915 and 910 are of 

conventional design, and are capable of cooling the wafer after being stripped, 

which often occurs at elevated temperatures. Alternatively, the cooling plates can 

be used to thermally adjust the wafer temperature either before, after, or even 

25 between selected process operations. 

The process chambers 901, 903 are disposed downstream from 

respective plasma sources 923, 925. Each helical resonator includes a coil 927 

disposed around a quartz tube 929. A suitable coil consists of 11.5 turns of 0.4 

indi copper tubing wound with a pitch of 0. 9 turns per inch with a mean radius of 

30 9.4 inches \md centered radially and vertically inside an outer copper shield 931. 

The coil is operably coupled to a power source by coaxial cable 941 which is 

connected to a suitable matching tap point 951 on the helical coil. A 17 inch long, 

9. 25 inch diameter quartz tube is centered inside of the copper coil. The shield is 

16 inches inside diameter, approximately 0.1 inches thick and 18 inches long. The 
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Although the helical resonator delivers rf power to the discharge with 

very high efficiency, the plasma source and applicator structures are often strongly 

heated by the energy released from within the plasma discharge chamber. Hence it 

is desirable to control the temperature of the plasma source and rf applicator 

5 structure. This is conveniently done by means of a liquid heat transfer agent (e.g. 

deionized water or a suitable heat exchange fluid) which is maintained at a constant 

temperature and circulated through the tubular helical coil by way of fluid 

connections 987 and 988. Additional means for cooling the shield 931 (not shown ..,. 

in figure 9) are provided for use in certain high power applications. It will be 

10 obvious to those skilled in the art that heat transfer utilizing a gaseous_ coolant (e.g. 

air or nitrogen) or external conductive or convective heat transfer means can also be 

used in many applications. 

Processes in this equipment may be used for stripping photoresist 

from wafers, e.g., See Fig. 9 reference numeral 933, or selected CDE operations 

15 such as the selective removal of silicon nitride films which have been deposited over 

silicon oxide. Particular processes may involve a multi-step stripping operation to 

remove implanted photoresist from semiconductor wafers. For example, Photoresist 

1.5 microns in thickness on device wafers may be implanted. This implant 

operation causes the formation of an implant hardened stratum over the top of an 

20 underlying layer of normal photoresist. 

A clean implant resist stripping process can be conveniently be 

performed by stripping the top implant hardened resist layer by ion-assisted ashing 

using an "un-balanced" coupling relationship in a half-wave helical resonator. A 

suitable half-wave helical resonator is configured in one of the process chambers. 

25 The half wave helical resonator plasma chamber can be conveniently operated at a 

frequency of about 13.56 MHz corresponding to a full-wave multiple. In this 

chamber, the pedestal can conveniently be maintairied at a low wafer temperature in 

the range of 50C-80C to reduce the possibility of "popping." Popping occurs when 

the pressure of low molecular weight monomer, oligimer or solvent in the 

30 underlying photoresist bursts the relatively impermeable implant hardened surface 

layer of the resist. 

After the uppermost hardened layer of the resist is removed, the 

wafer is transferred into a chamber operating in a suitable balanced configuration 

such as a full-wave multiple. Plasma confinement afforded by use of the present 
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it as exposed as the resist is "cleared" just before and after "endpoint. " The full 

wave helical resonator plasma chamber can be conveniently operated at a frequency 

of about 27.12 MHz corresponding to a full-wave multiple. The pedestal of this 

chamber is generally maintained at a selected temperature in the range of 150 to 220 

5 °C. It is advantageous to operate at as high a temperature as is permissible because 

the ashing chemical reaction rate increases with temperature and therefore the 

machine productivity (throughput) will be greater. However the maximum usable 

temperature is often limited by the vulnerability of device layers to harmful thermal 

effects. For example, some silicon antireflection coatings require that temperature 

10 be limited to below about 170-18d'C. Another limitation on temperatl!re is related 

to uniformity. Temperature uniformity in some heater configurations deteriorates 

with increasing temperature owing to a shift from dominantly conductive and 

convective heat transfer to an energy balance in which radiative heat transfer 

processes have a greater role. In general, there are proportionately greater amounts 

15 of heating and cooling by radiation at higher temperatures, since radiative energy 

transfer depends on the temperatures of surfaces which "view" each other raised to 

the fourth power, whereas conductive and convective heat transfer often depend 

linearally on localized temperature differences. It is desirable that etching and 

ashing processes be highly uniform in order that the overetch period during which 

20 all or portions of device layers are exposed to reactive plasma species can be 

minimized. Plasma induced damage, if it occurs, is known to take place after some 

or all parts of device layers. are exposed. (A discussion of damage and temperature 

effects in resist stripping is given in "Dry Plasma Resist Stripping" by D. L. Flamm 

in Solid State Technology, pps. 37-39, August 1992 (Part I),pps. 43-48, September 

25 1992 (Part II) and pps. 43-48, October 1992 (Part III)). 

A balanced structure which provides for substantially equal capacitive coupling to 

applicator elements with rf voltages inverse to each other, in particular a balanced 

full wave structure such as that described in this example provides for balanced 

phase and inverse-phase coupled currents, thereby reducing the amount of 
:? 

30 capacitivefy coupled plasma, which can be detrimental to the underlying substrate. 

In this step, overashing is performed to substantially remove all photoresist material 

from the wafer. No damage occurs to the underlying substrate during this 

overashing step. 

Once the photoresist has been stripped, the wafer is cooled. In 
---1 
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placed on the cooling station. This cooling station reduces the temperature of the 

wafer (which was heated). This wafer is then reloaded back into its wafer cassette. 

Once all wafers have been processed in the .cassette, the cassette comprising the 

stripped wafers is removed from the cluster tool apparatus. Characteristics of this 

5 half-wave helical resonator were described in detail above. 

Useful processing conditions for ashing 6-inch wafers with normal 

(not ion-implanted) photoresist are pressures in the range of 0.1 to 10 Torr using a 

gas flow in the range q_f 0.1 to 10 standard liters per min. and input power to the 

plasma of approximately 1.5 to 2.5kW (For this purpose power is defmed to be the 

10 net power transferred to the helical resonator structure, e.g. forward-reflected 

power in the transmission feed line, since the helical resonator is extremely efficient 

e.g. more than 90% of transferred power is absorbed by the plasma). Under these 

conditions an ashing rate above 3kA/min are readily achieved when ashing a lower 

temperature (e.g. c.a. 60C) and rates of 1J.t/min and higher can be achieved when 

15 the temperature is elevated (in the range of 170-21cfC). When feed the feed gas flow 

profile is sufficiently uniform (A wide residence time distribution of gas flow in the 

plasma source is undesirable. In the example the residence time is made more 

homogeneous by the imposition of a baffle plate 975 below the feed gas inlet 976. 

Ashing uniformity in a chamber geometry exemplified by figure 9 is mainly 

20 determined by temperature uniformity across the wafer. When the resist asher is 

equipped with a suitably designed wafer heating mean,s such as a multizone resistive 

heater 981 with multiple electrical connections 983-986 as shown in Fig. 9, an 

average etching uniformity better than 5% is readily achieved. 

A visual inspection of wafers stripped in this type of apparatus can 

25 show extremely good results. That is, the wafers are stripped at a sufficient rate for 

production operation and no substantial damage occurs to the wafers. This provides 

for effective wafer tum-around-time and substantially no damage caused by the 

plasma. In addition, current measured from the shield to the chamber by elevating 

th~ shield on insulating blocks is substantially less than current(s) measured in a 

30 conventioAal (unbalanced) helical resonator stripping apparatus. 

While the invention has been described with reference to specific 

embodiments, various alternatives, modifications, and equivalents may be used. In 

fact, the invention also can be applied to almost any type of plasma discharge 

apparatus. This discharge 'apparatus can include an apparatus for plasma immersion 

---' 
.::: 
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can be used for the manufacture of flat panel displays, disks, integrated circuits, 

diamonds, semiconductor materials, bearings, raw materials, and the like. 

Therefore, the above description should notj:Je taken as limiting the scope of the 

invention which is defined by the appended claims. 

~' 
·11 
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS: 

1. A device made using a process for fabricating a product, said 

process comprising the steps of subjecting q, substrate to entities, at least one of said 

entities emanating from a species generated by a gaseous discharge excited by a 

high frequency field in which the vector sum of phase portions and inverse-phase 

portions of capacitive current coupled from the inductive coupling structure are 

selectively maintained. 

2. The device of claim 1 wherein said product comprises a 

semiconductor device. 

3. The device of claim 1 wherein said gaseous discharge is provided 

by a helical resonator. 

4. The device of claim 1 wherein said gaseous discharge is provided 

by a helical resonator having an electrical length which is substantially a whole 

number multiple of one wavelength. 

5. The device of claim 1 wherein said gaseous discharge is provided . 

by a helical resonator structure, said helical resonator structure having an electrical 

length which is substantially free from any whole number multiple of one quarter 

wavelength. 
~ 

6. The device of claim 1 wherein said one of said entities is 

provided in chemical vapor deposition. 

7. The device of claim 1 wherein said one of said entities is 

provided in plasma etching. 

,, 
'? 8. The device of claim 1 wherein said inductive coupling structure is 

selectively balanced using a wave adjustment circuit. 

9. Apparatus for fabricating a product, said apparatus comprising: . 
an enclosure comprising an outer surface and an inner surface, said 

,....-~.l~w,.J.v.)u...L""" ........... ;~...J.~. ... ,~..c ..... =----.._, .......... _ .. ....,~ ..................... ::::-~ 
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4 a plasma applicator disposed adjacent to said outer surface; 

5 a high frequency power source operably coupled to said plasma 

6 applicator, said high frequency power sourc~ exciting said gaseous discharge to 

7 provide at least one entity from a high frequency field in which the vector sum of 

8 phase and inverse-phase capacitive currents coupled from the inductive coupling 

9 structure are selectively maintained; and 

10 a wave adjustment circuit, said wave adjustment circuit operably 

11 coupled to said plasma applicator to selectively maintain said inductive coupling -
12 structure. 

1 10. Apparatus of claim 9 wherein said enclosure is a chamber. 

1 11. Apparatus of claim 9 wherein said enclosure is a tube. 

1 12. Apparatus of claim 11 wherein said tube is made of one or more 

2 materials selected from quartz, glass, diamond, polymer, sapphire, ceramic and 

3 alumina. 

1 13. Apparatus of claim 9 wherein said apparatus is provided for 

2 chemical vapor deposition. 

1 14. Apparatus of claim 9 wherein said apparatus is provided for 

2 plasma etching. 

1 15. Apparatus for fabricating a product, said apparatus comprising: 

2 a high frequency power source operably coupled to an inductive plasma 

J applicator, said high frequency power source exciting a gaseous discharge to 

4 provide at least one entity from a high frequency field in which a vector sum of 

5 coupling to phase .~and inverse phase voltage elements from the inductive coupling 

6 structure are selectively maintained; and 

7 a wave adjustment circuit, said wave adjustment circuit operably coupled to 

8 3. plasma applicator to selectively adjust said inductive coupling structure. 
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PROCESS DEPENDING ON PLASMA DISCHARGES SUSTAINED 

BY INDUCTIVE COUPLING 

ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

A process for fabricating a product 28, 119. The process comprises 

5 the steps of subjecting a substrate to a composition of entities, at least one of the 

entities emanating from a species generated by a gaseous discharge excited by a 

high frequency field in which the vector sum of currents to phase and inverse-phase 

capacitive coupled voltages from the inductive coupling structure can be selectively 

maintained. 

16655\S.APP 

~ 
,~l 
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Application/Control Number: 08/866,040 Page 2 

Art Unit: 1648 

Claims 1-32 are pending in this application. Newly submitted. claims 7-32 are directed to 

an invention that is independent or distinct from the invention originally claimed since they are 

drawn to methods having various different process limitations. 

Since applicant has received an action on the merits for the originally presented 

invention, this invention has been constructively elected by original presentation for prosecution 

on the merits. Accordingly, claims 7-32 are withdrawn from consideration as being directed to a 

non-elected invention. See 37 CFR 1.142(b) and MPEP § 821.03. 

The following is a quotation of the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 112: 

The specification shall contain a written description of the invention, and of the manner and 
process of making and using it, in such full, clear, concise, and exact terms as to enable any 
person skilled in the art to which it pertains, or with which it is most nearly connected, to make 
and use the same and shall set forth the best mode contemplated by the inventor of carrying 
out his invention. 

Claims 1-6 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, first paragraph, as containing subject 

matter which was not described in the specification in such a way as to reasonably convey to one 

skilled in the relevant art that the inventor(s), at the time the application was filed, had 

possession of the claimed invention. The newly recited "inductive coupling structure" appears to 

be new matter. Moreover, the concept that the phase portion and the anti-phase portion of the 

capacitively coupled currents is adjusted by the wave adjustment circuit appears to be new 

matter. 

Applicant's amendment necessitated the new ground(s) of rejection presented in this 

Office. action. Accordingly, THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. See MPEP § 706.07(a). Applicant 

is reminded of.the extension of time policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a) . 
. ~ 

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE MONTHS 

from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within TWO MONTHS of the 

mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not mailed until after the end of the 
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THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the shortened statutory period will expire on the 

date the advisory action is mailed, and any extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1.136(a) will be 

calculated from the mailing date of t[le advisory action. In no event, however, will the statutory 

period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the date of this final action. 

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the examiner 

should be directed to Laurie Scheiner, whose telephone number is (703) 308-1122. Any inquiry 

of a general nature or relating to the status of this application should be directed to the Group 

1600 receptionist whose telephone number is (703) 308-0196. 

Correspondence related to this application may be submitted to Group 1600 by facsimile 

transmission. The faxing of such papers must conform with the notice published in the Official 

Gazette, 1096 OG 30 (November 15, 1989). Official communications should be directed toward 

one of the following Group 1600 fax numbers: (703) 308-4242 or (703) 305-3014. Informal 

communications may be submitted directly to the Examiner through the following fax number: 

(703) 308-4426. Applicants are encouraged to notify the Examiner prior to the submission of 

such documents to facilitate their expeditious processing and entry. 

L(6\ 
Laurie Scheiner/LAS 
June 18, 1999 

L(cs-ll. t ~. 
lAURIE SCHEINER 
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Examiner Initial 

_k(O\AA 

AB 

AC 

AD 

AE 

AF 

AG 

AH 

AI 

AJ 

__i_AK 

liTS}_ AL 

AM 

AN 

AO 

--t--AP 

_LAQ 

EXAMINER 

Document No. Date Name I Sub-class Filing Date 

5,637,961 

5,534,231 

5,431,968 

5,361,016 

5,304,282 

5,241,245 

5,234,529 

4,943,345 

4,918,031 

4,368,092 

3,873,884 

Document No. 

6/10/97 Ishii et al. I 

7/9/96 Savas 

7/11/95 Miller et al. 

1111/94 "- Ohkawa et al. 

4/19/94 Flamm 

8/31/93 Barnes et al. 

8/10/93 Johnson 

7/24/90 Asmussen et al. 

4/17/90 Flamm et al. 

1/11/83 Steinberg et al. 

3/25/75 Gabriel 

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS 
Date Country Class 

OTHER ART (Including Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pages, Etc.) 

Sub-class 

(If Appropriate) 

Translation 
(Yes/No) 

Asmussen et al., "The Design of a Microwave Plasma Cavity," Proc. ofiEEE, 62(1):109-117 (January 1971). 

Eckert, "The Hundred Year History of Induction Discharges," 2"d Ann. Int'l Conf. Plasma Chern. Tech., (1984). 

Fossheim et al., "Broadband tguning ofhelical resonant cavities," J. Phys. E. Sci Instrum., 11:892-893 (1978). 

Niazi et al. "Operation of a helical resonator plasma source," Plasma Sources Sci. Techno!., 3:482-495 (1994 ). 

Roppel et al., "Low temperature oxidation of silicon using a microwave plasma disk source," J. Vac. sci. Techno!., 
B4(1):295-298 (Jan./Feb. 1986). 

Zverev et al., "Realization of a Filter with Helical Components," IRE Trans. on Component Parts, pp. 99-110, 
(September 1961). 

U~ I 

-LL6 'l l . t. C\: 0 s DATE CONSIDERED cuI I ~ 1 

EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609; Draw line through citation if not in conformance and not 
considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant. 
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FROr · TTC~Palo Alto FAX NO. 650 326 2422 Aug. 31 1999 04:16PM P2 

TOWNSEND ana TOWNSEND and CREW LLP 
Two Embarcadero Center, Sa' Floor 
San Francisco, California 941.11-3834 
l650) 326-2400 

Amendment Transmittal 

i}ttorney Docket No. 16655-0003!1 
:::1 

Jn rc application of: Daniel L. Flamm 

Application No.: 08/866,040 

R.ECE~\/ED I hereby certifY that this corresponden~e Is being sent by facsimile tr<lllsmission to: 

Filed; May 30, 1997 

Group Art Unit: 1648 

• '1~"'.'. ~.; ; -19M !jl •l:' ! ! 77 

GROdr< 1800 
: ~ .. 

For: PROCESS DEPENDING ON\PLASMA DISCHARGES 
SUSTAINED BY INDUCTIVE COUPLING 

THE ASSIST ANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

Sir: 

Examiner f. Scheiner 

F<•csimilc No.: (703) 308-4426 

t ~~3//i/7 0>1;, Lf.d.~ ! . 

~4. 7 

By!:---'-~~::;::::z_:;:::...___::::::::::~~~~6::. 

Transmitted herewith is an amendment in the above-identified application. 

[ ] Enclosed is a petition to extend time to respond. 
[X] Small entity status of this application under 37 CFR 1.9 and 1.27 has been established by a verified statement previously submitted. 
[ ] A Ycrified statement to establish small entity status under 37 CFR 1.9 and 1.27 is enclosed. 
[X] Postcard 

If any extension of time is needed, then this response should be considered a petition therefor. 
The filing fee has been calculated as shO\vn below: 

.. 
•• 
••• 

PA ,S&1'2Q-.1 

(Col. J) (Col. 2) (CoL 3) SMALL ENTITY 

PRESENT 
EXTR/\ 

RATE 

O:r. $9,00 = 

0;.;$39.00 = 

+$130.00= 

TOT.I\L 
ADD IT. 
FEE 

If the entry in Col. I is less than the entry in Col. 2, write "0" in Col. 3 . 

ADD IT. 
FEE 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

--

OR 

OR 

OTHER THI\N 
SMALL ENTITY 

RATE ADD IT. 
FEE 

-
>; $18,00 = 

)'; $78,00= 

+ $260.00= 

TOTAL 

If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than 20, write "20" in this space . 
If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than 3, then write "3" in this space. Tho "Highest Number 
Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest number found from the equivalent box in Col. 1 of a prior amendment or 
the number of claims originally filed. 

[X] No fee is due. 

Please charge Deposit Account No. 20·1430 as follows: 

( ] Claims fee $ $0.00 
[X J Any additional fees associated with this paper or during the pendency of this application. 

_2 __ extra copies of this sheet are enclosed. 

~•nd TOWNSEND •nd CREW LLP 

RkhocdT.:ga~ --
Attorneys for Applicant 

Page 1· ofl 
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PTOFAXNO.: 

ATTENTION: 

. \_, 

~ 

(703) 308-4426 

Examiner L. Scheiner 
Group Art Unit 1648 

A tty Docket No. 1665 5-000311 

OFFICIAL COMMUNICATION 

'(J\ ~ 
"'c FOR THE PERSONAL ATTENTION OF 

?A 18413Q •1 

EXAMINER L. SCHEINER 

CERTIFICATION OF FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION 

I hereby certify that the following Amendment Transmittal and Amendment, in re Application of 

DanielL. Flamm, Serial No. 08/866,040, filed May 30, 1997, for PROCESS DEPENDING ON 

PLASMA. DISCHARGES SUSTAINED BY INDUCTIVE COUPLING is being facsimile 

transmitted to the Patent and Trademark Office on the date shown below. 

Number of pages being transmitted, including this page: 6 

Dated: August 31, 1999 ~~ DianeEl gre 

PLEASE CONFIRM RECEIPT OF THIS PAPER BY 
RETURN FACSIMILEAT(650) 326-2400 

TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and CREW LLP 
Two Embarcadero Center, 8th Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94111-3834 
Telephone: (650) 326-2400 
Fax: (650) 326-2422 

FA ~U1~72:; Yl 

Page 1 of 1 
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AUG. 31.1999- 3:08PM- TTC PALO ALTO 
NO. 3400 F'. 3 

\j '\,-- .. ,.<\.
' ~<:~'·c.-

J( ,, 
., v /'::\ 

rt" v· _ _j 

\ \~~ 

~v' 

1 hereby certify that this correspvndence is being 
sent via. facsimile to: 

Examinor L. Scheiner 
Facsimile No.: (703) 308-4426 
on 

~ 3;1,91/ 

i 

\)\\\c. ,1 \._ 

~ 
'>,.. 

TOWNSEND~~END ond CREW LLP.· 

iJ -~ B U... . \..._ 
'i ···· ·' PATENT 

RECEJ\lEOAttorney Docket No, 16655-00031, 

AUG ) 1 1999 

GROuj-J 1800 
~ ~ 

IN THE UNITED StATES PATENT AND TRAIJEMARK OFFICE 

In re application of: 

DanielL. Flamm 

Application No.: 08/866,040 

) 

) 
) Examiner: Scheiner, L. 
) 
) Art Unit: 1648 
) 

~ 

Filed: May 30, 1997 ) AMENDMENT UNDER 37 CFR §1.116 

For: PROCESS DEPENDING ON 
PLASMA DISCHARGES 
SUSTAINED BY INDUCTIVE 
COUPLING 

) 
) 

) 

) 
) 
) __________________________ ) 

Assistant Commissioner for Patents 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

Dear Sirs: 

In response to the Final Office Action mailed June 22, 1999, please amend the 

above-cited application as follows. 

IN THE CLAIMS: / . ~·· 
·· Please amend claim 1, add claim 33, and cancel claims ~as follows. For the 

convenience of the Examiner, all claims subject to examination are shown, even if not being 

amended. 
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4 

'! 

"'· 

l 

__ ,::·::-:.:.~ 

• _,,,...,.,..,11'~'-"',..."'"''"'. 

- ~ -~ ~- v.. ••. -~ 

1. (Twice Amended) A process for fat,. . .:ating a product using a plasma 

source, said process comprising the steps of subjecting a substrate to entities, at least one of 

said entities emanating from a gaseous discharge excited by a high frequency field from an 

inductive coupling structure in which a phase portion and an anti-phase portion of capacitive 

currents coupled from the inductive coupling structure are selectively balanced; 

wherein said inductive coupling structure is adjusted using a wave adjustment 

circuit, said wave adjustment circuit adjusting the phase ponion and the anti-phase portion of 

the capacitively coupled currents. 

I 
2 . The process of claifn 1 wherein the wave adjustment circuit s_ 

I 

a frequency of an rf power supp~y. 

The process of claim 1 wherein thyblgh frequency field is adjusted using 

4. herein the wave adjustment circuit comprises a 

transmission line. 

5/ The process of claim 1 wherein said process is 

6. The process of claim 5 wherein the chamber is provided for a pro 

selected from etching,. deposition, sputtering, or implantation. 

~Cancelled) 

1-/ (New) The process of claim 1 wherein said inductive coupling structure 

provides a wave multiple selected from a one-sixteenth wave, a one-eighth-wave, a quarter-

wave, a half-wave, a three-quarter wave, and a full wave. -------
REMARKS 

Applicant would like to thank Examiner Scheiner for the time for reviewing the 

present application . 
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AUG. 31.1999- 3:09PM TTC PALO ALTO 
NO. 3400 P. 5 

Claims 1·6 and 33 are now pending in this appi1cation, where claims 7-32 have 

been cancelled and claim 33 has been added. 

Claims 7-32 were indicated as being directed to an invention that is independent 

or distinct from the invention originally claimed. Accordingly, Applicant has also cancelled 

claims 7-32 without prejudice for renewal in a continuation and/or related application. 

Claims 1-6 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. §112, first paragraph, as containing 

subject matter which was not described in the specification in such a way as to reasonably 

convey to one skilled in the relevant art that the inventor, at the time the application was filed, 

had possession of the claimed invention. In particular, the Examiner indicated that the 

"inductive coupling structure" terms appeared to be new matter. Applicant has carefully 

reviewed the present specification and would like to point out that support for the inductive 

coupling structure is found throughout the specification, and more particularly at page 9 lines 

17-20. Further support for the inductive coupling structure can be found in the inductive 

applicator, which has been described in, for example, Fig. 1 and related description. The 

Examiner has also noted that the terms "phase portion and anti-phase porrion" appeared to be 

new matter. These terms are described throughout the specification in relation to voltages, 

since electrical current is fundamentally related to voltage by an impedance. More 

particularly, support can be found at, for example, Vcott at Fig. 5B, which illustrates a phase 

and anti-phase relationship of a waveform. Accordingly, claims 1-6 are patemable under 35 

U.S.C. §112, first paragraph. 

Applicant has also amended claim 1 with the term "plasma" for clarification 

purposes, as suggested by the Examiner. This amendment is not intended to unduly limit such 

claim in any manner. Funhermore, Applicant has added claim 33 also for clarification 

purposes, as suggested by the Examiner. Support can be found for claim 33 throughout the 

specification and more particularly at page 14lines 16-30. Accordingly, all pending claims are 

believed allowable in view of the cited references. 

CONCLUSION 

Therefore, in view of the remarks above, Applicant respectfully requests that 

the rejection be removed, that claims 1-6 and 33 be allowed, and the case passed to issue. The 
.. 

issuance of a formal" Notice of Allowance at an early date is respectfully requested. 
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AUG.31.1999 3:09PM TTC PALO AlTO NO. 3400 P. 6 

If the Examiner believes a telephone conferent.;..._ would expedite prosecution of 

this application, please telephone the undersigned at (650) 326-2400. 

Date: §i[3fl~3 

TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and CREW LLP 
Two Embarcadero Center, 8.th Floor 
San Francisco, California 94111·3834 
(650) 326~2400 
Fax (650) 326·2422 

RTO:de 

3012246vl 

Respectfully submitted, 

ichard T. Ogawa 
Reg. No. 37,692 

-, 
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UNITED STA-i"'CS DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Patent and Trademark Office 

~" 
Address: COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS ANO TRADEMARKS 

Washington, O.C. 20231 

I SERIAL NUMBER I FILING DATE r FIRST NAMED APPLICANT I ATIORNEY DOCKEn NO. I 

I EXAMINER I 

I ART UNIT I PAPER NUMBER I 
\o 

DATE MAILED: 

EXAMINER INTERVIEW SUMMARY RECORD 

All participants (applicant, applicant's representative, PTO personnel): 

(1) L"dvtR• ( < ( 1-H.trH.f?. 

(2) ttl ( lf"d. R.Q 0 G d W"'d. 

Date ofiotenriew \1 I> II q 9 

(3) _______________ _ 

(4)----------------

Type:~elephonic 0 Personal (copy is given to 0 applicant 0 applicant's representative). 

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: 0 Yes"&o. If yes, brief description:-----------------------

Agreement 't:fas reached with respect to some o~ ali of the claims in question. 0 was not reached. 

dL.L VeNI/tNC-Ciaims discussed: __ __.;:;._ _______________________________________ _ 

Identification of prior art discussed: __ N---''-'A--'----------------------------------..:_ 

) 

Description of the general nature of what was agreed to if an agreement was reached, or any other comments: ) V fl.. I C. dN i< R t ~R.!~{.NtlTI~<e. 
A'-R."""e..o To Car-.~ c..~L N°N ... .tL e..c.re.J? CL'11 ....... < . A-L~o ~!NOr<.. C. L'd i~ 

c~NGt<d.C.t. CH'JNC·q_' !NtlZ.e.. 12iSt.l.\·~<_e.o- WI-\ I c H \N 0 i/1. ,_I) \? Ld C. e. 

dVY~tt-dn;N (N CoN·v \noN foK. dLLcw')NC.t. · APpt...l(dNi( WiLL 

~ d )1: d t.-v. ~ N1) ~~ ( N \ , 

(A fuller description, if necessa"iY. and a copy of the amendments, if available, which the examiner agreed would render the claims allowable must be 
~ Also, where no copy of the am~,ndments which would render the claims allowable is available, a summary thereof must be attached.) 

'' o· .:LiS not neceSSary fOr applicant tO prOVide a Separate record Of the SUbStanCe Of the intervieW. 

Unless the paragraph below has been checked to indicate to the contrary, A FORMAL WRITIEN RESPONSE TO THE LAST OFFICE ACTION IS NOT 
WAIVED AND MUST INCLUDE THE SUBSTANCE OF THE INTERVIEW (e.g., items 1-7 on the reverse side of this form). If a response to the last Office 
action has already been filed, then applicant is given one month from this interview date to provide a statement of the substance of the interview. 

0 2. Since the examiner's interview summary above (including any attachments) reflects a complete respo e to ~h of the objections, rejections and 
requirements that may be present in the last Office action, and since the claims are now allowable, this c Jeted fo~nsidered to fulfill the 
response requirements of the last Office action. Applicant is not relieved from providing a separate record o ;JdOstance'of the interview unless 

box 1 above is also checked. L((SJ { . e. :. () 

PTOL-413 (REV. 2 -93) Examiner's Signature 

ORIGINAL::F.OR:INSERTION,JNiRIGHT:HANO:FlAP20EF.li£WRAPP.ER 
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UNITED STA', ... .i DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Patent and Trademark Office 

~., . ..~" 
.r,.~TES of Address: COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS 

Washington, D.C. 20231 

APPLICATION NUMBER FILING DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. 

[' EXAMINER I 

[-- ART UNIT I PAPER NUMBER I 

t l 
DATE MAILED: 

This is a communication from the examiner in charge of your application. 
COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS 

NOTICE OF ALLOW ABILITY 

All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSED in this application. If not included herewith (or 
previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance and Issue Fee Due or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. 

~hiscommunicationisresponsiveto dV\.-dNO~~NI ~I LiD duC.u<r "31 [c;l'l l fld.?-l?ll... r--1 1?· \OJ 
BTheallowedclaim(s)is/are 1-b ( ?:,~ fZ: € l'-lv~.~-...gt.rz.~o 'd4 \ -l 
D The drawings filed on '"'" are acceptable. 

D Acknowledgement is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d). 

D All D Some• D None of the CERTIFIED copies of the priority documents have been 

D received. 

D received in Application No. (Series Code/Serial Number) -----------------

0 received in this national stage application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)). 

•certified copies not received:------------------------------

0 Acknowledgement is made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(e). 

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR RESPONSE to comply with the requirements noted below is set to EXPIRE THREE MONTHS 
FROM THE "DATE MAILED" of this Office action. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENT of this application. Extensions of 
time may be obtained under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). 

0 Note the attached EXAMINER'S AMENDMENT or NOTICE OF INFORMAL APPLICATION, PT0-152, which discloses that the oath or 
Jclaration is deficient. A SUBSTITUTE OATH OR DECLARATION IS REQUIRED. 

~~plicant MUST submit NEW FORMAL DRAWINGS 

gecause the originally filed drawings were declared by applicant to be informal. 
----~ 

D including changes required by the Notice of Draftperson's Patent Drawing Review, PT0-948, attached hereto or to Paper No. __ . 

D including changes required by the proposed drawing correction filed on , which has been approved 
by the examiner. 

0 including changes required by the attached Examiner's Amendment/Comment. 

Identifying indicia such as the application number (see 37 CFR 1.84(c)) should be written on the reverse side of the drawings. 
The drawings should be filed as a separate paper with a transmittal letter addressed to the Official Draftperson. 

0 Note the attached Examiner's comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL. 

Any response to this letter should include, in the upper right hand corner, the APPLICATION NUMBER (SERIES CODE/SERIAL NUMBER). 
If applicant has received a Notice of Allowance and Issue Fee Due, the ISSUE BATCH NUMBER and DATE of the NOTICE OF 
ALLOWANCE should also be included. 

Attachment(s) 

D Notice of References Cited, PT0-892 

~nformation Disclosure Statemenl(s), PT0~1449, Paper Nop1. 

CJ"Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review, PT0-948 

D Notice of Informal Patent Application, PT0-152 

1;1)1nterview Summary, PT0-413 

D Examiner's Amendment/Comment 

4 

D Examiner's Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit of Biological Material 

0 Examiner's Statement of Reasons for Allowance 

PTOL-37 (Rev. 10/95) 

L((y./.o C.. 

LAUR!E SCHEINER 
Pn![,t:_q:l'{ EX~M!NER 

·u.S. GPO: 1997-417-381/62707 LAM Exh 1009-pg 174
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Patent and Trademark Office · 

* 

NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE AND ISSUE FEE DUE 

Hf\"1:32/0927 
' TOWNSEND TOWNSEND AND CREW 

TWO EMBARCADERO CENTER 8TH FLOOR 
SAN FRANC I ~3CO C A 9,.i 1 :L 1. - ~3a34 

APPLICATION NO. I FILING DATE I TOTAL CLAIMS I EXAMINER AND GROUP ART UNIT J DATEMAIU~D 

08/866,040 05/~~0/97 007 SCHEINER, L :Lt<.::.t'l.:::: 09/27/99 

First Named 
Applicant 

TITLE OF 
INVENTION 

FLAtiJM, ~"3S USC 1S4(b) t.:-€~t .. m ex·l: .• -· 0 Days. 

PROCESS DEPENDING ON PLASMA DISCHARGES SUSTAINED BY INDUCTIVE 
COUPLING 

.,.,. 

A TTY'S DOCKET NO. J CLASS-SUBCLAS~ I BATCH NO. I APPLN. TYPE I SMALL ENTITY I FEE DUE I DATE DUE 

~. 

·i>-··~ 

1 166.55-· 0 0 (1:311 432-225.000 C07 UTILITY YES $605~00 . 1::-2/27 ;··,·::., 

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS .. A PATENT. 
PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS CLOSED. ' .. X.:c.;i• 

)~;tt.}SSUk:FfEEMUST BE PAID WITHIN THREE MONTHS FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS 
AtiPL(GA."(ION:$1:/ALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. THIS STATUTORY PERIOD CANNOT BE EXTENDED. 

,~···: .·. ~- ·-; --: ·-y: . . . · ... ;: ~;. 

HOW;TO RESPOND TO THIS NOTICE: 
I. Review the SMALL ENTITY status shown above. 

If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as YES, verify your 
current SMALL ENTITY status: 

A. If the status is changed, pay twice the amount of the 
. FEE DUE shown abc.ve and notify the Patent and 

"'.:/~.faderTiark Offi9e of the change in status, or 

If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as NO: 

A. Pay FEE DUE shown above, or 

B5'1f the st~itus is the same, pay the FEE DUE shown 
ab"ovef '· / B. File verified statement of Small Entity Status before, or with, 

payment of 1/2 the FEE DUE shown above. -11. Part B-lssue Fee Transmittal should be completed and returned to the Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) with your 
ISSUE FEE. Even if the ISSUE FFfE has already been paid by charge to deposit account, Part B Issue Fee Transmittal 
should be completed and returned. If you are charging the ISSUE FEE to your deposit account, section "4b" of Part 
8-lssue Fee Transmittal should be completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted. 

Ill. All communications regarding this application must give application number and batch number. 
Please direct all communications prior to issuance to Box ISSUE FEE unless advised to the contrary. 

IMPORTANT REMINDER: Utility patents iss,uing on applications filed on or after Dec. 12, 1980 may require payment of" 
maintenance tees. It is palentee's responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance 
fees when dLJ~. 

.'PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFIC·E CO,PY · . ----.: 
PTOL-85 (REV. 10-96) Approved for use through 06/30/99/(0651·0033.) •u.s. GPO: 1999454457124601 

·::.~.-_:_~ .. ~: '"': '. :-. -"-~"-·'· · ..... ~. LAM Exh 1009-pg 175
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TRANSMITTAL LETTER 

'::::P::/0// 

!34f 
TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and CREW LLP 
Two Embarcadero Center, 8th Floor 

Atty. Docket No. 16655-000311 

San Francisco, CA 94105 Date 7; ljZJ-I_-7JC-I.J.-v1 .. -/dc//9 l 
(650) 326-2400 

/. t BOX ISSUE FEE 
/ I hereby certify that this is being deposited with the United 

In re application of: Daniel L. Flamm ~ I States Postal Service as first class mail in an envelope 

S~rial No.: 08/866,040 \_.Q !~QV : addressed to: 

Filed: May 30, 1997 '\~:;\\ Box Issue Fee 

Group Art Unit: 2813 "\f2;t ;;r.,'/ton!~~:;./ Assistant Commissioner for Patents 

For: PROCESS DEPENDING ON PLASMA-. "··· .. ~'·' DC 20231 a q ~ w"''""""'· ~ ~ 7 DISCHARGES SUSTAINED BY 
INDUCTIVE COUPLING 

Date: ~~ 
By: 

Sir: 

Transmitted herewith are the following documents: 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 

Transmittal Letter (in trip.); 
Issue Fee Transmittal (Part B); 
Letter to Official Draftsperson; 
Formal Drawings (13 sheets); 
Postcard. 

[X] A fee in the amount of$605.00 is due. 

Please charge Deposit Account No. 20-1430 as follows: 

[X] Issue Fee $605.00 
[X] Any additional fees associated with this paper or during the pendency of 

this application. 

3033104vl 

L copies of this sheet are enclosed. 

'f 

TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and CREW LLP 

PjJT(Q 
Ric11ard t. o~ 
Reg. No.: 37,692 
Attorneys for Applicant 
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' --- ' . - .~ ( '.PART B-ISSUE FEE TRANSMITTAV' " /• 

Complete and wail ~~Sit~rm;' togetb.er ~~c~6lei~es, to: Box ISSUE FEE j ,:.. ..· ) 
' -· "< Assistant Commissioner for p'jt(ts 

Washington; D.C. 20231 

MAILING fJIIJ'I"FlfJCTIONS: This form shoul~ be used for transmitting the I~SU~ FEE •. Blocks 1 Note: The certificate of mailing below can only be used for domestic 
through 4 should be completed where appropnate. All furth_er corresponden~e mclud_mg the Issue Fee mailings pf the Issue Fee Transmittal. This certificate cannot be used 
Receipt, the Patent, advance orders and notification of mamtenance fees will be mailed to the current · for' any other accompanying papers. Each additional paper, such as an 
correspondence address as indicated unless. corrected below or directed otherwise in Block 1, by (a)~ .. assign,ment or formal drawing, must have its own certificate of mailing. 
s~ifying a new co~~es~ndl:mce address; and/or (b) indicating a separate "FEE ADDRESS" for Certificate of Mallin 
maintenance fee notifications.· · . 9 
CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (Note: Legibly mark-up with any con:ectlons or use Block 1) 

TOWNSEND TOWNSEND AND CREW 
TWO EMBARCADERO CENTER 8TH 
:3P1I\I FF:f-~i\jC: I ~3C:Ci C::(.~ 94 :1. :1. :!. .... ::;:;;;:::3<t ... 

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE 

.. .. .. ~ ... ·-'} 
H!Y!::::{:;:::~ 

.I hereby certify that this Issue Fee Transmittal is being deposited with 

I the United States Postal Service with sufficient postage for first class 
mail in an envelope addressed to the Box Issue Fee address above on 
the date Indicated below. 

(Depositor's name} . 

(Signature) 

·(Date) 

DATE MAILED 

0 ~:::: ,/ ::::~ (, \~:~ :c 0 li. 0 0 !.:) /::3 0 /I?!-? 007 SC:HE I NER ,, J. (.c:j.;::: 0 =:} ~/ :;? '? .. / ') =;:i 

First Named 
Applicant F:- L_ (:·1 !Yi j-lj :: 36 USC 164(b) term ext. 0 I> a. ~:/ :·=:· lt 

TITLE OF 
INVENTION ~~uc~~~ DEPENDING ON PLASMA DISCHARGES SUSTAINED BY INDUCTIVE 

COUPLING 

A TTY'S DOCKET NO. CLASS-SUBCLASS APPLN.TYPE SMALL ENTITY FEE DUE 

l 1 r::.{:: •. ;::._;::.-· 0 0 0:3 l :l ..:i.32 .. -:Z2!::.;. CI.O.!) _ _ C07 I.JT I LIT\' YES .$ t::d) 1.:~ ~ 0 0 

1. Change of correspondence address or indication of " Fee Address" (37 CFR 1.363). 

DATE DUE 

t 2 / :;;:: ')' / ~:~,; ~::~; 

Use of PTO form(s) and Customer Number are recommended, but not required. 

0 Change of correspondence address (or Change of Correspondence Address form 
PTO/SB/122) attached. 

2. For printing on the patent front page, list 
(1) the names of up to 3 registered patent 
attorneys or agents OR, alternatively, (2) 
the name of a single firm (having as a 
member a·· registered attorney or agent) 
and the names of up to 2 registered patent 
attorneys or agents. If no name Is listed, no 
name will be printed. 

1Townsend and Townsend 
and Crew LLP 

0 "Fee Addres(l" indication (or "Fee Address" Indication form PTO/SB/47) attached. 

3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (print or type) 
PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assignee is identified below, no assignee data will appear on the patent. 
Inclusion of assignee data is only appropiate when an assignment has been previously submitted to 
the PTO or is being submitted under separate cover. Completion of this form is NOT a subsititue for 
filing an assignment. · .. · ., .. : 

(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE 

(B) RESIDENCE: (CITY & STATE OR COUNTRY) 

Please check the appropriate assignee category indicated'below (will not be printed on the patent) 

0 individual 0 corporation or other private group entity 0 government 
I 

2~· --------------------

3 __________________ ___ 

4a. The fallowing fees are enclosed (make check payable to Commissioner 
of Patents and Trademarks): 

0 Issue Fee 
0 Advance.Orde!~:#:Qf Copies ______ _;__ 

' : ·::;.'.:.-F;..o.·._.··:· 

4b. Th~:~ following fees or deficiency in these fees should be charged to: 

DEPOSIT ACCOUNT NUMBER --=2c:::0_-__,l'-'4'-=3""0'---------
(ENCLOSE AN EXTRA COPY OF THIS FORM) 

I.e'~. C.l!"!LL':'!!. 
C> ~ lssu~. w 

00 Advahce Order • # of Copies 10 .~ 

NO TRADEMARKS IS requested to apply the Issue Fee to the application identified above. o.Q 

pled from anyone other tl:lan the applicant; a registered atto 
in interest at! shown by the records of the Patent and 

Trademark Office. t 
Burden Hour Statement: This form is estimated to take 0.2 hours to complete. Time will vary 
depending on the needs of the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time required 
to complete this form should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, Patent and Trademark 
Office, Washington, D.C. 20231. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS 
ADDRESS. SEND FEES AND THIS FORM TO: Box Issue Fee, Assistant Commissioner for 
Patents, Washington D.C. 20231 

Under the Paperwork Reductidn Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection 
of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number. 

RECEIVED 
OCT 1 8 1999 

Publishing Division 
06 

~ -::6 
~ =o I u 

I 
a-

E .... -

gg 
~~ 

~~ 
C\.110 •• c:;_ 

::::; ..... .:u 

~ 

TRANSMIT THIS FORM WITH FEE 

PTOL-85B (REV.10-96) Approved for use through 06/30/99. OMB 0651-0033 
- OC> , 

Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
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TRANSMITTAL LETTER 

TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and CREW LLP 
Two Embarcadero Center, 8th Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
(650) 326-2400 ,~~,~ 

0\P€'~ 
In re application of: Daniel L. Flrurtfn ''\~ i 1 i99~ ~~ 
Serial No.: 08/866,040 \ ~~ f 
Filed: May 30, 1997 ~,, ~~~ 

• /vf.P "'-~~·:,<· 
Group Art Unit: 2813 "'"';;:,"Ili~g:;:;.,.,. 
For: PROCESS DEPENDING ON PLASMA 

DISCHARGES SUSTAINED BY 
INDUCTIVE COUPLING 

Sir: 

Transmitted herewith are the following documents: 

1) Transmittal Letter (in trip.); 
2) Issue Fee Transmittal (Part B); · 
3) Letter to Official Draftsperson; 
4) Formal Drawings (13 sheets); 
5) Postcard. 

Atty. Docket No. 16655-000311 

Date 72~/c;;l.._>/7/ 
BOX ISSUE FEE 
I hereby certify that this is being deposited with the United 

States Postal Service as first class mail in an envelope 

addressed to: 

Box Issue Fee 

Assistant Commissioner for Patents 

Date: {?:f~~~"-";,/7/. 

By: / ~ <.--:'--j~ 

[X] A fee in the amount of$605.00 is due. 

Please charge Deposit Account No. 20-1430 as follows: 

this application. 

I 

3033104vl 

I 
I 

2 

[X] Issue Fee $605.00 
[ X ] Any additional fees associated with this paper or during the pendency of 

copies of this sheet are enclosed. 

"' 
\ 

TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and CREW LLP 

P;:r-(Q 
Richardt. o~~ 
Reg. No.: 37,692 
Attorneys for Applicant 
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I hereby certify that this correspondence is being 
deposited with the United States Postal Service as 
first class mail in an envelope addressed to: 

Box Issue Fee 
Assistant Commissioner of Pa4s and ~ks, 
Washington, D.C. 20231, on rv '-VZ / c7 1'7 '?/ 

B ~a~ y I 0 c ·, 

/' 

/ PATENT 

..,. Attorney Docket No. 16655-000311 US 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

In re application of: 

Daniel L. Flamm 

Serial No.: 08/866,040 

Filed: May 30, 1997 

For: PROCESS DEPENDING ON 
PLASMA DISCHARGES SUSTAINED BY 
INDUCTIVE COUPLING 

Assistant Commissioner of Patents 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

Sir: 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Examiner: L. Scheiner RECEIVED 
Art Unit: 1648 

n~r 1 s 1999 
Batch No.: C07 

Publishing Division 

LETTER TO OFFICIAL 
06 

DRAFTSPERSON 

Pursuant to the Notice of Allowability dated September 27, 1999, applicant 

submits thirteen sheets of formal drawings to be made of record in the above-identified case. 

RichardT. Oga 
Reg. No. 37,692 

TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and CREW LLP 
Two Embarcadero Center, 8th Floor 
San Francisco, California 94111-3834 
(650) 326-2400 
RTO:de 
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DSD 
I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with 
the United States Postal Service as first class mail in an envelope 
addressed to: 

PATENT 
Attorney Docket No.: 016655-000311US 

Assistant Commissioner for Patents, 
Washingtof)l,p.C. 20231 

on I J ,v~ \ ' I v=--' 

IN THE UNITE_D STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

In re application of: 

Daniel L. Flamm et al. 

Application No.: 08/866,040 
U.S. Patent No.: 6,017,221 

Filed: May 30, 1997 

For: PROCESS DEPENDING ON PLASM 
DISCHARGES SUSTAINED BY 
INDUCTIVE COUPLING 

Assistant Commissioner for Patents 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

Sir: 

Examiner: 

Art Unit: 

WITHDRAWAL OF 
ATTORNEY OR AGENT UNDER 
37 CPR ~ 1.36 

r-,:) 
"·-' ... ..::;::, 

c:~ 

f"T-j 

... ~ ~ 
r-""'" 

(::,0 
~· ~-

C: ... ) 

'· .. 0 

::u 
'''"'("""l 

. ' ·. "') 
;~;; 

·-
.... ..._ 
,,-~.,.-l 

:.·:; 
:~_·_: 

Pursuant to 37 CPR§ 1.36, Townsend and Townsend and Crew LLP, attorneys for applicant 

hereby withdraws from representation relative to the above-identified patent. Please direct all 

future correspondence regarding the subject patent to applicant at: 

Dr. Daniel J. Flamm 
476 Green View Drive 
Walnut Creek, California 94596 .· 

By: lJ"4~~ 
;, 
·l 

TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and CREW LLP 
Two Embarcadero Center, 8th Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94111-3834 
Tel (415) 576-0200 
Fax (415) 576-0300 
PA3135626vl 

William J. Bohler 
Reg. No. 31,487 
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/ 

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

\ 

J?age 1 of 1 
~--

COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 
UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

WASHINO'TON, D.C. 20231 

www.uspto.gov 

FILING DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKETNO./TITLE 

08/866,040 05/30/1997 DANIEL L. FLAMM 16655-000311 

TOWNSEND TOWNSEND AND CREW 
TWO EMBARCADERO CENTER 8TH FLOQR 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 941113834 

CONFIRMATION NO. 9212 

1111111111111111111111 lnlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
*OC000000006131854* 

Date Mailed: 05/31/2001 

NOTICE REGARDING POWER OF ATTORNEY 

This is in response to the Power of Attorney filed 05/14/2001. 

• The withdrawal as attorney in this application has been accepted. Future correspondence will be mailed to the 
new address of record. 37 CFR 1.33. 

•«~.~m.«~.M.~"'"•.••~·=···~·· =·· .... ~-=~-=~-=~-=~-=--=--=~ 

Customer Service Center 
Initial Patent Examination Division (703) 308-1202 

OFFICE COPY 
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Page 1 of 1 

COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 
UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

WASHIN010N, D.C. 202.31 
www.uspto.gov 

I APPLICATION NUMBER 'I FILING DATE m- I FIRSTNAMEDAPPLIC~ I ATTY. DOCKETNO.rrmE I 
08/866,040 05/3011997 DANIELL. FLAMM 16655-000311 

DR. DANIEL J. FLAMM 
476 GREEN VIEW DRIVE 
WALNUT CREEK, CA 94596 

CONFIRMATION NO. 9212 

JJIIJIJIJJIIJJJJJIIJJJIIJJJIIJJJIIJJJIIJJJIIIJJIIJJJIIJJIIJJIJJJIIIIJJIJ mJJIJJIIJJIJIJJJJIIJ 
•ocoooooooos131sss• 

Date Mailed: 05/31/2001 

NOTICE REGARDING POWER OF ATTORNEY 

This is in response to the Power of Attorney filed 05/14/2001. 

The Power of Attorney in this application is accepted. Correspondence in this application will be mailed to the 
above address as provided by 37 CFR 1.33. 

,•,•,•.•ttt.·n.•u.•Nt,•n.•.•.•n,•t,'tft,','."."I,'II'Uif,','.'IM'NNIIIf#I.'.'NII.''f,'ft,'I,','NNN,'ffi.'IIIIIIIIIIINl'N/,'11111111."11.','111'11HfffNNNNNUl!N11111111.'1111111111NIII.'IUitiNIIItl.01f.'lti.'INN/I'Unii.'IIINII.'ffNfliiUtfNNI1111iNttllfii."IIIIIIII."IIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIUl#fffl'ffNffffiiiiiiiiUNIIIIII'I?IIINifflllfiUNINUIUNIHIN.•N.'·'·'IH 

'" 
·~ 

\ 
Customer Service Center 
Initial Patent Examination Division (703) 308-1202 

OFFICE COPY 
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UNITED STATES P~ ~J AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
Commissioner for Patents 

United States Patent and Trademark Office 
P.O. Box 1450 

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

OR. DANIEL J. FLAMM 
476 GREEN VIEW DRIVE 
WALNUT CREEK CA 94596 

P75M 
DATE PRINTED 

08/06/07 

MAINTENANCE FEE REMINDER 

www. uspto.gov 

According to the records of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) the maintenance fee for 
the patent(s) listed below (for which the above address is on record as the fee address under 
37 CPR 1.363) has not been paid within the six-month period set forth in 37 CPR 1.362(d). 
THE MAINTENANCE FEE MAY STILL BE PAID WITH THE APPLICABLE SURCHARGE SET FORTH 
IN 37 CPR 1.20(h), WITHIN THE SIX-MONTH GRACE PERIOD SET FORTH IN 37 CPR 1.362(e). 

Unless payment of the maintenance fee and the applicable surcharge is received in the USPTO 
within the six-month grace period, THE PATENT WILL EXPIRE AS OF THE END OF THE GRACE 
PERIOD. 35 U.S.C. 41(b). 

The total payment due is the amount required on the date the fee is paid (and not necessarily the 
amount indicated below). All USPTO fees (including maintenance fees) are subject to change. 
Customers should refer to the USPTO Web site (www.uspto.gov) or call the Maintenance Fee Branch 
at 571-272-6500 for the most current fee amounts for the correct entity status before submitting 
payment. The total payment due indicated below is based on the entity status according to current 
Office records (shown below). 

Timely payment of the total payment due is required in order to avoid expiration of the patent. 
A maintenance fee payment can be timely made using the certificate of mailing or transmission 
procedure set forth in 37 CPR 1.8. 

u.s. 
PATENT FEE MAINT. APPL 
NUMBER AMT SURCHG NUMBER 

PATENT 
ISSUE 
DATE 

APPL. 
FILING 
DATE 

PAY- TOTAL ATTORNEY 
MENT SMALL PYMT DOCKET 
YEAR ENTITY? DUE NUMBER 

6017221 1150 65 08866040 01/25/00 05/30/97 8 YES 1215 16655-000311 

The maintenance fee and the applicable surcharge can be paid quickly and easily over the Internet 
at www.uspto.gov by electronic funds transfer (EFT), credit card, or USPTO deposit account payment 
methods. The· mailing address for all maintenance fee payments not electronically submitted over the 
Internet is: United States Patent and Trademark Office, P.O. Box 371611, Pittsburgh, PA 15250-1611. 

'· 

Direct any questions about this.notice 'to: Mail Stop M Correspondence, Director of the United 
States Patent and Trademark Office, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. 

NOTE: This notice was automatically generated based on the amount of time that elapsed since 
the date a patent was granted. It is possible that the patent term may have ended or been shortened 
due to a terminal disclaimer that was filed in the application. Also, for any patent that 
issued from an application filed on or after June 8, 1995 containing a specific reference to 
an earlier filed application or applications under 35 U.S.C. 120, 121, or 365(c), the patent 
term ends 20 years from the date on which the .earliest such application was filed, unless 
the term was adjusted or extended under 35 U.S.C. 154 or 156. Patentee should determine the 
relevant patent term for a patent before paying the maintenance fee. 

MF440H (3/2006) 
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~-{ 

~ ... 
UNITED STATES PATENTAND TRADEMARK OFFICE ,.~\ 

r
t'' 

Commissioner for Patents 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 

P .0. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

DR. DANIEL J. FLAMM 
476 GREEN VIEW DRIVE 
WALNUT CREEK CA 94596 

P75M 
DATE PRINTED 

08/29/11 

MAINTENANCE FEE REMINDER 

www.usp.!o.gov 

According to the records of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) the maintenance fee for 
the patent(s) listed below (for which the above address is on record as the fee address under 
37 CPR 1.363) has not been paid within the six-month period set forth in 37 CPR 1.362(d). 
THE MAINTENANCE FEE MAY STILL BE PAID WITH THE APPLICABLE SURCHARGE SET FORTH 
IN 37 CPR 1.20(h), WITHIN THE SIX-MONTH GRACE PERIOD SET FORTH IN 37 CPR 1.362(e). 

Unless payment of the maintenance fee and the applicable surcharge is received in the USPTO 
within the six-month grace period, THE PATENT WILL EXPIRE AS OF THE END OF THE GRACE 
PERIOD. 35 U.S.C. 41(b). 

The total payment due is the amount required on the date the fee is paid (and not necessarily the 
amount indicated below). All USPTO fees (including maintenance fees) are subject to change. 
Customers should refer to the USPTO Web site (www.uspto.gov) or calf the Maintenance Fee Branch 
at 571-272-6500 for the most current fee amounts for the correct entity status before submitting· 
payment. The total payment due indicated below is based on the entity status according to current 
Office records (shown below). 

Timely payment of the total payment due is required in order to avoid expiration of the patent. 
A maintenance fee payment can be timely made using the certificate of mailing or transmission 
procedure set forth in 37 CPR .1.8. 

u.s. 
APPL 
NUMBER 

PATENT 
ISSUE 
DATE 

APPL. 
FILING 
DATE 

PAY- TOTAL ATTORNEY 
PATENT FEE MAINT. 
NUMBER AMT SURCHG 

MENT SMALL PYMT DOCKET 
YEAR ENTITY? DUE NUMBER 

6017221 2055 65 08866040 01/25/00 05/30/97 12 YES 2120 16655-000311 

The maintena'nce fee and the applicable surcharge can be paid quickly and easily over the Internet 
at www.usptb.gov by electronic funds transfer (EFT), credit card, or USPTO deposit account payment 
methods. The mailing. address for all maintenance fee payments not electronically submitted over the 
Internet is: U.S. Patent and Trademl!:rk Office, P.O. Box 979070, St. Louis, MO 63197-9000. 

\ 
Direct any questions about this notice to: Mail Stop M Correspondence, Director of the United 
States Patent and Trademark Office, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-'-1450. 

NOTE: This notice was autom?.tically generated based on the amount of time that elapsed since 
the date a patent was granted. It is pos5ible that the patent term may have ended or been shortened 
due to a terminal disclaimer that was filed in the application. Also, for any patent that 
issued from an application filed on or after June 8, 1995 containing a specific reference to 
an earlier filed application or applications under 35 U.S.C. 120, 121, or 365(c), the patent 
term ends 20 years from the date on which the earliest such application was filed, unless 
the term was adjusted or extended under 35 U.S.C. 154 or 156. Patentee should determine the 
relevant patent term for a patent before paying the maintenance fee. 

MF4401 (712007) " ~ 
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PT0-1556 
(5/87) 

:~ 

66474 U.S. PTO 

08/86604IT 
11111111111111111 11111111111111111111111 

05/30/97 
PA'l'EN'I' APPLICATION SERIAL NO.;...---.....-....---

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
"'fATENT AND TRADEMARIC OFFICE 

FEE RECORD SHEET 

<.;;, 
.-.:-· 

-·• 
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/' ···-··.,Y~I'!"'·~, -•:t?J;:I.i_,.;;: .. fi;;)\ii; .. .A, ¥4)11. 

""· "'*'f·l. !:<Jii¥.P'h<A<ilifSK#?lA4!.4¢. JKIU XV(\:::e;;jiii4\\IG, Q .$%Ud , ,4£JM4)i J $ 
',; 

\ 
\ 

Application or Docket Number 

PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD 
Effective October 1, 1996 ft~OfC) 

CLAIMS AS FILED - PART I 

FOR 

6ASIC FEE 

TOTAL CLAIMS 

INDEPENDENT CLAIMS 
minus 3 = 

MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM P 

* .If the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter "0" in column 2 

t{tt,1J 
CLAIMS AS AMENDED - PART II 

(Column 1) 

CLAIMS 
REMAINING 

AFTER 
AMENDMENT 

(Column 3) 

PRESENT 
EXTRA 

= /Pv 

= 

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM 

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) 

CLAIMS HIGHEST 
REMAINING NUMBER I PRESENT 

AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA 
AMENDMENT PAID FOR 

* ** 

Minus I *** 1: 
FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM 

/ 

I (Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) 

GLAIMS HIGHEST 
REMAINING NUMBER I PRESENT 

AFTER ~ PREVIOUSLY EXTRA 
AMENDMEN PAID FOR 

* I Minus I ** I~ 
* Minus *** 

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM 

the entry in column 2, write "0" in column 3. . 
Paid For'' IN THIS SPACE is less than 20, enter "20." 
Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than 3, enter "3." 

OTHER THAN 
SMALL ENTITY OR SMALL ENTITY 

OR 

x$11= OR 

x40= OR 

+130= OR 

TOTAL 31~ OR -

OTHER THAN 
SMALL ENTITY OR SMALL ENTITY 

ADDI- I I RATE 

ADD I-
RATE I TIONAL TIONAL 

FEE FEE 

x$22= 
-
x80= 
-

+260= -TOTAL 
ADDIT. FEE 

/" 

ADD I- ADD I-
RATE I TIONAL RATE TIONAL 

FEE FEE 

,. x$11= OR x$22= 

x40= OR x80= 

+130= OR +260= 
TOTAL TOTAL 

ADDIT. FEE OR ADDIT. FEE 

ADD I- ADD I-
RATE TIONAL 

FEE 
RATE I TIONAL 

FEE 

x$11= · OR I x$22= 
-

x40= 

+130= 

OR I x80= 

OR +260::::: 

TOTAL 
mDIT. FEE 
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iJ,. 

?, 
i,• 
},; 

StaPie Jssve Slip H~r~ ,~ 
" •, . .· ""~ .--.·~ .... 

" 
i.; 

J POSITION IDNO. 

GLASSIFIER 

EXAMINER 
TYPIST 
VERIFIER 

;.) -,;; ' ' .• CORPS; CORR .. . 
.·· :sf)EC/H~NP 

.. ·. FltE{MArNT~ 
• •''"'·,v .. ';•.;: ... ,..·r.<·:,,,, ··'•·,, 

.:;.[)R_A:FitiN~· :: ···· 

56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 

SYMBOLS 
../ ................................. Rejected 

80 
= ................................. Allowed 81 

........_ 
::. 

• (Through numberal) Canceled 
+ ................................. Restricted 
N ................................. Non-elected 

82 
83 

34 
I ................................. Interference 
A ................................. Appeal ,, 84 

35 0 ................................. Objected 85 -
36 86 
·37 87 -
38 88 
39 89 

40 1 I I I I,~ 90 
41 91 
42 92 
43 93 
44 94 
45 95 
46 96 
47 97 
-
48 98 

49 99 
50 100 

(LEFT INSIDE) 
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